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Arena / Circus
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Spatial Qualities
Used
Purpose

Public/
Private

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Material Qualities
Enclosure

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Roof spaces

Gre where in this Unknown
region p.311

Unused for the Transition
most part

Staircase, Corridors,
Unmentioned Rooms,
Hall of Spiders, Roof
Terrace Lake

Partly enclosed
Unknown
Roof spaces and Rooftops

Not designed

Searching

Public

Used once in Observation
a search for
Steerpike

Series of rooms and
corridors above flood
level
Shadows of men

Enclosed
Water level limits from
below
A long peninsular of a
building

Violence

Public

Used

A tiered space with a
Unknown enclosure
None
central focus, possibly
A domed ceiling with great
not physically limited by beams, no walls mentioned
walls, this is unknown
Hall, at least 2 entrances - Fully enclosed
Unknown
a door and a staircase
4 walls, floor and ceiling

Drawn
Arena
2000x750mm

Modelled
Modelled

Conflict Event
Death Event
Death Event
Ritual Event

In the North Wing

TG

Attic 1 –
Lumber Room

TG

Drawn
Attic space
2000x750mm

Storage
Private
Fuchsia’s hideaway

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room as part of
Fully enclosed
90 degrees right turn to
a trio. Staircase up to it 4 walls, floor and a raftered Attic 2
with door, open to Attic roof
2 via steps,

Attic 2 – Acting TG
Room

Drawn
Attic space
2000x750mm

Fuchsia’s acting
room

Private

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room as part of a
trio. Wooden steps down
from Attic 1 - sagging
rafters form part of this
boundary

90 degrees to Attic 1
Steps up to Attic 1
Same orientation as Attic Door on balcony to Attic 3
3

Drawn
Attic space
2000x750mm

Fuchsia’s secret
attic

Private

Used

Plot Event

Views over the Servants’ Door with one hinge from
Quadrangle and to the left Attic 2
the alleys of a poor district Views over Servants’
through a flying buttress, Quadrangle
views of the Orchard
Steerpike’s rooftop journey
ends here

Drawn
Staircase
2000x750mm

Staircase

Private

Used

Transition

Spiral staircase

Attic 3 – Secret
Attic

TG

Attic Staircase

TG

Barquentine’s
Room

TG

Bellgrove’s
School Room

Armoury

MS 88931/1/3/2_
f033r - Candlestick

Internally candle lit corridors Mouldering, decayed
and staircases. Mobile oil lamps timber and plaster, stone
carried by characters. Radiant flags, iron banisters, spider
moonlit internally (shafts of
webs and dead flies, dust,
light) and externally. Half-light rust (old iron box), water

Larger than human

Stone
Creeper
Rotting timber
Dust as soft as velvet

Torchlight
Reflections on water
Stone grey light
Lanterns
Brilliant barge light

Staircase to Fuchsia’s Bedroom Several Stories (‘hundreds of Assumed to be rectangular in
No.1 - a three foot swing door feet’,) above ground
plan, a large space hidden by
Connected to Attic 2 via
Above Attic 2
objects
wooden steps
Below Attic 3

Hot

Hot leather horsehide, chalk, polish
and boys

Direct sunlight

Dappled light
through the plane
tree

A great clock
Professor’s desk is high and carved
Large blackboard
High cupboard large enough to fit a boy
on top
Underside of 2 floorboards polished with
candle wax
More desks than boys

Generally still
Movement caused
by people and flying
machines
Sheltered within the
structure

Chilled - menacing

Damp
Cold and still night
Fire and juniper
Damp and rain
smoke
Daylight and dawn
Rich vegetation and
decay
Smell of the flower

Clear sky ‘starflecked’ and
moonlight
‘A thin rain drifting
out of the night’
Sunlit floor

A great cake, goblets and napkins
Various spectacles described and costumes
figures - the flower, the owls, his ‘family’
etc.

None stated
A fluttering of trees
No movement
Assumed some when
running

Hot

None stated
Hot and dry
Assumed hot sand,
hot dry foliage,
metallic quality near
the mine

Dead flat heat of
the sun

Generally very empty

Movement caused by
people and rain
Draughts

Warm and humid

Dirt, damp,
Damp and humid
mouldering wood
Carpentry and sawn
wood. Many bodies

Dark rain

Violent enough to make Cool autumn nights
the great branches rub Hot near the Library
together
when burning
No others stated

Pine trees and other
general woodland
smells
The owls in the
Tower of Flints
The burning of the
Library

Windy
Rain
Clear and cloudy
nights

The rubbing of pine
branches
A downpour that
obscures everything
more than a few
feet away

Many families, each defining their own
area. Space gets larger as timber is used to
make boats. As the flood rises inhabited
lower floors are submerged and there
is not enough space for everyone in
remaining levels, flood continues to rise
Kaleidoscopic walls
A track alongside the walls at varying
distances
There is a central hall

Foul, noxious, full of
Not much internally
Hot baking sun
decay damp and slimes Fresh breezes externally Assumed cold and
Stagnant
Assumed draughts
damp internally
where the sun cannot
penetrate

Rotting and decay
internally
Fresh and bright
externally - ‘washed
air’

No more rain
Light wind
Hot baking sun
Washed air
Light winds
Sun that ‘fries’
Clear skies with few
white clouds

A constantly changing, expanding series
of spaces
Takes a year for the floods to descend
enough to reveal the whole castle-city

Very wet
Sudden ceasing of
the rain

Endless deluge
Lightning

Animals herded up stairs
Encampments on the roofs

Timber floor boards, horse
hide leather walls, glass
window and fanlight,
blackboard, chalk dust, ink
and ink stains, carved and
stained wooden desks

Bright, direct light from
window, golden motes in the
air

Ground level

Larger than the horizons

Occasional stone or blade of None
grass
Dark earth
River water
Thick dust, soft sand, gravelly
dust
Wooded hills - ferns and
grasses

Larger than human
Increasingly so as interior
walls and floors are
removed

Gormenghast stone, timber, Solid pine and black oak
plaster, filth dust
Rough unpainted masonry
Assumed glass in windows etc. Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

None for the whole wing
Larger than human but
This is the longest of all the wings composed of different scale
Individual locations have additional spaces
descriptions
The Tower of Flints is at the half way
point

Limited by the receding Various levels of enclosure
water and the debris left
behind, increasing over
time the usable, cleaned
space,
Additions of temporary
inhabitation spaces, the
encampment

As a whole, no particular
orientation, a walled
castle-city
Shanty town visible
from the direction of the
Mountain and specifically
Fuchsia’s grave

Outer landscape Close to
Gormenghast and features
within
Contains many spaces

The existing walls of the
castle-city and a rising
boundary of the flood
level

Various
Different sections of the
castle become islands
and each has a different
orientation

Landscape flooded apart
Above ground
from the tip of Gormenghast Rising water provides a new
mountain
datum line that changes
Contains Headmasters Flood frequently up to a point
Rooms, Flood Hospital,
Steerpike’s Flood Rooms,
Flooded Ballroom, Carvers’
Wind Flooded, Steerpike’s
Flooded Hideaway
Also links to the Rooftops and
Rooftops etc. from Fuchsia’s
Room No.1

As a whole, no particular
orientation, a walled
castle-city
Particular sections have
specific orientations

Outer landscape Close to
Gormenghast and features
within
Contains many spaces

A narrow peninsular with
additional sections that curve
away or are at right angles
to it
Generally connected in an
easterly direction from the
centre

Timber floor, assumed stone Worn but serviceable
wall on the external side and
wooden on the door side

None

Generally from ground level
upwards
Tallest section is the tower
of flints
The library is three steps
down

Flood level above the outer
Series of generally human
ramifications. Above the second
scale spaces and larger than
floor. Water level at the seventh floor human waterways
(south wing) when Titus launches
his craft. Water a few feet (10001500mm) above the landings of
the ninth floor. Three dry floors
below and attic level. Each floor lost
reduces the size of Gormenghast
by hundreds of vistas and countless
alleys. Three dry topmost floors and
a wet floor. Isolated outcrops and
towers. Water fathoms deep
From below to high above A walled castle-city with gates Massive
Much larger than human,
The Tower of Flints is the in unknown locations
Many ‘miles of rambling stone and contains thousands of
tallest section
4 wings generally oriented in mortar’
spaces of different scales
The tunnels, catacombs and the direction of their names The ‘great wall’
cellars are below
Many additional structures

Used and
Context
unused to
varying degrees

Surrounded by
Various states of enclosure
battlements, escarpments,
a moat and the Outer
Dwellings

Various - not all
purposes known

Various

Contains both
public and
private spaces

Some spaces
used, not all

Context

The north portion of the Enclosed generally
Generally rooms will be Contains:. Hall of the Bright From below to above
central body of the Castle Numerous spaces enclosed east or west facing, with a Carvings. Barquentine’s
Rooftops are the highest
to different extents
few facing North
Room. Keda’s Room.
point
Nannie Slagg’s Room. Cat
Assumed cellars / tunnels
beneath
Room. Octagonal room.
Prison Room. Lady Groan’s
Bedchamber. Stone Lanes
Above Lord Sepulcrave’s
Bedroom. Lord Sepulcrave’s
Apartments. Lord Sepulcrave’s
Bedroom. Refectory / Dining
Room/Stone Hall. Christening
Room/Cool Room
The south portion of the Enclosed generally
Generally rooms will be Contains:
From below to above
central body of the Castle Numerous spaces enclosed east or west facing, with a Cora and Clarice’s Apartments Rooftops are the highest
to different extents
few facing south
Steerpike’s Room No.2
point - towers. Assumed
Forgotten Landing
cellars / tunnels beneath
Potentially taller than the
East wing in parts as it can
be seen from The Lake
The west portion of the Enclosed generally
Generally rooms will be Contains: Fuchsia’s Bedroom From below to above
central body of the Castle Numerous spaces enclosed north or south facing,
No.1. Fuchsia’s Attics. Titus’ Rooftops are the highest
to different extents
with a few facing west
Room. School. Silent Halls / point - towers
Lifeless Halls / Hollow Halls Assumed cellars / tunnels
Philosopher’s Room
beneath

Series of spaces interlinked
both physically and by
waterways
Encampments on the roofs

Grey Gormenghast stone
Flints
Wire netting, rusty chains
Weeds and foliage
Plaster and frescos
Glass in windows
Timber
Avenue of Pines

Various

Prison

Private

Used

Confinement

Single room
Surrounded by similar
rooms above, below
and either side and an
assumed access corridor

4 walls, floor, ceiling, door, Window faces south-west In the City
large barred window, access
through floor
Assumed access to other
cells

Burial

Burial

Semi-public

Used

Ritual Event

Non stated
Either a physical or nonphysical demarcation of
land

Unknown
Assumed a wall or other
physical or non-physical
boundary

Dressing room

Dressing room

Private

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room
A room in a large
domestic house

Cemetery of
the Esteemed

Cheeta’s
Dressing Room

TG

G

TA

MS 88931/1/3/29_ Modelled
f029v - Titus looking
out

East of Castle
In the shadow of the
Tower of Flints

Fully enclosed
Window faces the Factory
4 walls, floor and ceiling - not south
At least one door and one
window
Assumed more than one
door

Direct links to the Stone
At ground floor level
Lanes, Lawns and the
Stairs up
Octagonal room via staircase
behind the archway and
second door then up to third
landing and a sharp left
Unknown level above
ground

Various - depending on
use

Reflections on water
Water
Black and endless deluge of
Gormenghast stone
rain
Wet surfaces, materials,
Lightning
papers, fabrics etc.
Lightless lofts
Warped timbers
Many ‘rich reflections on dark Floating branches torn
water’
from trees
Assumed candle and lamp light Dust, mud
in the dark
Moonlight on water

Dark waters
Armoury as ‘red pond of rust’
Library ‘yellowing papers’
12 ‘blue attics’ containing the
white cats
White bandages
Deep clear water

Branches of pine trees rubbing
Open air acoustics
Woodland and rain
together. Burning of the Library
Woodland acoustics
Silenced coughing of Sourdust
The dragging of Swelter’s body to the
Tower of Flints. Inhuman cry of pain
from the Tower of Flints. Assumed
general forest sounds, footsteps on
pine needles, the owls in the tower
White silence. Squelching of water in
Flay’s boots

A natural peace. Draining of water. Open air acoustics
Shovelling of accumulated sediment. externally
Birdsong at sunrise, silence at noon. Damp echoes
Assumed squelching of slime, cleaning internally
noises and people, shifting of material
within the castle as the water drops,
creaking and groaning of the fabric of
the castle-city

Water
Gormenghast stone, timber,
plaster, mud and wet filth, dry
dusty spaces re-inhabited
Assumed glass in windows etc.

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction
but damaged by flood water
Aqueous spaces

Very wet
Some areas remain dry
and assumed to be very
dusty as they have come
back into use after years
of neglect

Endless deluge of rain
Various both internal Unhealthy and damp
Lapping of water
and external
Thunder (assumed)
Water alters acoustics
Protesting of animals
Moving of items, people, animals
upstairs
Frantic packing
Sickness (assumed coughing and
groaning)
Splashing of diving boys and punting
Unbearable silence

Gormenghast stone and
mortar for the most part
Individual spaces have
particular materials
Known to contain lawns and
trees and gardens

Heavy masonry construction
Honeycombs of stone
Great domes
Maze like, a labyrinth
Individual spaces have
different constructions

Various states of neglect The ‘shadows of the great
Rough cut stone, dressed
and decay
wall’. Gloomy corridors.
stone
Well worn and serviceable Direct sunlight, pale sunlight. Lawns, trees, gardens,
to varying degrees
Morning mists. Darkness over terraces
Ancient and historic
the castle, pressing itself to it Stone slates on the roof,
Dust and grime
Fitful light, pale shadows,
not in all locations
Worm-pocked doors and clouds across the sun. HalfFlaking stone and ivy
growth
fractures walls, windows light of the sun. Moonlight.
bursting with rot
Slow dawn. Candle light,
Individual spaces have
lamplight, firelight. Flood of specific textures
light before sunset. Darkness
Chalky pall. Dazzling snow.
Golden light. Dawn air ‘quilled
with blood’

Rumours. Slamming and creaking
Dependant on
Grey Gormenghast stone
Saffron light
of doors echoing down corridors.
individual spaces
Lawns ‘black with dew’ ‘wet grass Thousands of people living . ‘The
Hollow corridors
blazed with diamonds of every voice of stones’. Feet down the
Hard stone
colour’ ‘ back imprints of feet’ corridor. Owls in the Tower of Flints. encourages echoes
The wind whistling and screaming
Crimson apples
Lawns like ‘dull emerald glass’ around the castle. Gales and sudden
‘Winter’s white brilliance’
silences. Battering by rain and hail.
Dark soil
A mouse nibbling at the floorboards.
Colours of Autumn leaves
The whine of the November wind.
Silence. The sound of Barquentine’s
Turrets of grey moss
Grey horse
crutch echoing down hollow
Golden light
corridors. The sound of rain, dripping.
Dawn air ‘quilled with blood’
Dark and rattling place. Ringing of
bells and their echoes. Sounding of
cannons

Morning mists
Fairly damp, mildewed
curtains
Draughts
Fermenting heat
Humid heat, oppressive
Murky air
Long sultry days

A table with a book of verse, two pears,
half a seed cake, nine dates in a battered
white cardboard box, jug of dandelion
wine. A great root, many pictures on the
walls, red-wine coloured couch, dark blue
glass vase with dead sunflower, red and
green wax tapers. Iron candle stick
Loose board 18 steps before the top

None stated
Assumed draughts

Not stated

Water
Damp carpets and
other items
Wet animals and
people

Stillness of the mists
The wind whistling and
screaming around the
castle
Draughts
Winds

The cold stones, cold
floorboards
Assumed generally that
internal spaces are cold
- stone maintaining a
consistent temperature
External temperatures
vary greatly
Cold dawn air
Fermenting heat
Humid heat, oppressive
Hot gloom
Long sultry days

Assumed smoke from Direct sunlight
long ago fires
The setting sun
Decay
Mists
Rotten sweetness
Snow
Gales and storms,
tempest
Rain
Hail
Mild and gilded
Moonless nights
Clouds
Snow
Murky air
Long sultry days

Sunlight streaming
through the turrets
Morning mists
The breath of
Autumn
Veils of cloud ‘a
dripping smoke’
Gale and sudden
silences - rain
and hail battering
against the castle
Drifts of rain
Grey sullen rain
Snow

Many areas are unsafe due to neglect or
incidents such as fire
Lawns, trees, terraces and gardens
Wells, cisterns, tanks and enchantments

Numerous spaces connected None stated
to each other by corridors and
passageways in a generally
northerly direction from the
centre

Larger than human
Numerous spaces of
different scales contained
within
Numerous corridors and
passageways

Gormenghast stone and
mortar for the most part
Glass in windows, timber
Individual spaces have
particular materials

Heavy masonry construction
Construction of individual
spaces vary
Hundreds of windows

Desolate
The ‘midnight pearls of light’ Rough cut stone, dressed
Various states of neglect Assumed sunrise and/or sunsets stone
and decay
are a feature of particular spaces General assumptions can
Well worn and serviceable
be made about inhabited
to varying degrees
spaces from the Castle
General and individual
spaces

Grey stones
General assumptions can be
made about inhabited spaces
from the Castle General and
individual spaces

Rain
Bell pull from Lord Sepulcrave’s
Apartments

None stated
None stated
General assumptions General assumptions
can be made from the can be made from the
Castle General and Castle General and
individual spaces
individual spaces

None stated
General assumptions
can be made from the
Castle General and
individual spaces

None stated
General assumptions
can be made from the
Castle General and
individual spaces

None stated
Rain
General assumptions
can be made from the
Castle General and
individual spaces

The ‘slow rain’

Desolate
Hundreds of windows

Numerous spaces connected None stated
to each other by corridors and
passageways in a generally
Southerly direction from the
centre

Larger than human
Numerous spaces of
different scales contained
within

Gormenghast stone and
mortar for the most part
Glass in windows, timber
Individual spaces have
particular materials

Heavy masonry construction
Construction of individual
spaces vary
Hundreds of windows

Grey stones
General assumptions can be
made about inhabited spaces
from the Castle General and
individual spaces

Rain

None stated
None stated
General assumptions General assumptions
can be made from the can be made from the
Castle General and Castle General and
individual spaces
individual spaces

Assumed stationary,
stagnant

Warm in the sunlight

Dust

The ‘slow rain’

Hundreds of windows
Dusty and deserted

Numerous spaces connected None stated
to each other by corridors and
passageways in a generally
westerly direction from the
centre

Larger than human
Numerous spaces of
different scales contained
within

Gormenghast stone and
mortar for the most part
Glass in windows, timber
Individual spaces have
particular materials

Heavy masonry
Timber ceilings of passages
Flying buttresses
Construction of individual
spaces vary

None stated
General assumptions
can be made from the
Castle General and
individual spaces

Cold air
Long sultry days

None stated
Rain
General assumptions Sunny
can be made from the Cold air
Castle General and Long sultry days
individual spaces

The ‘slow rain’
Grazing shaft of
sun, little pools of
light

Flying buttresses
The western massives, a long flat summit

Assumed to be rectangular in Large enough for around a hundred
plan. Doors in opposite walls, cats to live comfortably
the bay window in another. Stairs ascend by 60 ft. (18.3m),
Fireplace. Flagstones outside passes 2 landings and arrives at a
the window .Links with a loft. third
Cold narrow stairway, passes Risers and goings can be assumed to
2 landings
be not less than 190mm by 240mm
Cuboid
Small
A table takes up most of the floor
space that is not the bed

Large enough for around
a hundred cats to live
comfortably
Stairs at human scale

Iron door knob. Carved stone
arches. Sapphire/azure carpet
Peeling papers. Rotting plaster
Wallpaper. Iron banisters
Glass windows. Iron poker

Carved stone archways
therefore stone walls on at
least 3 sides
Bay window
Stone stairs
Plaster and wallpaper

Dusty and deserted
The morning sun
corridors and halls
Unchanging light, apart from
Remoteness. Various
when the sun breaks through
states of neglect and
dusty halls
decay. Well worn and
Sun that burns cloud
serviceable to varying
motes of dust in the sunlight
degrees
Empty stairs
Grazing shaft of sun, little
Corroded carvings
pools of light
Various states of neglect Glittering blotches of dew
and decay
Layers of foliage, edges ribbed
Well worn and serviceable with sunrise
to varying degrees
Dawn air ‘quilled with blood’
Fairly good
Filled with late sunbeams
Stairs are damp and
Sun breaking through distance
in poor decorative
cedars
condition, worn but
serviceable

Still
Draughty

Warm
Cold

Cat hair and other
animal smells
Damp stone, iron,
plaster and paper

Sunny

Sunbeams
Summer thunder

Enormous carved ottoman with gilded
tracery carven head and foot piece
Star shaped broken glass in the bay
window
Some kind of entrance through a loft

Human

Flagstone floor. Iron bars
Stone flags
across assumed glass window Assumed stone blocks
Timber table, chair and trestle
bed frame. Blanket. Assumed
stone walls and ceiling

Assumed still

Not stated
Assumed warm in the
sunlight

None stated

Assumed a calm
warm evening
(golden sunlight)

Sunbeams

Stated that the cell is a rectangle filled
with golden light

Assumed the cool of a Assumed vegetation None stated
shady evening

None

Rectangular trench dug
Not an extravagant affair

None stated
Assumed warm

A spiral ‘plume of
smoke’ visible from
the factory

Table carved from a single hunk of granite
Sensuous but clinical
Peerless mirror

In the shadow of the Tower Ground
of Flints
Either within the castle-city
boundaries or very close to it

Conical mounds of stone
Assumed in rows

Within Cheeta’s house
Assumed links to Cheeta’s
bedroom and the rest of the
house

Cuboid

Unknown storey above
ground

Dull echoing of her feet on the floor Muted echoes
Loud silence

Leather and horse-hide,
Golden motes, grey smear of
Schoolroom silence
Large room but
Golden dust motes,
polished timber floorboards blackboard, dark and musty
Thud of a body against the horsedulled by leather
open window
(especially the underside blue of the ink, washed-out
hide walls. Sound of catapults and
horse-hide
recharging them
of 2) Wooden desks worn blue or laurel green of school
with use, blackboard and books, white paper, sepia and
Rustle of leaves through the open
chalk
golden brown of the desks, green window. Cry from lookout boy
painted fountain pen whitish
Snoring of professor
where chewed, sun bleached
Carving of desks
floorboards stained with faded Whispering of boys
ink, dark grime of the fanlight
No footsteps Damp, cold
Abandoned and
Pale sun. Bonfires - ‘yellow
Stone
Flames - ‘yellow tongues of fire’ The ‘surrounding forest breathing
overgrown with ‘the decay tongues of fire’. Moonlight and Vegetation of various kinds Moonlight
gently to itself ’. Flames. The sounds muffled by moss
That of a forest
of centuries’
‘star-flecked sky’. Candle light and in various states of
Heliotrope
of a large gathering of people, fear and Open air acoustics
Rich in vegetation and
Superficial additions
and mirrors. Floodlight
decay, both growing and Acid green - ‘green as a flame’
suspense, conversation, shuffling
its decay
added structure
‘viridian’
Aircraft. Silence of the animals and
made for the party
Heliotrope floodlight. Acid
green floodlight - ‘as green as Fabrics and artifice
Torchlight
birds of the forest, and broken by
flame’ ‘viridian’. Torchlight
Mirrors
‘Foul orange tint’
them. A ‘dreadful martial music’ from
(not electric). Half-light
Carpets
the band. Clock striking midnight
A strong glint off metal, flashes Dew and moisture
Echoes and purring of the tide or of
cats. Hooting of owls. Smashing of
of light. Sunrise - ‘flooding of Rust iron
the dawn’. Veil of ‘foul orange
the throne. Directions and orders to
tint’. A ‘light to strangle infants
the guests . Sloughing of the leaves in
by’
the forest. Silence - a surge. A large
reverberation - a distant explosion the following flight of a great volume
of birds. A shrill scream
Dry and dusty
Tinges of glaucous colour’
Dust, grit, sand
Tinges of glaucous colour’ like a No footsteps, muffled by the dust
Open air acoustics
Hot, dry, dusty
Motionless woods
A ‘horrible light’ a ‘slithering Woods ferns and grasses blush over the ground
Silence of the forest
thing’. The ‘kind of light that Silvery rock-face
No colour
Tearing of branches
sucked out every hue’
Sharp edges of the mine Water like grey oil
No bird song
The ‘shadows of the forest
equipment
White dust
trees’. Semi-darkness.
Grey space and terraces
Sunbeams. Sunlight as a ‘dead
Silvery rock face
flat heat’. A ‘metallic light’.
Hueless, long shadows
Damp, mouldering,
Dark rain. Clear enough to see Stone , timber, dirt and
Solid pine and black oak timbers Ripping up of floorboards, ripping
Increasingly expansive Dusty and dirty
filthy, dusty. Condition the mountain. Semi-darkness. grime
apart of panels. Rain and thunder
probably not many Damp
deteriorates as the carvers Increasingly more open spaces Assumed sawdust and
Hammering. Assumed carpentry, and echoes
remove timber to make
timber shavings and
sounds of hundreds of people living,
boats
splinters
working and sleeping

Walls shadowed by branches Rough hewn Stone
Grey Stone
of evergreens. A few stars, half Carved stone. Flint walls Flints
hidden by clouds. Star filled Smooth plaster. Roots, pine Vegetation of various colours
sky, a clear night ‘a hundred
cones and pine needles,
Painted plaster
thousand stars’. Raw patch of ground creepers. Rusty
Ivory pine cones
light. Flames and smoke of the chains and wire netting
Rusty iron
burning library. Light obscured Vegetation of various
Carved oak door
by a downpour of rain. Pines named varieties. Ash and
split with lines of midnight
burnt stone and timbers
‘pine cones like ivory carvings’. Feathers
Moonlight on the Tower of
Flints ‘like a hoar frost’
From below to high above A walled castle-city with gates Slime a foot deep (305mm), left by Larger than human
Grey Gormenghast stone
Assumed standard
Dank and foul
Sunbeams by day
Slime
Grey stone
Below ground more likely to in unknown locations
the flood. Water up to windowsill Consists of many spaces of Slime, sediment and debris
Gormenghast construction Noxious
Moonbeams by night
Baked mud
Grey slime
remain unusable for longer 4 wings generally oriented in height in some places. Takes a
different scales
Rotting animals. Stagnant
but damaged by flood water One day parts of the
Golden moments. Sunlight
Gormenghast stone
Golden light
the direction of their names year for the flood to fully subside
As the flood water recedes water. Shiny town made of
Shanty town made
castle city would be
reflected on water. Softness
Reclaimed materials - mud, Coral and rose red sunsets
Many additional structures and leave the whole castle visible.
more spaces are exposed
mud, branches, canvas, iron, haphazardly out of reclaimed ‘cleaner than it had been of gold light. Coral coloured branches, canvas, iron,
White clouds
Gigantic encampment spread across
stone, looted floorboards, raw materials
for a millennium’
evening light changing to rose- stone, looted floorboards, Blue sky
the grounds and escarpments
woodwork etc. Spring corn
red light to dusk. Brilliant light raw woodwork etc.
Spring corn
grown on higher slopes
of a hunter’s moon
Inky shadows

Built over time
Various
Contains both
Individual sections Living, working, public and
and spaces built to resting
private spaces
individual purposes

Prison

TA

None

Still
Passing of a boy
at speed down the
polished floorboards
Draughts

30 ft. (9150mm) from one wall to Large but human
the opposite
100 ft. (30.5m) from the window to
the ground of the quadrangle

Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f004v
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f022r
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f007v Steerpike and column
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f019r

Cell / Prison /
Honeycomb

Warm and dry

There is a hatch in the floor, opened by a
rusted iron ring, on the other side of the
room to the door, that leads to the mouth
of a funnel that leads to the eating room.
A rough wall by the doorway is used as a
back scratcher. An engraving on the right
hand wall with no glass apart from one
splinter left in the frame and/ or an oil
painting of a man on a piebald horse
Mattress in the corner of the room

Generally from West
Heart of the Castle
to East but with several Assumed East Quadrangle
points where it veers off Contains Library, Tower of
into curves or right angles Flints, Derelict Architectural
Experiments

Late sunbeams indicate
a west or south-west
orientation to the bay
window

None Stated
Dust

None

From the Heart of the
Not consistently
Castle Eastwards
Individual structures are
A narrow peninsular
enclosed
with additional curves
and portions off at right
angles
Conifer Woods,
including evergreens to
either North or South

Atmospheric Event Single room
Fully enclosed
At least 2 doors and a bay 4 walls, floor and ceiling
window
Set of stone stairs
Set
of
stairs
behind
an
Conflict Event
Conflict Event
arch and a door
Transition

Warm

None

Several storeys high
A mile (1.61km)or so in length

Used

None stated
Still
Assumed draughts

None Stated
Implied dirt,
unwashed bodies,
mould and general
decay of straw

Several storeys high, above Unknown
ground, reduced in size as A series of spaces
the flood rises and therefore
the lowest point gets further
from ground level

A room for
Private
hundred or so
white cats
Also a set of stairs
leading to the
Octagonal Room

Dusty

Described as timeless
The items in the room form a high
narrow corridor
There are accessible pockets which
Fuchsia has found in the heaps
High backed chair on balcony
Appears to be an endless room

Very little other than Unknown
that caused by human
movement

View of Gormenghast
Only via flood waters
mountain from upper
hall and the far end of the
promontory

Unknown

None

Thick and dirty

A peninsular of the castle Enclosed
Limited by walls and
Flood waters - mobile
flood water
plane
Stone and interior spaces
of the wing

G

Warm and dry

Unknown

Used
Living / Dwelling
Only whilst
in flood
conditions
Previous / later
uses unknown
Used - Tower Context
of Flints
, Library,
Assumed
structures to
the west of the
Tower of Flints
Unused Derelict
Architectural
Experiments

TG

None stated
Dust

None mentioned
Assumed sounds of vermin

Ill-lit’

Semi-public

Cat Room and
Staircase

Warm

Rough plaster with cracks, Walnut door
bare floorboards, crawling Crimson rags of Barquentine
straw filled mattress, full of Rusted iron ring
insect life and vermin
Dirt, grime and filth
Oil painting of a man on a
piebald horse

Above ground, several
storeys above the eating
room

Walnut door, bare floorboards, Timber floor, chimney breast Filthy, slowly
mouldering ceiling (assumed is likely to be stone, rough disintegrating
plaster), straw-filled mattress, plaster walls
dust and flies, glass in window

Refuge from the
flood

Context

Still and ‘breathless’

None

Not designed

Some spaces
used, not all

Air ‘clouded with
moths’, dusty

None

None

Contains both
public and
private spaces

Corridor with small prints of
Gormenghast, some in frames, glass
generally broken, covered in dust
Contains an assortment of arms and an
iron cupboard with half-moons scratched
into the back

None Stated

The Mine is within this
Ground Level
Breathless Wastes
Flat
Links to Gormenghast via an
Unknown River

Various

None

Unknown

None
No known location

Various - not all
purposes known

Cold and damp

None stated
Still
Assumed draughts

Unknown

G

Cold, a chill rising from Damp metal, cold
the floor
stone, burning hair

Close

Landscape

TG

None stated
Very little
Assumed draughts

Unknown

No use
Contains
mines

Castle West
Wing

Dank’

Footsteps

Public

Context

Pools of water, the throwing of hundreds
of weapons

Unknown

Natural

Some spaces
used, not all

Dripping

Timber

Natural

Contains both
public and
private spaces

Damp

Dark, no natural light
Candle (or lamp light)

Timber walls, steps and doors Assumed traditional timber
construction

Vegetation - moss and ferns, Assumed traditional stone
fallen leaves, rotting things,
masonry construction
hemlock, ivy, fungi like plates
on the walls, grasses, nettles
Dew, the sweat of stones
Masonry - stone assumed black
Additions of carpets, lanterns,
suits of armour, tables, swags
of material, bone white
branches for a roof structure, 6
mirrors, a throne/pulpit/tower,
flags on the wall, rusty chains
Perhaps fragments of glass in
windows

Various

Damp and mould,
unwashed masses

Worn but serviceable

A hundred or so narrow steps
Human
Risers and goings can be assumed
to be not less than 190mm by
220mm. A narrow stair - estimate at
1000mm wide
Necessary to stoop thorough the
Lower than human
door, an assumption of lower than
1500mm. Most of the ceiling is at
the same level as the door but the
centre of the room is lower than this.
A table stands at the centre with its
legs sawn of halfway down making
it approximately 400mm tall. When
lying on the mattress, on the floor,
the ceiling is a few feet above

Assumed to be that of an
Interior of main space described as Larger than human
abbey in arrangement, series vast
of rectangular plan spaces
An alter at one end of the
main space
Alcoves and secondary spaces
- a forgotten room
Pillars

Various - not all
purposes known

Unknown
Most likely constant cave like

None

Characters travel from
Cheeta’s House, the factory,
the City and travel to
the Landscape Close to
Gormenghast

G

None stated
Very little
Assumed draughts

Warm and dry

Assumed to be rectangular
in plan
Sagging, bulging ceiling

TG

Damp and mouldy

Dust
Candles
The smell of rotten
vase water

View of Gormenghast
mountain
Crooked vertical link to an
eating room
Mirrored link to Steerpike’s
Room No.4
Corridor to walnut stairs

Castle South
Wing

A large collection of rooms
A few rooms directly above Steerpike’s
Flooded Hideaway are most important

Warm

Spiral staircase, assumed
to ascend in a clockwise
direction

TG

Rain

None stated
Still
Assumed draughts

Fuchsia’s Bedroom No.1 at the From the second floor
bottom
upwards
Attic 1 at the top

Castle North
Wing

None stated
Rain
Rotting timbers and Wind
damp

Dusty

Unknown,
Assumed to be oriented
as a Western abbey would
usually be
South West of Cheeta’s
House

MS 88931/1/3/14_
f044r - Silhouette
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f124r - Rather vague
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f171r Incomprehensible
map

Cold

None stated

Surrounded by forests, Semi enclosed
long neglected woodland, Overgrown ruins
swamps and valleys
Very little roof and no
Cedars, junipers, oaks
inner walls
Enclosure added to it for
the party
A great door and more
than one window

BiD

Windy

Coloured book of verse. RedFar sounds of voices
wine coloured couch. Dark blue Fuchsia reading aloud
glass vase with a dead sunflower.
Red and green wax tapers.
Paintings. Carpet with pattern

Death Event

TA

Outside

Polished root
Leather couch
Timber
Stone

Used for one
event only

G

Broken chandelier, iron box, broken
beams

Daylight
Candle light

Public

Enclosed internally
Use of both enclosed and
exposed water as transport
links

Damp and
Very wet, raining,
A third of the sky
mouldering, candles cloudy, followed by clear from cloud
and oil lamps
sudden stop in rain and in this a bright
hump-backed
moon.

Decrepit

Timber, stone slates, great
timber root, carpet, timber
floor, stone window sill and
outer walls, leather couch,
timber window shutters (not
sure about glass in window)

An abbey or similar Disused and
ruinous
Used to hold
Cheeta’s party

Various
Both public and Previously
Plot Event
Used by necessity private
unused spaces
rather than design
now used

Still internally, the dust Warm water,
is settled

Shuttered window
Door with one hinge

Human

South facing window, 30foot
to the opposite wall
Assumed rectangular plan
Desks in rows
Large backboard at one end

Not designed created by flood
waters rising

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Named
Phenomena

Several Stories (‘hundreds of Assumed to be rectangular
feet’), above ground
in plan
Above Attic 2

Corridor outside linking it to On one of the upper floors
rest of the School
A hundred foot drop to
Looks over the School Yard the ground, the quadrangle
below

G

Climactic
conditions

None stated
Dust and grey stone slating
assumed

Described as small

Muted

Smells

Timber, stone slates and
dust. Timber banister

Single Room
Fully enclosed
South facing window
Corridor outside linking One door with a fan-light
it to rest of the School
above and large window

Castle General
Flooded

Rotting timbers
Black water
Crumbling stone
Multi-coloured lights
Dust as soft as velvet
Hairy stems of the creeper
Leaves

Temperature

Dim but lighter than Attic 1
Candle light

Death Event

Context

Open air spaces,
Dusty and damp
narrow, enclosed
spaces and internal
hall covered in dust muffled

Air Movement

Warped wood and
dislodged stone slates.
Dusty

Used

Not designed Various
Both public and Used and
created by the
Not the original in private
Unused
retreat of the flood most cases
waters through the
castle-city
Use of the spaces as
found and cleaned

Air Quality

Raftered roof, stone slating
on roof
Assumed timber floor

Semi-public

G

Yellow candle light, midnight
A ‘heavy, lugubrious droning’,
stone, very white moonlight,
drumming rain, sound of feet,
silvers, black shadows, glittering dolorous whispering, dripping
threads, lemon-yellow and
golden water

Acoustic
Qualities

Notes

Dark with beams of permeating Soft dust, warped timbers, Grey spiders, (grey) stone slating, None stated
light, ‘moted half-light’, ‘warm various objects and
a potential multitude but faded
brooding dusk’
materials in poor state of and muted by the layers of dust
repair, spiders’ webs

School Room

Various
Mixed
Library, Tower of
Flints, purposeless
or disused
structures

Sounds

Seasons Observed

Warped wood and
dislodged stone slates.
Dusty and moth eaten

School Room

Drawn
Various - not all
2000x750mm purposes known

Colours

Time of Day
Observed

Raftered roof, stone slating
on roof
Assumed timber floor

G

TG

Textures

Weather Observed

From right hand turn to steps to
Larger than human. A
Timber, dust , moths,
Attic 2 is 12ft (3660mm). Very long. large, lofty room which
assortment of other materials
Risers and goings can be assumed to appears smaller than it is. in the items deposited there,
be not less than 190mm by 240mm Only a narrow path is easily stone slates on roof
accessible
Several Stories (‘hundreds of A very large empty space,
When Fuchsia is half way up the
Larger than human
Timber rafters, dust, stone
feet’), above ground
assumed to be rectangular in ladder she can place objects on the
slates on roof, timber ladder,
Below Attic 2
plan
balcony. Balcony of a few feet in
balcony and balustrade
Below Attic 3
depth - from wall to handrail) 10001500mm approx.

Single room with a very Fully enclosed,
low bulging ceiling
A low ceiling, one door,
a long horizontal strip of
window (which opens)
near the floor, a chimney
breast

G

Light Qualities

Water
Outside
Splashing
Stone walls reflect
Footsteps on bare timber boards
sound
Sawing
Wood falling into water
Voices
Fists beating against a stone sill
Wooden pillars and long cross Damp, grey slime, mossy Mirrored light, candle light, Stone floor, wet underfoot, Grey, green and grey slimes and The ‘voice of the river’
Silence and echoes
beams, a domed roof
and rotten. Wet ground torches. Dark. Wavering light slime and moulds, rotten moulds
conditions, dripping
wood
ceiling
Non stated
Damp and cold, the arms Dim
Stone, rust, metal, beads of Metals and red rust, the grey
Non stated
None mentioned,
are in poor condition
moisture
stone of Gormenghast.
Footsteps can be assumed on the stone echoes can be
and heaped and stacked
A retainer in yellow for the
floor
assumed
haphazardly. ‘Unhealthy’
ceremony

Living / Dwelling

Exposed
No enclosure

Condition

Stone walls
Very poor
Floor of room directly above Abandoned for many
is a layer of single floorboards many years
on rotting beams

Used

BiD

View of Gormenghast
mountain

Timber floorboards, supports Internal mostly timber and Very poor. ‘Mouldering’
and beams, stone flags, dust, plaster construction. Some and rotten.
spiders webs, plaster, water,
areas have stone flagged
stone battlements, old iron box floors, these may be internal
or external also floorboards

Private

TA

TG

Fully enclosed,
None
A door at the bottom and
the top

Non stated, assumed to be
None
cuboid
At least 2 entrances, one
opposite the other, one a door,
the other a flight of stairs that
leads to the centre of the hall

Human

Larger than human. Many Wooden pillars and beams
hundreds of people can be (they are rotting and covered
seated (terraced hoards, a in moss), stone floor covered
multitude).
in pools of water
Larger than human, storage Stone floor, rusting metal of many human artefacts iron and steel

Construction

Bedroom

Castle General
After the Flood

Castle General

Fully enclosed. 4 walls,
floor, raftered roof - can
be assumed to be the same
construction as Attic 1 as
the light penetrates in the
same way
Single room as part of
Fully enclosed,
a trio
4 walls, a window, one
Bounded by walls on
door, floor and roof/
all sides, a window with ceiling, large vine outside
extensive views and a
window
single door

On the path between
Passage way to outside at
Fuchsia’s Room No.1 and the ground level
Prunesquallors’ House (East
Quadrangle). Nearby is the
pewter room, bronze

Materials

Unknown

Breathless
Wastes

Castle East
Wing

Probably private Used

Scale

G

Black House

Carvers’ Wing
Flooded

Armoury

Known measurements

Staircase to Lord Sepulcrave’s 1 story above Lord
Series of spaces
None
Bedroom corridor
Sepulcrave’s Apartments
Up a third flight of stairs
200ft from Roof Terrace
Lake to ground. Not attic
level as there is a floor above
In the North Wing
Above ground
Series of spaces in a large
Canoe is about 6ft (1.83m) in
Part of the enclosure of the
Above flood level
curve.Room directly
length. Steerpike standing as the
Flood Bay
above Steerpike’s Flooded
volunteer is about 12ft (3.66m)
Hideaway is square-ish with below the countess
a connecting door to the
60-70ft (18.3-21.35m) along a
adjacent room and a hole
corridor to the rooms directly above
sawn in the centre of the floor Steerpike’s Flooded Hideaway
In the Under-River
Underground
The use of ‘circus’ and ‘ring’ Central area is larger than 10ft
implies that it is circular in (3050mm). The tiered section is
shape
larger than 40ft (12200mm)

Armoury

G

Geometric
arrangement

Sensorial Qualities Observed

Unknown. Approximate size could Human scale
be estimated, Not more than 12
human graves at 8 ft.x4 ft. (2440mm
x 1220mm). An assumption on the
size of the stone mounds is required
- the word ‘heaps’ perhaps indicates
something fairly modest
A great room, ‘majestic in its
Human, but oversized
proportion’

Stone heaps, nettle covered
ground

Worn

Heaps of stone to mark gravesUnkempt
Tall weeds

White camel skins on the
Unknown
floor. Tapestries on the walls.
Black granite table. Multitude
of glass bottles and jars.Onyx
and porphyry pots. Vases of
alabaster. Multitude of beauty
implements. Camel hair on the
chair. Mirror

Golden afternoon. Light.
Sunbeams. Sunrise. Ethereal
light. Golden flashes of
windows from cityscape.
Darkness of night. Candle
light. (Electric)Torch light.
Half darkness of morning

Rough cut stone, dressed
stone. Dust. General
assumptions can be made
about inhabited spaces
from the Castle General
and individual spaces

Rough cut stone, dressed Grey stone. Lawns ‘black with Clattering of Nanny Slagg
Echoes down
Cold air
stone. General assumptions dew’ ‘wet grass blazed with
Gathering of voices in adjacent
corridors and halls
Long sultry days
can be made about
diamonds of every colour’ ‘ back courtyards
inhabited spaces from
imprints of feet’
Bell pull from Fuchsia’s room
the Castle General and
Lawns like ‘dull emerald glass’. A score of bells echoing from clocks
individual spaces
Dawn air ‘quilled with blood’
the last in the western outcrops
Carved stone archways
White cats
Deep unhurried purring ‘like the voice As a carpeted room Thick with cat hair and
Carpets
Sapphire /azure carpet
of the ocean’. Assumed footsteps on full of soft furnishings smells, warm
Assumed cat hair
Grey stone
stone. Tapping on the iron banister. (cats)
Damp and mildewed,
Damp plaster
Mingling of many weird colours Silence. Screaming of a hundred cats. Assumed echoes and cold
Peeling wallpaper
Gilded carved ottoman
Smashing of glass. Assumed key in
hardness of staircase
Cracked plaster
a lock. Assumed doors opening and
Smashed glass
closing. Roar of summer thunder
Uneven stone
Golden light. Honey coloured Key turning in the lock. Fluting of a Hard surfaces
Not stated
Painted /whitewashed
light. Stone. Black bars. Dark-red blackbird. Tapping. Grating of stone
stone (unknown colour) blanket. Black and yellow piebald on stone. Human voices. Heavy sound
Painted and unpainted
chair. Magpie’s colours
of feet. Voice from the floor
wood
Smashed wood

Shadow of the Tower of Flints Stone heaps
in the evening
Nettles and vegetation

Immaculate
Tapestries glow luminously
Covered in an explosion from concealed lighting
of beauty products and A window
powders

Grey stones
Greens of vegetation

Camel hair
White camel hair. Prawn
Tapestries
lighting. Tapestries in dusty
Smooth but uneven granite pinks, reds and golds. Black
Clinical instruments
granite.Various jars and bottles
Various jars and bottles
of different materials, colours
of different materials and and contents (visible or not) textures
‘coloured like the rainbow’

None stated

Open air acoustics

None stated
None stated
Outside assumed to be
fresh

A stillness that downs out all external Muted
Fragrant
sound
Lots of soft absorbent
Smashing of beauty products
surfaces

Still

Perfumes, powders
and other make-up
products

Rain

Still and dry

Book
Space

Titus
Groan

Peake’s
Sketches
GormenghastTitus
Alone

Boy in
Manuscripts
Darkness

Models & Function
Drawings
Modelled Designed
Drawn
Purpose

Spatial Qualities
Used
Purpose

Public/
Private

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Material Qualities
Enclosure

Cheeta’s House

TA

Domestic house

Domestic house

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A large house with
House enclosed
extensive grounds, tree Grounds limited by
lined avenue, gardens and boundaries but not
outhouses
enclosed

Cheeta’s Studio

TA

Studio

Studio

Private

Used

Context

Single room

Unknown

Christening room Semi-private
A sitting room

No specific use

Christening
Room / Cold
Room / Cool
Room

TG

Inhabitation (of at Private
least 1)

Used

Landscape

A series of discrete
buildings within the
cityscape

A City

Inhabitation,
work, living

Public

Used

Context

A City
A series of discrete
buildings

Enclosed by a wall

On the side of a mountain Surrounded by City Forest
Ground level
surrounded by forest.
Connections to the Wasteland
Assumed to be south
- via City River, Cheeta’s
facing (direct sunlight)
House, Unknown place in
with roads running east to an Unknown City and the
west, a northern wall
Distant Town

Assumed Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A series of rooms

All rooms fully enclosed,
the tree which forms part
of these apartments is not
enclosed

In the South Wing
Half a mile (805m) from
the Stone Sky-Field
Dead Tree grows from the
south side of the wall

Unknown

Confinement

Private

Becomes used, Confinement
was previously
disused

Two connected rooms,
perhaps more

Enclosed on all sides,
None
a single door into the
apartments, a single
window in the first room,
none in the second (or any
others) a fire place

Single room in a set of
apartments

Enclosed
4 walls , ceiling, 4 doors,
two large windows, a
fireplace

Not designed

City Structures

TA

Drawn
Referred to
2000x750mm as mansions,
inhabitation
implied

City

TA

Cora and
Clarice’s Prison

G

G

Modelled

Fully enclosed
Assumed north-lighting
At least one door
Assumed north-lighting
Fully enclosed
Afternoon sun penetrates
4 walls, floor and ceiling the room therefore West
At least one door and more or South-west facing
than one bay window
window

Public

Trees and vegetation

Death Event
Death Event

Partial enclosure by the
trees and vegetation

The City River from the
Wasteland to the City. At
least part on a mountain.
Forest entrance to the
Under-River to the south
Fully enclosed each
Arranged in around a
individually
circular arena - marble
Roof gardens and terraces desert. Muzzlehatch’s
are stated
house is hidden behind
the fold of the hills

Geometric
arrangement

Contains Cheeta’s Dressing Ground level and above
Southern wing
Room,Cheeta’s Studio and
Assumed other wings
spaces such as a kitchen and
Large grounds with other
other standard domestic
structures within - timber
spaces.Visual link and
yard, 12 high barns,
assumed physical link to the
workshops, warehouses,
Factory. Connection to the
stables, lake, avenue of trees
City, but unknown distance.
- long drive - carriage-way,
Flight to the Black House small copse of trees
south-west, over marshland
Within Cheeta’s House
Above ground level
Assumed to be rectangular
At the top of Cheeta’s House in plan

Single room
Linked to lawns

TA

TG

One side there is a lake
and the Factory
Mountains on 3 sides
Other houses nearby
South of Cheeta’s father’s
house - a great airfield, a
belt of trees
Northern boundaries - 12
high barns

Used. Mostly Ritual Event
left empty
week after
week apart
from changing
/arranging
flowers and
refilling water
in vases each
day
Unknown
Landscape

City Forest

Cora and
Clarice’s
Apartments

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Connected to the Lawns
Within the North Wing
Corridor directly linked on
the other side of the door

Ground level

Cuboid with bay windows

Known measurements

Scale

Sensorial Qualities Observed

Materials

Construction

Condition

Light Qualities

None stated
Human, but oversized
Assumed to be large and grand due
to the nature of the grounds and the
wing structure

None stated

Unknown

Immaculate
12 barns are ‘rotting
structures’

Dependant on the individual Trees, lake, grass
spaces within. A ‘dawn sky like Rotting barns
an expanse of crumpled linen’
Reflected light off the lake
Shimmering airfield. Dappled
driveway - soft autumnal light.
Tree walled avenue flecked with
gold and green. Well lit studio.
Sunbeams

Vast in its perspectives
The ‘easel no larger than a ninepin
when seen from the door’
Corridor takes approx. 30 seconds
for Nanny Slagg to walk from the
corner to the door of the room
therefore 100-150 ft. (30.5 45.75m) in length
Open room

Larger than human

Floorboards

Unknown
Floorboards

Immaculate
Bland

Large open room but
elegantly proportioned
Dignified

Carpets and rugs
Stone, wood and carpet floor Well maintained
Tables and chairs
construction
Flowers
Door on double swing hinges
Mirrors
Bowl of water
Golden slavers and goblets
Glass doors of the bay window

Trees and vegetation - oaks and Not applicable
ilex, cedars

Described as ‘lovely in its
None stated
None Stated
None stated
lighting’
Bland
Assumed footsteps
Assumed North-lighting
No shadows lurk in corners. Carpets
Black rug. Cool tints
Voice of Lady Groan down the halls
Cooler tints of light. Afternoon Assumed smooth plaster Emerald green lawns
and corridors. Serene silence
sun penetrates the room. No walls
Lavender flowers with a few
Quiet.Talking. Declaration of Lord
light in the morning. Reflected Glass windows and mirrors white and a few gold
Groan. Feet in the corridor, Nanny
sunlight of the slavers and
Water in the christening Green carpet. Golden salvers and Slagg falling over. Tearing of paper
goblets. Sunlight on lawns.
bowl
goblets. Emerald coloured cakes Landing of Titus and his crown on
Sunlight pouring in through Flowers and vases
and cream. White ceiling
the floor. Crying baby. Feet pounding
great bay window. Darkness
Grey stone corridor
down the stone corridor. Swinging of
the door
pressing against glass doors.
Dusk beyond bay window
Moonlight
Trees and vegetation
Tinges of glaucous colour’ like a Movement of water in the City River
Half-darkness
Rocky underfoot and
blush over the ground
Silent heart of the forest
Full moon and shadows,
under tree roots
No colour. Water like grey oil
Curious silence
sporadic cloud cover
Unknown leaves on the
White dust. Grey space and
Intense silence
ground
terraces. Silvery rock face
Glinting in the sunlight
Smooth and shiny
Grey marble desert
Feet on marble
Glittering
Copper dome
Cannon booms
Reflections off the glass and
Pale -green
Cries and counter cries
marble
Azure
A ‘bright circumference of
Topaz
crystal buildings’
Olive

Possibly surrounding the City Ground level, rising up a
Juno’s house is very close to mountain
its edges
City River

Described as a ‘green dome’

None

Much larger than human

Within the City

Each is unique. Olive Palace
is most majestic. Azure is the
tallest. Copper domed igloo
with tapering mast. Palegreen simple elegant edifice.
Fantasies of glass and metal

One is 90ft (27.45m) in height
Marble arena 1000 acres (40.5
square km)
The azure Structure is by far the
tallest

Larger than human
Glass
Contain human scale spaces Metal, including copper
Marble
Roof gardens

None stated

None

Larger than human
Glass. Metal, including copper Much more modern than
Consists of many spaces of Marble. Roof gardens. Stone. Gormenghast
different scales
Mud and water. Cobbles.
Assumed a mixture of
Parks and gardens - vegetation, traditional constructed
Junipers by the river and
and steel framed and glass
rushes
buildings

Contains Cora and Clarice’s
Living Room, the Room of
Roots, Dead Tree, Cora and
Clarice’s bedroom, a dining
room, a kitchen and servants’
rooms

Within the Silent halls

Ground level and above
Probably service spaces
below (lift shafts etc.)

Hundreds of feet above
Kitchens and Servants’ rooms See individual spaces
Human
ground
are situated to one side of the
Assumed fairly grand
Believed to be top floor and Living Room, the Dining
all on the same level
Room and Bedroom are on
the opposite side. The Room
of Roots is accessed from a
third wall which is opposite
the entry way. The Dead Tree
extends out of Room of Roots
Ground level
Two rooms linked by a set of Risers and goings can be assumed to Human, but huge rooms
3/4 steps between the first steps
be not less than 190mm by 240mm
and second room
Great carpet, sizable rooms,
described as huge

Assumed steel frame
construction

Not applicable

Crisp and shiny

Textures

Colours

Sounds

Grey horse
A ‘dawn sky like an expanse of
crumpled linen’
Tree walled avenue flecked with
gold and green

Horse splashing through water of the Dependant on
Fresh
lake. A ‘kind of rumour, an endless individual spaces
Emissions from the
impalpable sound’. Soft, sick sound Ground are open-air Factory
from the Factory. Whistle from the
Factory. Cries of forest creatures from
the trees. Footsteps on the drive/
carriageway. Whisper of feet on grass
Sighing of the trees

River. Cars
Aircraft. People and activity
Cannon booms
Silence - appears to be eerily quiet
most of the time

Acoustic
Qualities

Air Quality

Air Movement

Temperature

Still dawn
None stated
Breeze through the trees Assumed fairly warm
autumnal qualities

Smells

Weather Observed

Time of Day
Observed

Climactic
conditions

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Named
Phenomena

Musty scent of death Soft autumnal light Slanting rays of the
from the Factory
Still dawn morning low sun
Stink from the
Factory

Unknown

None stated
None stated
Assumed hints of
paint
Cool but not cold
Cool scent of flowers Morning mists
Warmer in the sunlight
Cold dawn air
Warmer than the dark
Dew on the lawns
stone corridor

Seasons Observed

Notes

Woodland is close to the house
Large proportions to the house - ‘She
had flirted with the idea of knocking
down a long wall in the southern wing
which would have opened up a long and
ponderous hall’

Unknown
Unknown
Assumed to be loud

None stated

Quiet and calm
Soft furnishings
absorb sound

Cool still and fragrant
with flowers

None stated

Silence of a forest,
unnerving

Still

None stated, assumed Assumed warm on a
Assumed Hummus Clear moonlit night A full moon
none or the trees would summer’s evening and and vegetation, trees with very little
make sounds
cold on a winter’s night and animal smells
sporadic cloud cover

An open space in the forest

Hard reflective
surfaces

Unknown

None stated

Assumed warm summer evening

None stated

Sunlight

Crowd of people and a drone following
him
Sky filled with aircraft

Open air and hard
surfaces
Echoes down the
street of cars

Unknown

None stated

Cold air

Stink of the poor
Sunlight
quarter by the river Cold air
Assumed smoke of
torches, river, mud
and rushes, trees, car
fumes

Direct sunlight and
resulting shadows
and reflections

Poorer districts but the river in the centre,
however rich houses by the river away
from the centre

See individual spaces

See individual spaces

See individual spaces Rain

Windows streaming
with rain and the
roof is loud with it

See individual spaces
At least 2 servant’s rooms but there may
have been more at one time.

Clammy

Death
Mould and mildew
Rot

Damp

Monotonous rain

Clock on the mantel piece
Carpet is not fitted
Cupboards, chairs and iron table, vases
lamps and small objects
Curtain between the two rooms

Sunlight

None

Assumed to be bare and neutral

A ‘great, crumbling
dusk that wavered
and descended like
a fog of ashes’

Difficult to pass between some of the
tables with vases on
No chairs are mentioned but there must
be some present as characters are noted to
be sitting. It is unlikely that they would
sit on the floor.

Clean and tidy and open Half-darkness
in the rich quarters
Flame torches by the river
Less so in the poorer areas Flush of the dawn
Sunlight and shade
Reflections off glass buildings
Few stars

Sandy, muddy river
Smooth and shiny
buildings. Cobbles. Stone
and marble. Parks and
vegetation. Brass railings

Grey marble desert. Copper
dome. Pale -green. Azure. Topaz.
Olive. Brass. White stone roads.
Green vegetation

Timber
Not stated
Embroidery on the walls
Assumed stone and plaster
Thick diamond window panes
Chairs and other furnishings
Assumed rugs / carpeted floors

Worn but serviceable

See Individual spaces

Embroidery
Oak passages
Panelled doors
Assumed carpets / rugs

Garish embroideries, a green and Fire in the grate. Protesting of door See individual spaces See individual spaces
red rabbit. Dark yellow bedroom. hinges to the Room of Roots down
Purple attire of the twins. Green the passage. Clock ticking. Roof loud
vase, smashed by Steerpike.
with rain. The smashing of a vase
White linen of the skull Thing. Screaming. Serving and drinking of
Dark yellow bedroom. 7 colours tea. Footsteps on wood
of the Room of Roots

Stone. Brick. Timber panelled Assumed heavy masonry
door. Mouldering carpet.
construction and standard
Human skeletons. Steel axe. brick construction
Assumed timber floor (axe
buries itself in there)

Dank and foul
Damp with noxious
moisture
Mouldering
Air full of death

Dark
Lamplight
Very bad light, the lamp burns
all day

Damp stone and brick
Mouldering carpets and
soft furnishings, including
embroidery and a curtains
Rotting timbers. Rusting
iron table. Steel axe. Dust

Grey stone. Embroidery
Dust. Black panelled wooden
door. Red blood. Imperial
purple. Pearls

Timber door
Not stated
Embroidery on the walls
Assumed stone and plaster
Thick glass in diamonds
Bell rope
Chairs and soft furnishings, an
embroidered couch
Elegant green vase on the
mantel piece
China bowl
Brass clock
Fire grate

Worn but serviceable

Fire light
Candle and taper light
Half-lit corridor
Brilliantly lit by lamps

Embroidery
Oak passages
Panelled doors

Garish embroideries, a green and Fire in the grate
Unknown
red rabbit
Protesting of door hinges to the Room
Dark yellow bedroom
of Roots down the passage
Purple attire of the twins
Clock ticking
Green vase, smashed by Steerpike Roof loud with rain
White linen of the skull Thing The smashing of a vase
Screaming

Unknown

Drafts when doors are Warm by the fire,
opened
assumed to be cold
otherwise

Fire, smoke and
candles

Rain

Windows streaming
with rain and the
roof is loud with it

Embroidery on the walls
Thick glass in diamonds
Bell rope
Chairs and soft furnishings, an
embroidered couch
Elegant green vase on the mantel piece
China bowl, full of nuts
Brass clock
Fire grate

Grey Gormenghast stone.
Dust. Spider webs. Stone
of statues (finer than the
Gormenghast stone?)Water
like a moving carpet
Walnut panelling
Paper dart
Stones

Worn
Statues with limbs
missing and covered in
dust and cobwebs

Dusky. Dimly Lit. Statues’
heads in ‘perpetual twilight’.
reflections off the flood water.
A red lantern on the bows of
a boat
Ray of direct sunlight
Dim, murky, shadowy, gloomy
Lamp lit and lanterns
Premature darkness
Assumed to be electric a light
turned on by a switch, a light
by which ‘vile deeds are done’,
unnatural, violent, blinding

Stone
Carved stone
Dust and cobwebs
Water

Grey
Red lantern
Dusky light

Dusty
Damp

Very little

Cold

Dust

Rain

Flooding of the
corridor

Walnut panelling

Walnut panelling

Cold air

Movement of people
and paper darts

Cold

None stated

Rain

Sudden downpour
beginning with a
patter

Dusty phalanx of statues
Solid stone wall separates the corridor
from another parallel passage
Narrow opening behind a statue leads to
the Tunnel to Flay’s Cave
Titus’ hands clutching the rail of the bar

Oppressive
Mouldering
Close
Stifling

Very little

Hot and humid
Heat of the bonfire.

Bonfire
Carved wood
Paint
Hot bodies
Bread and soup

Hot oppressive and Changing colours
humid. Still and close of the sunrise
A foul sky
Intolerably close
Sweating of the air

Unknown

Unknown

Assumed warm / hot

None Stated
Unknown
Assumptions can
be made from other
School rooms

None

Cutflower drinking behind the raised lid
of his desk

Assumed to be warm

None stated

Sheltered
Direct sunlight

Direct sunlight

A table and chairs are set up on the widest
section of the horizontal area - there are at
least 3 chairs

Clock chimes. Monotonous rain
Soggy
Silence. Stiff hinges, creaking
Thud of axe burring itself in the floor.
Slamming of the door. Key in the lock
Smashing of the door

Noxious. Damp with None
noxious moisture
(double pneumonia)
Full of death. Dank and
foul. Mouldering

TG
Cora and
Clarice’s Sitting
Room

G

Unknown

Sitting room

Private

Used

Plot Event

Corridor of
Statues

G

Corridor

Corridor and
display

Semi-public

Used

Transition

Courtroom

Courtroom

Public

Used

Plot Event

G

Ceremonial

Ceremonial

Public

Used - once a Ritual Event
year

Courtyard within the
castle grounds

Fully surrounded by walls
but no roof
4 Walls
At least 1 of these walls
is part of the outer wall
(maybe 2) Gates in the
outer wall

Shelf stretches east to
There is a room behind the
Ground Level
Rectangular in plan
west, shadows of carvings balcony assumed to be in Lord Balcony Above ground level
behind them on outer wall Groan’s apartments in the
(southern wall?) Viewed North Wing
from Lord Groan’s western Courtyard is adjacent to the
balcony - score of towers North wing
to left. Gormenghast
3 miles (4.83km) to the Outer
Mountain ahead
Dwellings

Shelf 5ft (1525mm) high and 200- Larger than human, can
Grey Gormenghast stone
300ft (30.5 - 91.5m) long.
contain hundreds of people All vegetation previously
Shelf is wide enough to easily hold easily
growing in the wall has been
carvings of up to 12ft (3660mm)
removed
high. Balcony must be large enough
Timber carvings and paint
to contain 3 carvings - drawn up
by a cord (not sure about the largest
carvings)

Great stones make up the
outer walls
Stone and mortar for the
North Wing

G

School Room

School Room

Semi-public

Used

Single room within the
School

Fully enclosed
At least one door
Assumed at least one
window

Unknown

None

None stated
Assumptions can be made
from other School rooms

None stated
Assumptions can be made
from other School rooms

Unknown
Unknown
Assumptions can be made
from other School rooms

G

Not designed

Sitting area

Private

Used
Atmospheric Event A single, enormous, dead
Presumably
tree
becomes
disused once
the Twins
change rooms

Not enclosed
Shielded from the winds
One access only from a
window

Protruding from the
Linked directly to the Room
South Wing
of Roots via a window
Grows from the south side This room also supports the
of the wall
tree
Casts a perfect shadow
1/2 a mile (0.805 km) from
on a wall to the left of the near the stone Sky-Field
tree as Steerpike is looking
at it

Dead wood and branches
The wall is (Gormenghast)
stone

Natural

Dead but sturdy
Withered and elegant

Direct sunlight on the branches Bark, branches and other
projects their shadows on the tree textures
wall
Warm light

Purple dresses of the Twins
Assumed grey of the stone wall
Unknown original colour of
the tree but it can be assumed
to be faded and silvered due to
weathering

None stated
External, sheltered
Assumed the serving of tea and voices spot
Footsteps on wood

Gormenghast stone
Dressed and carved stone
Rusty chains, wire netting,
Plaster and fresco

Various

Desolate and derelict
Overgrown
Decaying

None stated
Rust and wire
Heavy walls of conifer suggest a Peeling plaster
dappled shaded light
Gormenghast stone in
various states
Ivy

Grey stone
Patches of faded colour
Red rust
Plants, trees and other vegetative
growth

None stated
Assumed sounds of trees and life
within
Movement of chains etc. in the wind

External
Assumed to be generally None stated directly
At least some parts are external and that of
about these structures
wooded
a woodland. Internal
See East Wing
Various qualities
spaces assumed to be
dependant on
damp, decaying and
particular spaces
potentially unpleasant

Unknown
Vegetation
Assumed to be cold
Assumed decay,
internally or the same as damp plaster etc.
external temperatures

None stated
See East Wing

None stated

This description could be located at any
point therefore it has not been allocated a
particular season or time of day.
A central hall that has been used in
Fuchsia’s lifetime

White dust

Unknown

Rickety and half finished Hot ambient sun
Dust. Incomplete building
Shadows of leaves and branches projects. Rickety tables
on the tables
and chairs. Smooth glazed
coffee cups and saucers
Acacia trees

White dust
Coffee
Vermillion cups and saucers
Grey shadows

Droning silence. Hundreds of
sparrows - twittering hopping in the
dust and on the tables, fluttering
Voices. Thick silence

External

Hot and dry

hot, ambient sun

The coffee cups have no handles
Acacia trees
Three legged tables

Unknown

Sash windows - assumed to
be timber

Unknown
Candle light
Assumed clean - from a
statement made to Lady
Groan (G p.396)

None stated

Whispered voices of Titus and the Dr Unknown
Assumed that of a
furnished room

Rainbow through the window
Blue and crimson bottles

Courtroom

Courtyard of
Carvings

TA

TG

Cutflower’s
School Room
Dead Tree

TG

Derelict
Architectural
Experiments

TG

MS 88931/1/3/29_
f055r - Muzzlehatch?

Drawn
Various
2000x750mm

Distant Town

TA

Context

Assumed cuboid

Far above the ground
3/4 way up a sheer
windowless wall (TG p.96)
1/2 way up the wall (TG
p.218)
Several hundred feet above
ground

Growing horizontally (at a
Hundreds of feet above ground. 30 Much larger than human,
right angle) from the wall and ft. (9.15 m) from wall to seating area or the average tree
then curving up vertically
(with table). The seating area could
Fanlike shape of its limbs
easily accommodate 10-12 people
Main stem divides into 3 at standing in a close group. Main
the point of the seating area trunk is wide enough to present
Roots are divided into 7 main no difficulty in walking safely (like
branches
walking along a bridge/wooden
highway). From Rooftops the twins
appear to be size of pencil stubs
Each is unique
Pillared structure - the pillars are so Various
Generally assumed to be
close together that it is difficult for Together, much larger than
variants on rectangular plans a man to squeeze between them, the human but with human
roof is about 40ft (12.20 m)high
scale elements

Context

Many structures linked Each has a different level of Generally projecting from Forms the later half of the East Generally at ground level
together forming the later enclosure
the castle in an easterly
wing, from the Tower of Flints but various parts may be
half of the East Wing
direction but veering off outwards
above or below
into curves or out at right
angles at various points

Used

Context

Unknown
Description suggests a
one street small town
with ruins and half
finished structures

No physical enclosure
stated

Muzzlehatch leaves in an
easterly direction to go to
the factory (arrives from
the west). The street is
orientated north to south

Bedroom

Used

Context

Single room within a
house

Fully enclosed
At least one door
A single window

Single room within a
house

Fully enclosed
At least one door
A single window

Window cannot be seen
from the East / South
Quadrangle - not on the
front of the house but may
be on the side or rear
Window faces the
In the Prunesquallors’ House On the ground floor
Prunesquallors’ Garden Immediately below Irma’s
Bedroom

Single room within a
house

Fully enclosed
A single door
At least 2 windows

TG
Dr
Prunesquallor’s
Dispensary
Dr
Prunesquallor’s
Study

G

Unknown

Dispensary

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
Death Event

G

Unknown

Called a study but Private
more like a library

Used

Context

Used

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
Observation

G

Unknown

Not used

G

TG

Within the School
Corridor linking it to the
other areas

Various. Dancing, Unknown
Aviary, Pavilions
for Entertainment,
Observatory,
Museum, some no
clear use, Central
Hall last used in
Fuchsia’s lifetime
Assumed habitation Assumed
Public
and work
habitation and
work

TG
Dr
Prunesquallor’s
Bedroom

East / South
Quadrangle

In the South Wing
Within the South wing
Hundreds of feet above
Cuboid.Opposite the entrance 30ft by 20ft (9150mm by 6100mm) Human
Half a mile (805m) from Direct linked to a corridor,
ground
is a small half circle door to Calculated at 2740mm high
the Stone Sky-Field
passage to the Room of Roots, Believed to be top floor - the Room of Roots. On either
(Steerpike at 6ft + 3ft above his
a kitchen, 2 servants’ rooms, a rain can be heard on the
side are 2 large windows with head)
dining room and a bedroom roof
diamond panes of thick glass. Half a mile (805m) from the Stone
The two end walls, one with a Sky-Field
fire place, each have a narrow
door leading to the Kitchen
and 2 Servants’ Rooms on
one side and dining room and
Twins’ Bedroom (dark yellow)
on the other
Bounded by 2 walls
Enclosed. 2 walls, a ceiling In the West Wing
Within the School
First floor or above
Rectangular in plan
The corridor is at least 18ft
Larger than Human
leading from place to
a floor, other passages
Runs east to west
One entrance to the Tunnel
Another passage runs parallel (5490mm) - Plinth assumed at
place
lead into it at either end.
to Flay’s Cave, also therefore
and is connected at either end 5ft at roughly 1/3 of statue height.
Windows unknown(dusky
linked with the Silent Halls
Statue at 15ft tall therefore corridor
so maybe)
at least 18ft.
Single room
Enclosed
Not north facing, direct Within the city
Unknown
Cuboid with pillars
None
Larger than human
Assumed to be in a larger 4 walls , ceiling, at least 2 light enters through the
structure
doors, high windows
high windows

Open space

Bedroom

Quadrangle

Private

Public

Surrounded on all sides Enclosed on all sides but
by walls or cloisters
open to the sky
Prunesquallors’ House is
in this quadrangle

At least one window faces
Prunesquallors’ Garden.
Another window faces
East/South Quadrangle footsteps heard
Assumed to be in the
south east portion of the
castle-city

Human

Direct link to the Sunset
Ground level with structures Street of north-south
A hundred miles from Juno’s House Generally human
Viewpoint. Muzzlehatch came not much more than ground orientation with buildings
in the City
from the City by car
level and other buildings
and other structures on either
He arrives at the factory on of an Unknown number of side
foot
stories. Assumed not more
than 2 or 3 stories high
In the Prunesquallors’ House Above ground level
Assumed cuboid
None
Human
On the first floor

A stone corridor

Unknown
Unknown
Assume pillars are part of the
support

Creaking of a chair. Sharpening of a Room filled with
pencil. Clapping of Titus’ hands
many bodies
Talking, many people and individual
voices. Patter of rain.Throbbing of
water. Protracted hissing of rain - this
hissing forces the occupants to forget
the use of their ears, it cuts out all
other sounds.Crashing upon the roof.
Stillness of the court
Scrubbed and cleaned
Strong South light leaving
Rough stone
Grey Stone - gleaming. White Swilling and hissing water
Echoing
thoroughly then repainted shadows of the carvings on
Cracks between stones
painted shelf. Green foliage
The clanking of buckets, water,
the wall behind - movement Wooden carvings
when not cleaned.Vivid colours scouring and scraping
of shadows. Rose light in the Ivy covered wall
of carvings.Rose light in the
The roar and spitting of the bonfire
morning. Olive to viridian,
Vegetation in the cracks cut morning. Gormenghast becomes
ochres, hues of the earth
off flush to the stones
‘blood-shot’, glutted with gold,
Overcast. Light/radiance of the
chill with blues, stained with
bonfire. Fire lit darkness
evergreen, olive to viridian,
Sunrise after sunrise
ochres, hues of earth

G

Factory

TA

Flannelcat’s
School Room
Flay’s Caves

G

TG

Flay’s Secret
Room
Flay’s Shack
Flood Bay

G

Modelled

TA

G

TG

G

Thick dusty air
Warm and thick with
the sweetness of death

Still - No wind

Hot

The sweetness of
death

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Assumed fairly warm

None stated
Night
Assumed the smell of
a lit candle

Dark rain

Creeper outside the window
A bed in the room

Playing of a violin. Decanting
Not stated
Unknown
Unknown
of liquids. Dropping from the
Assumed to be that of Assumed chemical smell
windowsill to the ground. Forcing of a furnished room
the window

A warm night

Unknown
Assumed chemical
smell

Sunlight
Moonlit night

Hazy moonlight

Many different potions, medicines and
poisons in the room

Silence of the house - swimming
Ripping of curtain off its runners
Sound of the fire in the grate
Autumn wind through the trees
Rain. Footsteps outside the window
Muffled footsteps in the dust
Bats flying. Footsteps on stone
Thrumming of rain
Silence. Shuffling of Professors and
conversation. Whispers and silent
movement. A button hitting stone like the snapping of a twig. Chalk on
stone
Clanging of a heavy stone in a hollow
cauldron each morning and its
reverberations

None stated
Assumed still

Assumed warm

None stated
Assumed smells of
books
Fire and smoke

Rain outside
Dark night
Autumn wind

Shooting star
Autumn wind

Open air but echoes Clear
off stone
Hot and dusty
Wet with rain

Gusty

Hot evening
Hot dusty air
Assumed chill of dawn

Hot evening
Heavy rain
Clear nights
Dawn skies
Inky mornings

Clear starlit sky
Dry gusts of wind
Rain
Dusk and dawn
lights

Fireplace with mantelpiece and a grate low enough to put one’s feet up when in
the armchair. No desk, paper or ink, or
waste paper basket
Books lining the walls
Thorn tree in the centre
It is unclear whether the Prunesquallors’
House is in the quadrangle or forms one
part of the enclosure

Echoes and
reverberations

Unknown

None stated (other than Unknown
sound)

None stated
None stated
Assumed food smells

None

Protrusion of metal pipe in the ceiling,
below this is a cauldron

None

Slender tapering chimneys
Gates to complex
Thousands of identical faces
Like a colossal liner with porthole
windows

None
Perhaps the same size as Irma’s
Bedroom

Human

Glass bottles
Assumed timber shelves

Unknown
Unknown
Assumed timber shelves of a Assumed clean - from a
standard joinery method
statement made to Lady
Groan (G p.396)

In the Prunesquallors’ House On the ground floor

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

Assumed timber bookshelves Unknown
Firelight
Stone fireplace with
Assumed clean - from a Darkness through the window
mantelpiece
statement made to Lady A shooting star
Groan (G p.396)

Assumed rectangular in plan Large enough to contain a house and Larger than human
Thorn tree at the centre
still be open
Described as small

Cloistered quadrangle
House in one corner
- diagonally opposite to
the door to the Armoury connected t the castle by a
flying buttress

Dusty
Thorn tree at the centre

Grey stone
Red stone
Saffron yellow light
Quadrangle as a lake of black
water
Chalk marks on stone

A score of feet below Barquentine’s Human
room (20) this would imply it is
6.1m below

Metal of the pipe opening

Unknown

Unknown
Disused cauldron

Velvet curtains
Books
Carpet
Padding of the armchair
Bookshelves
Starlight. Light breaking
Dust
through clouds, arches casting Stone
shadows on the ground. Pale Thorn Tree
light of east.Yellow of sunrise.
Livid strip of yellow in the
sky. Darkness of shadows.
Brightening sky. Direct ray of
light. Darkness & inky masses
None stated
None stated

Green arm-chair
Assumed colours of the books

Contains the Prunesquallors’ Ground floor
House
Corridor to the Armoury
Beginning of the route to the
Silent Halls - north

Books.Carpet
Padded arm-chair
Velvet curtained windows
(although later pulled down).
Assumed timber bookshelves
Grey stone quadrangle
Red sandstone of the
Prunesquallors’ House

Able to contain thousands of people Much larger than human

Glass of windows
Wires and cables
Belts of translucent skin
Black rubber
Glass tunnels
Screens
Glass tables

Chimneys
Sterile
Mobile floors
Assumed to be a steel framed
construction

Cool grey light
Murky Crimson light
Assumed to be very evenly lit

Smooth glass tables and
other surfaces

Green smoke. Crimson wires.
Black glass table.Coloured
levers. Opaque white screen.
Translucence.Black rubber.
Grey and crimson light. White
faces. Blue fuse. White uniforms
(working-shrouds)

Soft sick sound, a rumour of sound, a Unknown
vile sound. Faint whistle. Screams
Assumed to be
Voices. Sound of destruction,
clinical
explosion, reverberation
Silence

Unknown
Assumed to be sterile

None stated

Unknown

Smell of death, musty Dawn light
Stinking
Assumed to have an
antiseptic smell

Only one source of natural
light which the desks face
Brightly lit

None stated
Assumed wooden desks
Timber floors
Stone walls and ceiling

Blue stained ceiling
Assumed grey stone and same
timber as other classrooms

Twanging of catapults
Boy rolling on the floor laughing
Assumed general classroom sounds

A nauseous hell - stink None stated
bombs

Unknown

Stink bombs and
boys

Direct light from the Silhouetting of
window
Professor against
the window

Assumed same timber desks as other
classrooms
Flannelcat sits at the window end at a
high desk, a silhouette

None stated internally Warm

Wood smoke,
Vegetation and other
natural smells
Animals

Clear evening
Shafts of light
Torrential rain
Sunsets of summer
evenings
Sunbeams

Snow
Torrential rain
Sunlight in shafts
and beams

Stone ovens - made by Flay
Rock tables - made by Flay
Fern cloaked roof
A small stream with a damn close by

Assumed that of a
furnished room, a
small library

None stated
Assumed smells of
books

Eating Rooms

Public

Used

Factory

Factory

Private

Used

Death Event

Appears to be a single
building
Gated site
Described as having
districts

School room

School room

Semi-public

Used

Context

Single Room
Fully enclosed. Short
Corridor outside linking tunnel of room with large
it to rest of the School
semi-circular window at
one end. At least one door

Light pours in from the
only window. View of
Gormenghast mountain
through the window

Assumed corridor outside
Unknown
linking it to rest of the School

A tunnel room with a semi- Described as short
circular cross section, assumed
rectangular in plan

Human

Assumed stone with timber
floors

Assumed standard semiWorn and stained
circular vaulted construction

Not designed

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Two individual caves
and the immediate
surrounding areas

Semi enclosed

On Gormenghast
Mountain
One to the south
One on a northern slope

On Gormenghast Mountain Set into ground
South cave unable to see the
castle - mountain between the
cave and the castle
Northern cave can see a heart
shaped gulch and the crag
from which Keda jumps

Natural stone
Vegetation - ferns, bracken,
mosses, hearts tongue
Ashes from fires - wood and
fir-cones
Dry dust

Natural formation of rock

Natural with a few human Northern cave - only reflected Natural stone - rough
interventions
light penetrates, no direct light. Loose stones
A cool light
Dust
Red light
Vegetation
Dark
Bracken bed
Firelight
Water running down stone
Glare of lightning
Gleaming floor
Glittering stream

Living

Private

Unused and Living / Dwelling
then Re-used

Single room

Fully enclosed
Unknown
At least one door and one
window. A fireplace

None stated
Dust

Unknown
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Very dusty

None stated

Sky of old rose, translucent
as alabaster. Black crags of
mountain. Prawn coloured
motes. Glittering of the stream
Grey stone. Red light. Verdant
vegetation. Ferns like tongues of
fire. Dried timbers and fir-cones
lit to make liquid gold
Dusky light of morning.Yellow
half-light
Dust . Furniture and other Walnut table
objects - silver, glass and Paper
crockery. A very large sheet
of paper

Stream - sound of the damn overflow Fairly soft, lots of
trilling and splashing, tinkling
vegetation over the
Fire
hard surfaces
Boom of a cannon and its echoes
Lightning
Rustle of tree needles
Torrential rain - pounding
Loose stones on a stone floor

Living

Northern cave - Cleft opening Southern cave is larger than the
Human
as wide as a door leading
northern one
to inner cave, wide natural
Northern cave - cleft approx.
chimneys, openings 12ft
800mm wide, chimney openings at
above entrance, roughly
12ft (3660mm ) high
circular inner cave, reflected
light, high domed roof,
massive shelves, ledges and
niches. On the left a natural 5
sided outcrop forms a table.
Assumed to be cuboid
None
Human
Small

Pen/pencil on paper
Paper folding and moving

Unknown. Assumed Dusty
to be that of a small
furnished room

None stated. Assumed Unknown
very little other than
that caused by Flay and
the occasional draft

None Stated
Dust

Cold and dreary
winter

None

Fairly close to the corridor of carvings,
most of the Silent Halls appear to be
north

Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Unknown

Fully enclosed
Doorway
Assumed windows

Unknown
Assumed to be rectangular
in plan

Human

None Stated
Assumed timber and stone

None Stated
Assumed to be of timber
construction

New
Not known how well
constructed

Unknown

None stated
Assumed timber

None Stated
Assumed green vegetation
Assumed timber coloured

None stated
Assumed general woodland sounds

None stated

None stated

None stated

Unknown

None stated

None stated

None stated

Very few details

Not designed

Exploration
Hiding
Searching for
Steerpike

Public

Used

Atmospheric Event A large body of water
enclosed by buildings

Headlands a mile apart (1.61km).
12ft (3.66m) up to the next level
of windows, would be affected by
flood. Balcony 40ft (12.2m) from
water level. Towering masonry. In
the ivy Titus 5ft (15.25m) from
water. Ivy 70ft (21.35m) wide.
Assumed to be rectangular in Long
plan with pitched roofs

Greater than human

Stone. Ivy. Iron railing Stated as no clues to inner
rusted and disintegrating
structures
Many timber boats and barges Stone steps
Rayless midnight. Deep
twilight. Moonlight.
Moonbeams

Decayed
Abandoned
Flooded

Natural light
Stone grey light
Reflections of lights on water lanterns or torches

Stone. Ivy
Iron railing - rusted and
disintegrating
Water. Gooseflesh and
ruffled water
Matted fibrous ivy stems

Green wall of ivy. Inky water.
Black darkness. Splashing.
Voices. Black waters. Black ivy heart shaped leaves

Dripping of water from acres of ivy
Breathless quiet
Whining of the wind
Slapping of water
Lapping of water
Snapping and cracking of ivy boughs

Outside
Walls and water
reflect sounds
Echoes

Wet

Windy

Chilled

Wet ivy
Rain
Wet stone
Wind
Decay
Burning torches and
smoke

Bright moonlight

The ivy is where Titus and Steerpike have
their final confrontation

Larger than human

Assumed timber and stone

None stated

Assumed sounds of people generally
plus coughing, groaning etc.

Unknown

Unknown

None stated

Larger than human

Assumed timber dance floor
Stone walls

None stated

None stated
A large open space
Assumed punting of raft and general with an expanse of
water sounds and human activity
water, fairly echoey
but wet

Damp

None stated

Assumed to smell
Dank and unhealthy Rain
of disease and
disinfectant
None stated.
Rain
Rain
Assumed wet wood
and other damp
smells. Hint of
disinfectant from raft
None stated
Ceasing of rain
Ceasing of rain

A raft is also used as a mobile extension of
the hospital

Hexagonal in plan
One corner has an ornate
platform for an orchestra

Assumed kept
as comfortable
temperature as possible
Unknown

Mouse and dust

Mice are little larger than the joint of a
finger and only indigenous to the south
wing
A golden and friendly atmosphere

Landscape
Landscape
Context

At least one, maybe a
series of single spaces

Attic space

Emergency
hospital

Public

Used

Flooded
Ballroom

G

Ballroom

Transition

Public

Unused until Transition
flooded

Single Space

Flooded North
Wing

G

Public

Used

Limited by the rising
water level and the
boundaries of the North
Wing

G

A rainbow through the window Glass bottles
Candle light
Reflections from the bottles
Baleful moonlight

Assumed warm in direct Motionless
sunlight but cooler in
the shade
In the evenings the wall
would radiate warmth

Unknown

G

Forgotten
Landing

None stated

Unknown

Transition
Context

Flood Hospital

MS 88931/1/3/22_
f025r - Steerpike
under boat
MS 88931/1/3/22_
f026r - Steerpike & vine
MS 88931/1/3/23_
Back cover - Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Cutflower drinking
Assumptions can be made Assumptions can be made from Assumed boys at work
from other School rooms other School rooms

Scaffolding for cleaning
Long tables carried out at 6 o’clock and
placed end to end in 3 long lines, then
loaded with bread and soup

Assumed cuboid

Transition

Eating Rooms

Heavy feet. Whisking of gowns.
Hard surfaces
Clanging of Barquentine’s crutch
Loud
on stone. Moving water. Punting in Echoes
shallow water, the punt hitting stone

Not designed, the Refuge from the
result of the flood flood

Transition space

None

None

Conflict Event

Single room
A long attic space

Death Event
Death Event
Only used by Atmospheric Event A stretch of landing
mice
that leads to numerous
corridors
A balcony space with a
staircase

Enclosed. At least one door Unknown
One has an opening to a metal Assumed to be ground floor Assumed cuboid
One has an opening
pipe from Barquentine’s room
to a metal pipe from
Barquentine’s room
Enclosed
Across the lake from
Visible from Cheeta’s House Ground level and up
Assumed rectangular in plan
Thousands of windows
Cheeta’s house
At least one door
Mountains on three sides
of the area surrounding
Cheeta’s House

Within the Silent Halls

A nearly dry stream runs In a glade in the Twisted
outside his doorway
Woods

Unknown

Ground level

Semi-enclosed
In the Flooded North
In the Flooded North Wing Flood level
A large body of water
Wing
Only access point to
enclosed by buildings open Far from the central body Steerpike’s Flooded Hideaway
to the sky
of the castle

Fully enclosed

None

2 curved headlands of
buildings a mile apart
Only 1 has any windows at
water level
Windows irregularly placed

Unknown
Assumed to be fairly
central
Fully enclosed. Ornate
Unknown
platform in one corner.
Assumed to be fairly
Entered through a wooden central
arch which is barely bigger
than the hospital raft
Various levels of enclosure See North Wing

Fuchsia is laid out in a nearby Attic level
room. Close to the Flooded
Ballroom
Assumed to be near the Flood Fairly high as the flood is
Hospital
only a few feet deep at its
highest

Contains Steerpike’s Flooded
Hideaway
Linked to central body of the
castle by the ‘Coupée – the
high knife-edge’

Above ground from level of As North Wing
flood upwards. 7th floor wet A pair of identical long stone
up to most of the windows. headlands
Four floors above Steerpike’s A great bay
Flooded Hideaway

A mile (1.61km) between the two Larger than human
headlands of buildings. Windows
seen as no larger than grains of rice.
A balcony forty feet (12.2m)above
Titus’ head when sat in his canoe

Stone, timber, water,
vegetation
Sheer weather pocked walls
Weather scarred

None stated
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction
Probably various

Fully enclosed
Balcony banisters on the
3 walls and high banisters south side, the sloping
A number of doorless
roof above them
doorways which lead to
corridors
A sloping roof with a roof
light

In the South Wing
Linked to Heron room
by descriptive passage and
movement of air

No floor above, unknown Assumed rectangular in plan
what level. Assumed very
At least part of the roof is
high. A bird flies below the sloped
point Titus stands on the
staircase (two floors below
the balcony), at least three
floors below the bird

The staircase up the balcony ascends Human horizontally
two floors up and many floors down Greater than human
(fathoms down)
vertically
A bird flies below, there are at least
three floors below where the bird
flies (where the plaster falls). Heron
room is seven stories above Titus

Plaster walls
Floorboards
Assumed timber and stone,
paint
Dust and mouse droppings

Unknown
Neglected and decayed
Assumed timber staircase and Faded colours
landing

A wealth of space
Large

Unknown. Assumed standard Assumed once dusty but Unknown
None stated
Gormenghast construction made as clinically clean as
possible
Unknown
Flooded to a level of a
Smooth water causing a lot of Water
Assumed standard
few feet deep - shallow reflections
Timber
Gormenghast construction enough to punt a raft

Wet
Assumed various

None stated

Reflected light off water bright Rust. Gormenghast stone Grey stone. Black silhouettes
and dull. Stone-grey light.
Timbers. Water. Vegetation Green walls of ivy. Stone-grey
Torchlight on water. Dark
Gooseflesh water
light. Black waters. Gold of the
translucent water. Gold torch
torch light on water
light on water. Amber light
Amber light

Direct light penetrates
Floorboards
Sunbeams
Smooth worn handrails
Shadowy connecting corridors Dust
Mouse droppings (not
stated directly)

Silence
Moving of water
Oars in water
Dripping of rain off ivy

Dove-grey mice. Floorboards of Hollow footsteps
faded deep crimson - rose. Faded Silence
brilliant yellow walls - crocus.
Squeaking of mice
Banisters alternate in apple-green Scampering of mice
and azure - coloured snakes.
Nibbling of mice
Ivory white handrail.White
motes of dust in the air

Assumed to be
fairly echoey but
this improves when
occupied

Breathless
Warm
Smoke from fire and
ovens
Outdoor qualities

Various depending on Breathless
location
Damp
All watery

Breeze
Cold
Light wind

Chilled

Loud in the silence
Muffled by dust

None stated

Assumed fairly warm,
particularly in the
sunlight

Dusty
Mousey

Direct sunlight

Beams of sunlight

The raft must be fairly large as it has a
mattress on it

Book

Peake’s
Sketches

Space

Titus
Groan

GormenghastTitus
Alone

Fuchsia’s Attics

TG

G

Fuchsia’s
Bedroom No.1

TG

G

Boy in
Manuscripts
Darkness
MS 88931/1/3/2_
f033r - Candlestick

Models & Function
Drawings

Spatial Qualities

Modelled Designed
Drawn
Purpose

Used
Purpose

Drawn
Attic space
2000x750mm

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm

Public/
Private

Material Qualities

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Enclosure

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Private hideaway Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Three spaces connected Fully enclosed
with a staircase for access A single staircase provides
access
One room has a window
and a door
Two galleries and a
cockloft

Top floor of the west wing Staircase links to Fuchsia’s
Attic 3 - Views over the Bedroom No. 1
Servants’ Quadrangle and Within the West Wing
to the left the alleys of a Rooftops
poor district through a
flying buttress, views of
the Orchard

Bedroom

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single room

Fully enclosed. Door to a
hallway - bed on the same
wall. Door to the Attic
Staircase hidden by the
bed. 2 triangular windows
opposite the wall with the
bed/door. A fireplace

In the centre of the
West Wing. View of
Gormenghast Mountain
and rooftops, carvers’
Battlements, Flat Pastures
and Twisted Woods. View
of the North Cloisters

Rooftops above Fuchsia’s
Bedroom No.1
West Wing
Fuchsia’s Attics
Bell connected to Nanny
Slagg’s Room

Not directly south
facing as the water from
the gutter is blown to
the north. Overlooks
the South Spinnies. A
quadrangle below
North side of Mountain

Geometric
arrangement

Sensorial Qualities Observed

Known measurements

Scale

Materials

Construction

Several Stories (‘hundreds of General L shaped plan
feet’,) above ground
Pitched roofs
Top floor

See individual spaces

Larger than human

Timber, dust , moths, stone Raftered roof, stone slating
slates on roof
on roof
Various other items of different Assumed timber floor
materials

Second floor

Assumed cuboid

None
Human
Assumed fairly large although a lot
of stuff in it makes it appear smaller

Timber floorboards
Coral plaster on the walls
Assumed stone fireplace
Walnut bed with iron rails
Mat outside the door

Overlooks the South Spinnies Unknown exactly
A quadrangle below - don’t
Above high water level
know which

Assumed all rooms cuboid

None

On Gormenghast mountain Site mountain slope
View of Gormenghast General Grave below ground

Assumed oriented east/west

In the Twisted Woods

Condition

Light Qualities

Warped wood and
dislodged stone slates.
Dusty and moth eaten

See individual spaces

Textures

Colours

Smells

Climactic
conditions

Named
Phenomena

Soft dust, warped timbers, Grey spiders, (grey) stone slating, Feet on wooden floor
various objects and
a potential multitude but faded
materials in poor state of and muted by the layers of dust.
repair, spiders’ webs
Coloured book of verse. Redstone slates
wine coloured couch. Dark blue
Polished root
glass vase with a dead sunflower.
Leather couch
Red and green wax tapers.
Timber
Paintings. Carpet with pattern
Stone
Wall with door to staircase Well used and full of stuff Glowing fire
Plaster walls covered
Coral plaster walls. Black
Human activity
has to be hollow and large
Dancing firelight
in charcoal and chalk
charcoal drawings on the walls Bare feet on floorboards
enough to allow for the
Natural indirect light from the drawings. Timber furniture Black bell cord. Golden leaves Moving of bed across the floor
staircase or the orientation of
windows - half-light
and upholstery. Bedding Fire-coloured ferns
the corridor must allow it
Lamplight
Iron bed rail. Heaps of
Moss covered boulder with white
Plaster walls and timber floors
toys and books. Leaves and flowers
rocks covered in moss
Patchwork quilt

Muted

Dusty

Still and breathless
Assumed Draughty if
windy

Warm

Dust
Candles
The smell of rotten
vase water

Warm and dry

None

Very isolated and private

Dull, a room full of Not stated
things and furnishings Assumed that
accumulated objects
gather dust

None stated

Warm

Assumed dust
Drying and damp
vegetation

None

None

Blinds on the windows
Bolt on the inside of the door

Plaster walls
Assumed stone window sill

Plaster walls which are not
in perfect condition - some
is loose

Used and worn but light Light
and spacious
Assumed direct light can
penetrate

Loose plaster on the walls Steel-grey water falling from a
Assumed general living
gutter outside
furniture

Water hitting various things on its
descent
Assumed general human activity

Assumed furnished
room qualities

Assumed fairly good

None stated within assumed Draughty
Gusty outside
Restless wind

Assumed kept
comfortable

None stated

Snow
Snow
Gusty, restless wind Gusty, restless wind

Approx. 2500x1200x6000mm
Single human grave
Not more than 300ft (91.5m) from
the summit

Stony steep slope

Assumed single hole,
backfilled leaving a mound
with a marker

New

Coral light of the evening

Green hair of grass. Rocks Green hair of grass. Rocks and
and ferns
ferns
Stony slope of the
mountain

None mentioned - natural sounds

Outside

Fresh

Light wind

late spring evening

Roughly circular

A very large dead tree within the
Larger than human
glade is big enough to provide a hole
large enough for the Thing to sleep
in - hole described as a cavern
60ft (18.3m) from the ground the
tree is pocked with cavities - this is
where the Thing’s hole is

Natural
Natural
Huge dead tree, living trees,
giant ferns, mosses and other
foliage
Air domed with foliage

Rotting ground

Horizontal light at cockcrow Natural
High sun darkens the glade - Vegetation
day-time dusk as thick as night
Evening, western sun lightens
the glade

Cold green
Distant bell from the castle
Dappled with gold
Honey bees murmuring
Tree colour of a tusk - shone with Other natural sounds
hard quality of marble or ivory

Outside

Rotting as well as fresh None stated
vegetation

None stated

None stated.
Breezy
Assumed unearthed
ground and outdoor
smells, vegetation
and animals
Rotting as well as
Above the glade fresh vegetation
cloudless sunlight

Unknown
A finger of rock
Claw-like summit
Ravines
Roughly triangular

At least a thousand feet from the
crag where Keda falls to where she
lands

Gormenghast stone
Natural - not known to be
Vegetation of numerous kinds volcanic

Natural - ancient

Often described as being
silhouetted
Pale light

Rocky, craggy, stony
Harsh
Streams run down it
Vegetation grown upon
parts of it but other areas
are exposed

Grey rock
Greens of vegetation

None directly stated as those of the
mountain
General natural landscape sounds

Outside

Mountain air

Various throughout the None stated
seasons
Assumed natural

Grassy

A pool of midnight
Lit by moonlight
Pale patches of footprints

Grass wet with dew

Nine stated
Moonlight and midnight
shadows

Assumed feet on grass and sounds of a Outside
knife fight

Assumed fresh and cool Still

Assumed fairly cold

None stated

None stated

None stated

None stated

Outside

None stated

Warped timber. Smooth
polished stone. Coppers
and other kitchen
equipment, sharp steel
knives. Long used and
wounded chopping blocks
Iron hocks

Stainless-grey stone. Copper
Dark Timber. Assume ovens are
blacked regularly. Steel knives.
Sepia fluid. Red wine. Sawdust

A cacophony of cooking noises and
human activity
Swealter
A bell jangling - iron clang - a
forgotten bell

Loud

Grey of stone

None

Echoes

Rain drumming
Sounds of Flay and Swelter in battle
Clever hitting plaster wall
Dolorous whisperings of
Gormenghast a-drip

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Three rooms

Fully enclosed
At least one door, which
locks and one window

Fuchsia’s Grave

G

Burial

Burial

Private

Used

Ritual Event

None physical

Mountain slope on one
side, otherwise exposed

Glade

G

Not designed

Animal habitat
Home of the
Thing

None
Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A domed area of the
Woodland forms enclosure, Unknown
woods, a clearing but not vegetation encloses it on
open
all sides

Not designed

No specific use

Public

Irregular use

Landscape

Defined by the ground
level

Not enclosed

The sun sets behind it - Flay’s caves, Fuchsia’s Grave, Part of the ground
therefor in the west
are on its slopes. Twisted
Twisted Woods to the East woods nearby but do not
of it
touch the lower slopes. River
To the west are Unkempt runs around at least part of its
Acres
base. Unkempt acres, plateau,
wasteland and swam all part of
the immediate landscape. In
the Outer Landscape Close to
Gormenghast

Defined by the basin
shape of the ground

Not enclosed

At the hem of the Twisted At the hem of the Twisted
Woods - not know where Woods. In the Outer
Landscape Close to
Gormenghast

Ground level - sunken basinAssumed to be fairly circular None
Human but large
Large enough for a duel to take place
at the centre

Grass

Not constructed

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Perhaps in wastelands
Assumed to be near, or in
the Valley of the Graves
Part of the Servants’
Quadrangle (North West)

Unknown. Perhaps in
wastelands. Assumed to be
near, or in the Valley of the
Graves
Part of the Servants’
Quadrangle (North West)
A room in the Kitchens
Connected to the Stone Lanes

Ground

Probably East/West orientated None for Graveyard
mounds
Assumed average grave sizes Approx. 2500x1200x6000mm

Many human graves

Unknown

Assumed individual holes,
Unknown
backfilled leaving a mounds Assumed unkempt

Below
12 steps down from the
Servant’s Quadrangle

Cuboid with a great twisted Vast
beam
A hall
Columns are fluted
Other rooms are located
within the space - the guardemanger and spit

Larger than human
Gormenghast stone columns, Heavy masonry with a great Scrubbed every morning
containing human fittings floor and walls
wooden beam
Very humid
Great beam is timber
Sawdust on the floor with
fat and spashings of wine
(assumed red), egg shells and
sepia fluid. Copper, iron, steel

Sun’s rays stream through high
windows
Steamy
Smokey

Assumed series of rooms with None
individual stone sarcophagi or Assumed average grave size similar
Approx. 2500x1200x6000mm

Human - far reaching,
possibly labyrinthine

Stone

Assumed heavy masonry and Unknown
tunnelling into bedrock and
ground

Unknown - Probably torchlightStone

Larger than human

Timbers
Stone
Spider webs and dust

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction
Stone
Timber
Plaster

Derelict
Normally lightless
Full of spiders and spider A humpbacked moon
webs
Reflected water from the Roof
Terrace Lake
Moonbeams , filigreed

Dust and ancient spider
webs choked with flies
Dry rotten timbers and
decayed plaster
Mouldering wall

Black shadows
Silver moonlight
Silver threads of rain
Very white moon
Moonlit webs
Black dove-grey and silver ink
drawing

Grassy Hollow

G

TA

BiD

MS 88931/1/3/7_
f032r - From the
House of the Brown
Father
MS 88931/1/3/10_
f011v - Keda
MS 88931/1/3/14_
f045r - Abstract
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f039v - Titus

TG

Death Event
Death Event
Not designed

Duels

Public

Used - rarely

Conflict Event
Landscape
Landscape Event

Graveyard of
the Outcasts

TG

Great Kitchen

TG

G

MS 88931/1/3/3_
f008r - Swealter on a
barrel

Hall of
the Bright
Carvings

TG

G

TG

TG

MS 88931/1/3/9_
f048r - Flay and
Swelter

G

Headmaster’s
Flood Rooms
Headmaster’s
Living
Quarters

G

Headmaster’s
Study

G

TG
Heart of the
Castle / Central
Hall &
Long Corridor
Heron Room

House of the
Brown Father

Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f006r Bookstand
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f013r Rottcodd in hammock
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f006v Window smashing

Irma’s Bedroom TG

A pause in the narrative

Pale light
Darkness
Rain
Half-light
Mists
Wind
And more

Autumn sunlight
Rain
Slow pulp of
summer
Clouds generally
around the
mountain top
Cloudless sky

A major feature of the landscape but
generally from a distance
Hideous body

None stated
Assumed crusted
grass, sweat and
blood

Clear night
Still

Moonlight
Dew on the grass

A phosphorescent night

Unknown

None stated

None stated

None

Only one mention of this place

Very humid, the stone Airless
walls run with moisture
Steaming and airless

Uncomfortably hot

A strong smell of
burning fat

Direct sunlight
Internal conditions
are tropical

Walls sweating

Scaffolding for clearing up from three
hours before dawn until 11am
Grey scrubber sleep under a table

Not good

Constant - fairly cool
around 13 degrees
Celsius

Musty

None

None

Very little information assumed to be
labyrinthine in nature

Muffled by dust,
Heavy with spider webs None stated
Warm
spider webs and soft Not good
Assumed still but for Humid
mouldering plaster
human movement and
that caused by the rain

None stated
Rain and decay

Rain

Drumming rain
Ceasing of rain

Other things on the same level - Lord
Groan moves away to somewhere
unknown
Grey scrubber sleep nearby

Breezy
Windy

Kitchen

Kitchen

Semi-private

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room within the
kitchen complex

Fully enclosed. Heavy
wooden doors. A narrow
door on the other side
of the room opposite the
great doors, on the same
wall as the enormous
copper and row of ovens.
High windows

Burial

Burial

Private

Used

Ritual Event

Under the castle

The surrounding ground
and the castle above

Unknown

Under the Castle General

Below ground

Unknown

Not used

None

Not Used

Conflict Event

A single room

Imperfectly enclosed
Open to the elements
through wall / window
opening to the Roof
Terrace Lake

Above Lord Sepulcrave’s
Apartments
In the North Wing
Section where the water
drains overlooks a ground
level, accessible area

Above Lord Sepulcrave’s
Apartments
In the North Wing
Connected to Roof Terrace
Lake

A hall

A single room with an
anti-room attached

Fully enclosed
Window at the far end
opposite the door to the
anti-room and beyond to
the castle

Top floor of the North
Wing. Sunlight enters
through the window in
the afternoon, therefore
must face approx. south
west. A view over a tableland of moss turrets

In the North Wing
Connected to the servants’
quarters and kitchens in
the North Wing via a dumb
waiter and a bell pull

Several stories above ground. Assumed cuboid
Up a third flight of stairs. Several fallen beams
200ft from Roof Terrace
Lake to ground. A floor
above so not top floor. 6
inch (152.4mm) step up
internally then 3ft (915mm)
to level of Roof Terrace water is up to this lip
Top floor, unknown which Rectangular in plan with a
level
pitched roof

A long room. 7 great candelabra
Larger than human
burn at all times at intervals of 9 ft.
apart. Must be very large given the
number of carvings it holds (3 a year
for potentially hundreds of years)
and the size of the statues, range
from small to larger than human

Wooden, painted carvings
Dust
Candles and wax
Wooden shutters on the
window
Assumed Timber and stone

Boarded floor
Assumed plastered stone /
lath and plaster walls and
wooden roof timbers
Panelled door

Very dusty floor but not 7 great candelabra burn at all
kept off the carvings
times at intervals of 9 ft. apart
The venetian blinds of the Sunlight squeezes through
window are dusty and full cracks in the venetian blind
of cobwebs and flies
covering the window

Timber carvings and
floorboards
Dust
Candle wax

White candles
Rattling of the door handle
White dust
Turning of the key in the lock
Gold bands of light on the
Silence
pedestals and tiger stripes on the Rottcodd sleeping
floor. Multitude of colours of the Bell jangling in the distance
carvings
Grey turrets of moss

Echoes
A large room but
dust will soften any
reverberations

Dusty,
Hot
Stifling

Very little

Hot and stuffy

None stated
Candle smoke and
wax
Dust
Dry timber

Hot, stifling,
unhealthy

Direct sunlight

Carvings are on pedestals
The anti-room which contains a store of
candles, huge visitor’s book, Rottcodd’s
overall, a stepladder.
His hammock is at the far end of the hall

Top floor, unknown which Assumed rectangular plan
level, well above the flood with pitched roof
level
Above ground level,
Assumed all rooms cuboid
unknown story

Small. Big enough for 2 people
to live in fairly comfortably but
hammocks not beds
None

Human

Timber beams in the ceiling
Plaster on the walls

Plaster is loose on the
walls

Unknown

Plaster on the wall

Grey stone behind plaster

Unknown

Not stated

None stated

Not stated
Assumed comfortable

None

Only hammocks, no beds

An ugly carpet

Worn and ascetic
Newly decorated once
Irma moves in

Unknown

Hard chairs and empty
grate. After Irma - Carpet
on the floor in at least one
room. Cushions and soft
furnishings

After Irma - powder-blue
curtains. Dove-grey carpets. A
smug broadside of pastel shades.
Lavender and ivory

Unknown

Dusty, before Irma

None stated, assumed Unknown
as with the majority of
Gormenghast that it is
generally Draughty

None stated
Assumed Irma’s
perfume
None stated
Assumed Irma’s
perfume

During the floods
and the rain

Human

Plaster is falling off to reveal
the grey stone
Timber beams in the roof
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

None stated

None

Before Irma, assumed to be sparse and
uncomfortable, Irma changes this

Above ground, not know on Assumed cuboid
what floor

None

Human

Dusty Mirror. Hard chair
Unknown
and table - assumed timber,
perhaps with leather. Fireplace
assumed stone or brick.
Perhaps similar materials to
to other parts of the School
(leather walls etc.). Assumed
also bookshelves or similar

Spare and aestic
Assumed worn

Unknown

None stated

None stated

Unknown

Assumed dusty

None stated
Assumed Draughty

Unknown
Assumed fairly cold

Unknown
None stated
Assumed general
school smells - chalk,
leather, school
dinners

None

A table, a chair, a mirror a fire place with
an empty grate
Assumed bookshelves or similar would
also be present

Plaster walls
Timber floorboards

Plaster on stone
Timber floors

Web-choked glass of the The single window provides
window
rays of light that cross the hall
A spider dangling on a
thread
Dust on the floorboards

Plaster
Timber boards
Dust
Whitewash
Red rusty helmet

Vast and echoing

Dusty and still

Still other than that
caused by activity

Unknown

None stated
Assumed dust and
horse

Rays of sunlight

Either the helmet contains a jackdaw or
there is an opening behind it

Rotten stone
Moss and ground creepers
Lime-white sticks
Flakes of paint and rotting
plaster

Mostly stone remains, not
Rotting
sign of timbers, glass or metal Very poor
of the windows. Assumed
Neglected
any wood is rotten. Flakes
of paint are probably on a
plaster surface, but it may be
painted directly onto stone

Late afternoon direct light westering sunlight

Small whitish flower
Silent stillness
Whitewashed corridor
Fluttering sound
Red rusty helmet
Shaking of a bell through the window
Copper rays of sunlight
Many footsteps
Amber pool of dust
Doors opening and shutting
Radiant gold spider
Sharp clacking of hooves
Green vegetation. Black moss. Hundreds of birds
Grey and white herons. Black Ghosts of forgotten music
jackdaws. Reddish yellow
bitterns. Grey stone. Lime-white
branches. Pale blue-green eggs.
Greenish light. Golden and green
painting

Winds

Not stated

Birds and associated Sun’s rays
products
Rain
Frost
Snow
Winds
Hailstones
Clouds

Rays of sunlight

Once used for dancing

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

Pine-needles - a hot Sunlight and shade
dry sweetness
Earth of the floor
Assumed animal and
other human smells

Sunlight and shade

Single occupancy dwelling assumed built
by the Brown Father

Loft or attic
probably
Not known

Display
Living

Public

Used - not
often visited

Transition
Transition
Living Dwelling

None stated

None

Ritual Event
Ritual Event
Living / Dwelling

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Fully enclosed
A top floor room but
Unknown
A small top window
unknown where
Assumed only a single door
A series of rooms
Fully enclosed. More than The bedroom is above the Within the School
A bedroom, living room one room into the suite. Master’s Hall
Above the Master’s Hall
Assumed at least 1 window
in the main rooms.
Fireplace in at least 1 room

Headmaster’s
private study

Working

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A single room

G

Assumed
ceremonial

Ceremonial

Not known

Used at least
sporadically

G

Terrace

Heronry
Other birds also
nest here

None

House

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Dwelling with two or
more rooms

Enclosed. Two rooms
Bedroom window faces
with a connecting door. A north
window in the bedroom. Within a woodland
Living room has door to Near a stream
outside. Living room has Near an abandoned
lower portion 3 steps down building with no roof

Bedroom

Bedroom

Private

Used

Context

Single room within a
house

Enclosed
Door onto the landing
of the Prunesquallors’
Hallway
At least two windows
Assumed fireplace

Single room within a
house

Enclosed
Ground floor of the
Assumed one door and at Prunesquallors’ House
least one window

Drawn
Living
2000x750mm

G

Shafts of light at
various point of
the day

Ritual Event

Single room

Fully enclosed
A fireplace
Assumed one door and a
single window

Atmospheric Event Single room connected to Fully enclosed. Long
a very long corridor
corridor connected by a
door. A dozen doors
High single window. High
balconies and galleries
above window height
Used only by Atmospheric Event Single room with a
Partly enclosed, the
birds
terrace
windows have gone and
Abandoned by
the structure is rotten
humans for a
Terrace not enclosed
hundred years

Assumed writing
room

Writing room

Private

Used

Context

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
Atmospheric Event Garden assumed to
surround a house

Above the classrooms

Within the School
Above the classrooms

Centre of the castle

In the central Core of the
Ground level or if above no Described as bell-like
Castle
steps to ground - Titus rides The Long Hall is a very long
Long Corridor as part of this his pony through
gradual curve
hall

Late sunbeams indicate
a westerly orientation to
window holes

High walls. Many fathoms. Ceiling Larger than human
so high it cannot be seen. The
Very very long
perspective of the hall leaves the end
of the curve at ankle height & Titus
on his pony can only be seen once
he has reached a third of the way.
Within the castle but not
Above ground - a stairway Domed roof
None
Large but human
known where
leads up to it. 7 stories above Assumed rectangular plan of Great casement from hall to terrace
Descriptive link to the
the Forgotten Landing
terrace and possibly hall
Forgotten landing but only
which is at least five /six
through the movement of air floors above ground, if not
more
In the Outer Landscape far
Built upon the earth
from the castle. Gormenghast Earth floors
mountain can be seen. Within
woodland. Takes perhaps over
a month of slow, careful riding
to get to Outer Dwellings

Rotten stone
Vegetation
Heron and other birds’
nests
Bird guano

None stated
Human activity assumed - sleeping,
conversation
Human activity

Bellgrove attempting to jump onto
the table
Bellgrove swearing as he bruised his
shins on the table as he jumped

Vegetation muffles
Assumed unpleasant
echoes & reverberates
off stone. External
qualities near
windows and on
terrace, sounds
reflected off walls

Human

Timber
Earth floors

Timber built
Thatched roof
Timber furniture
Trestle bed

Well maintained
Creepers finding their
way into the bedroom
along the floor

Skyline perforated with a
Timber. Earth. Vegetation
myriad of glints of light.
Tools, painted and
Darkness. Lamplight. Light
unpainted timber.
and shade. Bedroom window - Flowerpots. Wooden
north light
furniture

Green vegetation. White cool
light. White goat. Grey dappled
pony. Black horse
dark-red table cloth

Soft opening of the internal door
Goat and horse noises
Human activity
Babbling stream - sound of water

That of a furnished
wooden house

Assumed pleasant, warm Still inside, but
full of human and other Draughty
smells

First floor above ground

Assumed cuboid

None
Large enough for a bed, chair and
dressing table with mirror

Human

Mirror
Carpeted floor
Assumed plaster walls and
ceiling
Timber furniture

Not stated
Assumed sash windows - as
stated in other parts of the
house

Well used but clean

Dawn light
Candle light
Lamplight
Darkness

Timber
Carpet
Soft furnishings
Plaster walls

Green candles

Slamming of the door
Silence
Scattering of hairpins
Rattling of stair rods
Feet padding past

That of a well
furnished room

Assumed perfumed

Assumed Draughty but Assumed kept
generally still
as a comfortable
temperature

Assumed perfume
Oil lamps
Candles burning

Clear

Dawn light - a flush
of swallow light

Not sure if one or two windows, only one
is mentioned but the view changes

Within the Prunesquallors’
House

Ground floor

Assumed cuboid

Small
Assumed large enough for a desk
chair and other paraphernalia

Human

Used but clean

None stated

None stated

None stated

None stated

That of a small
furnished room

None stated

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated

None stated

None

Not known how frequently this room is
used

Semi enclosed - open to Connected to City River Contains Juno’s House
the elements but shielded and a riverside road
Within or very close to the
from the world
City

Ground level

Unknown
Assumed a rectangular plot

Large - contains a cedar grove and
other landscaping

Larger than human but
aspects at a human scale

None stated. Assumed Plaster Not stated
walls, timber or carpeted floor Assumed as the rest of the
and timber furniture with the house
possibility of leather. Including
paper, ink
Vegetation and other
Grown
landscaping. Statues
Cedar grove
Vine arbour. Box hedging
Terracing
in the shape of peacocks.
Chestnut tree. River close by

Well maintained

Dark with light spilling from Vegetation
the hallway. Dark cedar grove. Smooth marble statues
Dazzling dew with black
Bricks
footprints. Assumed reflections
on the river. Dappled light
through the trees. Mirror of
green dew

Black footprints in dew
Green terraces of foliage
Mirror of green dew
Dark green
Prawn-coloured brick

Fluttering of falling leaves
Outside
Running. Swish of branches and
leaves .Rattle of a window sash
Pebbles hitting a window
Voices in conversation
Assumed other natural garden sounds
of animals and the river passing

Fresh

None stated

Variable

None stated
Clouds
Assumed perfume
of flowers and other
vegetative smells

Dew
Little clouds

Impression of a very landscaped and
well maintained - suspect gardeners are
involved

Well maintained

Well lit

None stated

Ivory
Ash
Coral red

Only echoes of long gone sounds
and moments. Assumed quiet with
occasional human activity

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated
Sunlight - autumn
Assumed some from sun
the garden penetrate Clear skies
Rain

Slanting rain

Not a very sensory room but perhaps that
is the nature of a transition space

Immaculate

Well lit
Darkness
Firelight
Golden light
Moonlight
Firelight

Bricks
Stone
Vegetation
Plaster and glass

Prawn - coloured quadrangle
Dusky pink externally
Ash-grey linen shadows
Golden darkness light
Honey-coloured stone

Talking. Human activity .Voices in the See individual rooms Assumed clean and fresh None stated
distance .A rustle of leaves. An acorn
Light and airy
Assumed drafts from
falling. The barking of a distant hound
sash windows
Swish of leaves. Rattle of a sash
window. Echoes of long gone sounds
and moments. Car driving

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated
Rain
Assumed smoke from Sunlight - autumn
the fireplaces
sun
Clear skies

Slanting rain
Watery light

Immaculately well maintained
A light and airy house

Peaceful and remote

Firelight - flickering and
Carpet
growing dim. Shafts of autumn Books
light-a-swim with motes.
Evening light. Moonlight
coming out from behind cloud

Vermillion embers

Soft conversation
Fire in the grate
Sighing
Leaves against the window

Dull
That of a well
furnished room

Warm and soft with a
hint of dust

None stated

Warm

None stated
Direct sunlight
Moonlight
Assumed smell of
Cloudy sky with
books and the fire
occasional moonlight
smoke and ashes
Hot bodies and sweat

A remote room up stairs and down a
corridor
A chestnut tree outside the window

Firelight. Natural light from
the window but no known if
direct light can penetrate

Red glow of fire on marble

None stated. Cracking of the fire
Door opening. Tutus falling over a
footstool

That of a well
furnished room

Assumed warm and
clean

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated
Fire smoke

None stated

None

An elegant room , appears fairly formal

Unknown

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated
None stated
Perhaps baby smells

None

Keda does not live in this room for
long and does not appear to bring any
belongings with her

Air filled with
sunlight
Monotonous rain
Moonlit nights

A vast complex that appear to feed a great
deal of the castle
There are other kitchens, such as the one
in Cora and Clarice’s Apartments

On the 1st floor of the
Within the East Quadrangle
Prunesquallors’ House.
Within the Prunesquallors’
House
Windows look over
East Quadrangle and
the Prunesquallors’
Garden.Directly above
Dr Prunesquallor’s
Dispensary. Dawn can be
seen from the window faces East

Juno’s Garden

TA

Garden

Garden

Private

Used

Juno’s Hallway

TA

Hallway

Hallway

Private

Used

Context

Transition space within
a house

Enclosed but with
Main door to outside
openings to various rooms looks over the Juno’s
Garden

Within Juno’s house
Connected to Juno’s Garden
via a door

Ground level upwards

Curved staircase
None
Human but fairly grand
Assumed rectangular in plan Assumed large but well proportioned

None stated

Juno’s House

TA

House

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Dwelling containing
numerous rooms

Enclosed
Numerous windows
Assumed more than one
door to the outside

Within Juno’s Garden
Individual spaces are
oriented differently

Contains Juno’s Hallway.
Juno’s Garden. Juno’s Library
Juno’s Siting-Room. Titus’
Bedroom in Juno’s House.
Within Juno’s Garden

Ground level upwards
May contain a basement
level
At least 4 stories including
an attic level

Unknown
A tall building
Assumed rectangular in plan
There is an attic level and a
quadrangle made of brick
which contains statues

Human but fairly grand

Bricks. Stone. Assumed
materials such as glass in
windows and plaster on the
walls

Juno’s Library

TA

Library

Library

Private

Used

Seduction Event

Single room within a
house

Fully enclosed
A single door
At least one window
A fireplace

Directly above Juno’s
Within Juno’s house
Third floor or higher
Bedroom. Autumn
Directly above Juno’s Bedroom
sunlight in the afternoon - Accessible from Juno’s Garden
window westerly facing by a chestnut tree

Assumed cuboid

30ft (9.15m) from window sill to
ground level

Human

Carpeted floor
Sash window
Bookshelves - a wall of books
Pictures on the wall

Juno’s Sitting
Room
Keda’s Room

TA

Sitting room

Sitting room

Private

Used

Context

Single room within a
house

Fully enclosed. At least one Looks over Juno’s Garden Within Juno’s House
door and one window. A
fireplace

Unknown
Assumed ground floor

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

A marble statue

Fully enclosed
Assumed one door and a
single window

On the second floor (2
flights up)

Assumed cuboid

None
Small

Human

None stated
Assumed standard
Assumed Timber floorboards Gormenghast construction
and plastered walls

Assumed worn and
sparsely furnished

None stated
None stated
None
Assumed north light from the Assumed timber
window
floorboards and furniture
and plastered walls

None stated
Assumed human activity, noises of
Titus as a baby, sleeping etc.

That of a sparsely
furnished room

Assumed most of the rooms
within this complex are
cuboid

A vast complex - acres of grey
kitchen

Greater than human

Stone
Heavy timber doors
Wall of flints
Warped timber beams
Dust in the wine cellars

Stone and flints
Timber beams

Thoroughly scrubbed

Dark passageways
High windows
Candle light
Assumed generally fairly
gloomy

Well scrubbed stone
Timber chopping boards
Walls of flint in
passageways
Warped timber beams

Grey stone

A plethora of human activity
Slaughter of animals

Various depending on Different in each space Different in each space Various - hot by ovens, Blood
individual spaces
cold to keep food fresh Bread
etc.
Candles burning
Other general
cooking smells and
hot people

Assumed all rooms cuboid

None

Human but grand

Pictures and engravings
Timber doors

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Chaotic and untidy

See individual rooms

Candle tallow
Birdseed
Timber furniture

Black stained door with White
painted cat
Paintings on the wall

Footsteps
Conversation

See individual spaces Assumed cold and
Assumed echoes in Draughty in the
the corridor
corridor

Candle tallow
Birdseed
Wallpaper
Bedding
Timber dressing table and
chair

Red, crimson wallpaper
Outside of the door is stained
black with a white cat
Copper-beech of Lady Groan’s
hair. White albino rook. Black
ravens. Various birds - starlings,
missel-thrush, stone-chat. Ivy assumed green. White cats

Birds
That of an over
Fluttering
furnished room
Cats
Leaves parting as birds push through
ivy
Conversation
Wax-smelling silence
Rattling of the door handle
Rustling of ivy

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
TG

Unknown

Bedroom

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single room

Kitchens

Kitchens

Semi-private

Used

Context

A series of rooms

Direct sunlight

Assumed rectangular in plan None
with a pitched roof of some Assumed to be a modest dwelling
kind

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling

Irma’s Writing
Room

A dangerous slope above high water level

Used

Used

G

Light wind

Public

Temporary living Private

TG

Massive

Not as lived in as her previous rooms
may be in a better district but does not
seem to be in better condition necessarily

Burial

Attic

G

Human but fairly large

Burial

Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f012r Swealter and Steerpike
Opera manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f023r
- Flay and Steerpike
outside main doors
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f014r

Groan
Catacombs
Hall of Spiders

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Temperature

Bedroom

TG

Notes

Air Movement

Living

Gormenghast
Mountain

Seasons Observed

Air Quality

G

Ground level - sunken

Time of Day
Observed

Acoustic
Qualities

Fuchsia’s
Bedroom No.2

Sounds

Weather Observed

Next to Nanny Slagg’s
room. View of the outer
wall of the castle in the
direction of the Outer
Dwellings - North facing
Individual rooms with
Part of the Servants’
different levels of enclosure Quadrangle (North West)

Kitchens

TG

G

Lady Groan’s
Apartments

TG

G

Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f001v
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f003r
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f003v
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f004r
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f005r
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/B_f002v
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/2_f020v

Unknown
Assumed Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A series of rooms
Only 2 are mentioned
plus a corridor

Enclosed
In the North Wing
Individual rooms have
different levels of enclosure

Lady Groan’s
Bedchamber

TG

G

Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/A_f005v
Opera Manuscript MS
88931/4/1/1/B_f003r

Unknown

Bedroom

Private

Used

Plot Event

A single room

Fully enclosed
A single high window
covered by ivy - a ladder
required to see out of it
A door to a corridor painted on the outside

Next to Nanny Slagg’s room
In the West Wing

Connected to Hall of the
Below
Bright Carvings in North
12 steps down from the
Wing via dumb waiter.
Servant’s Quadrangle
Connected to Barquentine’s
Bedroom via funnel. Contains
Slaughter House, Bakeries,
Kitchens. Linked to Stone
Lanes and Refectory. Part of
Servants’ Quad (North West)
In the North Wing
Third Floor
Contains Lady Groan’s Sitting
Room and Lady Groan’s
Bedroom plus a corridor

In the North Wing
In the North Wing. In Lady Lawn is 60ft (18.3m) below Assumed cuboid
View over the distant Lake Groan’s Apartments. Door to her room
from the window
the chamber and the Corridor Third Floor
it is situated in can be seen the
Octagonal Room peep hole.
Assumed connection to Lady
Groan’s Sitting Room- may be
via corridor

Lawn is 60ft (18.3m) below her
Human but grand
room . Candelabra is suspended 9ft
(2.745m) from the floorboards
A ladder is required to see out of the
window. Assumed fairly large

As sash windows are
mentioned then assumed
construction of a Georgian,
Victorian or Edwardian
techniques
A stone and brick house
As sash windows are
mentioned then assumed
construction of a Georgian,
Victorian or Edwardian
techniques

Assumed as rest of the house Immaculate
Elegant

Bedding.Tallow, wax &
Wallpapered walls
candles. Metal cord & iron
Floorboards
of candelabrum.Timber
floorboards. Red wallpaper
Ivy. Grain and birdseed
Birds - assumed dropped
feathers and guano. Paper
covered book. Coffee stains
Timber dressing-table & chair.
Old sofas. Basin of water

Chaotic, a shambles
Candle light - guttering and
Bed at an angle to the
flaring, casting wavering
wall
shadows
Ivy growing through the No natural light from the ivy
window
choked window
Wax dripped from candles
everywhere and piles of
birdseed

None stated

Unknown - depends Unknown
on materials and level
of furnishing

Assumed heavy with
bird smells

Sunshine
Rain
Shadows
Clear skies

Assumed Draughty in Assumed cold in the
the corridor
corridor

See individual spaces None

None

Unknown extents of the apartments,
assumed that there are more than the
rooms directly mentioned

Very little

Hot melted wax
Birds
Cats

None

More bird descriptions appear in the text
than have been collated
Candelabra described as a vast spider

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None

Book

Peake’s
Sketches

Space

Titus
Groan

GormenghastTitus
Alone

Lady Groan’s
Sitting Room

TG

G

BiD

TG

Modelled Designed
Drawn
Purpose

Modelled

G

Spatial Qualities

Material Qualities

Public/
Private

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Enclosure

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Geometric
arrangement

Known measurements

Scale

Materials

Construction

Condition

Light Qualities

Living

Private

Used

Atmospheric Event A single room

Enclosed
At least one door
More than one window

Assumed cuboid

None
Assumed fairly large

Human but grand

Smashed glass
Birdseed
Timber furniture

At least one window is a
casement

A confusion
Difficulty in finding
somewhere to sit down

Natural light from the windowsBirdseed
Smashed glass
Timber furniture

Chamber of a mine Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

In the North Wing
In the North Wing. In
Window looks over towers Lady Groan’s Apartments.
and the South Wall
Assumed connection to Lady
Groan’s Bedroom - may be via
corridor. View over the Lawns
In the Mine - assumed
In the Mine
somewhere close to the
centre and close to the
bottom

Larger than human

Sumptuous furnishings

Candle light surrounded by
thick shadows

Used

Plot Event
Plot event
Plot Event

Carved out of rock.
Unknown
Embroidered table cloth.Thick Assumed carved or blasted
carpets. Candles & lamps.
from the bedrock
Great iron girders & chains.
Iron staircases. Walls lined
with books. Ivory table.Golden
candlesticks. Jade beakers.
Awnings. Golden cutlery. Ivy
wreaths. Bowls filled with
nettles, spices & fresh grass.
Bloody joints of meat.Bones:
skulls, shoulder blades, spines,
ribs. Heavy curtains
Mown grass
Landscaped
7 Cedars on the northern side Assumed to be as flat as a
croquet lawn where not
terraced

Well maintained

Natural light
Sunlit in the afternoon

Gormenghast stone.
Heavy masonry construction
Timber floorboards. Timber with suspended timber floor
bookshelves. Oak Doors. Stone and timber roof structure
gallery. Heavy glazing. Leather containing a roof light
and book cloth bound books.
Curtains at the side door. A
chandelier. Large table of black
marble. Velvet upholstered
timber chairs. Carpet
Rough square stones
Heavy masonry - rough cut
Earth floor
square stone blocks
Thick coating of lichen on the Earth floor
outside
Heavy timber doors

Worn but well maintained Candle light
Burned but the stone still Lamp light
remains, the roof has not Fire
fallen visibly from the
Natural light from the roof
castle, the floorboards
light but with the shadow
have also been burned
of the Tower of Flints in the
evening

Lawns

Walking

Semi-private

A single space surrounded Fully enclosed
by the mine
Entrance covered by
curtains

TG

G

MS 88931/1/3/6_
f033r - Irma on a
chair
MS 88931/1/3/14_
f050r - Perspective

Lichen Fort

G

MS 88931/1/3/15_
f116r - Titus and
Bellgrove V1
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f119r - Titus and
Bellgrove V2

Long Hall

Drawn
Library
2000x750mm

In the East Wing past the In the East Wing
Tower of Flints
Path to it sometimes passes
Track along the East Wing into the Pine Woods
ends at the side door
Past the Tower of Flints
Side door opens on the
south side of the Library
- Flay walks right to get
back to the castle

Private

Used - until
it is burned
down

Death Event

Single building

Fully enclosed
Two doors - The main
entrance is no longer used
A large skylight in the roof
A single window over the
main door

Fort

Isolation room

Private

Used
occasionally

Confinement

Single building

Fully enclosed. Two
Morning sun through
chambers, one above the window slits
other. Single door to fort.
Internal staircase links the
two rooms. Single door to
the bottom room - where
Titus is. Narrow windowslits in bottom room

G

Unknown

Dining room

Semi-private

Used

Transition

Single room

Fully enclosed. At least one In the Professors’ Quarters In the Professors’ Quarters
door. Assumed there are in the West Wing
windows that let in light - Not known where
half light

Series of rooms

TG

G

Assumed Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Lord
Sepulcrave’s
Bedroom &
Corridor

TG

G

Bedroom

Bedroom

Private

Used

Plot Event

G

Ceremonial -Only Ceremonial
the 10th birthday
of a member of the
family.

Public

Used very
Ritual Event
infrequently.
Perhaps used
more often in
the past
Unknown
Transition

Man-made
Lake
Marble Desert

TA

Drawn
Public space
2000x750mm

Public space

Public

G

Mine

BiD

Within the Castle General not known where

Assumed fairly rectangular
in plan

Three steps down to the side Rectangular in plan
door

Ground level and one floor Circular in plan
above
Unknown if the roof is
accessible

Unknown

Large enough for 10 people to walk Larger human
abreast along separate strips of grass
Small enough to walk up and down
very slowly for 40 minutes

Long building lower than the two Larger than human
on either side
3 Steps down to the Side door
Stone gallery runs around the room
at 15ft (4.575m) from the floor.
Only window is 15ft (4.575m)
from the ground and is about 4ft
(1.22m) square. Doors are 4inches
(101.6mm) thick
Walls 5ft (1.525m) thick
Human
Lichen thick enough for birds to
nest in

None stated
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Circular depression

A large pavement

Exposed - buildings
provide shelter around the
edges
No enclosure

In the City. No visual link In the city
to Muzzlehatch’s House or Surrounded by the City
the area it is in as there is Structures
a fold in the hill

Ground level

Circular or oval in plan

In the School, not known In the School
where
Linked to the Turnstile Room
in the Professors’ Quarters
Headmaster’s Living Quarters
is directly above

Between 20miles and 28 miles (32.2 Larger than Human
Shallow lake, trees, earth
– 45.0 km) from the Playroom..
embankments, ferns
12 steps up to the platform.
Surrounding trees around 30ft
(9.15m) tall
A thousand acres (405 hectares)
Much greater than human Grey marble
Glass pavements

Landscaped

Unknown
Moonlight
Assumed to have required Bonfires
maintenance before the
night of the performance

Landscaped

Immaculate

Unknown. Assumed same Assumed cuboid
level as the rest of lowest
floor of School.Turnstile
Room has flight of steps
down to turnstile so this
room above. School Yard
also below rest of School
Below ground
Unknown
Vast terraces above ground
form limits

None

Floorboards
Few boards of a door
remaining under the broken
lintel of the door to the
Professors’ Quarters
Remains of ancient paint

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction
Floorboards

Doorway to the
Unknown
Professors’ Quarters in
very poor condition
Assumed rest of room in
similar state

A good mile between voices one
Much greater than human
from a funnel in the north, the other
from the east
From the bottom the top of the min
shaft is only a pin prick of light
Assumed vast

Metal
Stone
Iron staircase
Iron chains
Bones and debris
Furnishings of the Lamb’s
Vault

Unknown
Assumed carved or blasted
from the bedrock

Abandoned for the most Sunlight above
part
Darkness
Semi-darkness
Ancient gloom
Candlelight
Moonlight

Ground level

Low ceiling
Assumed cuboid

Low ceiling

Human

Glass cases from floor to
ceiling
Dead moths
Cushions and a blanket
Long wicker chair
A barrel as a side table

Unknown
Well maintained
Mule removes part of the wall Section of wall missing
on its exit
after mule gets stuck
Assumed clean

Below ground

Assumed cuboid

None
Assumed fairly small

Human

Brick room
Not entirely watertight

In the City
Ground level
In Muzzlehatch’s House
Direct links to the Moth
Room and The Zoo / Animal
Yard

Rectangular in plan

Greater than 30ft (9.15m)across

Large but human

Trestle bed. Over 300 books
Soft furnishings on bed
Dust and silverfish. Surface
water. Bricks (wet). Copper
bowl. Crate
Cobbles
Grass between cobbles
Mulberry tree
Stone walls
Slate roof of building
Water
Stone highway externally

Within Muzzlehatch’s House Third floor
Looking over the Zoo /
Animal Yard

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

Used

Context

A vast complex of
underground tunnels,
shafts and halls with
protruding structures
above ground. External
structures within the
boundaries of terracing

Partly enclosed
In the Breathless Wastes In the Breathless Wastes
Surface structures are
not known where this is in Contains the Lamb’s Vault
sunken due to terracing
relation to Gormenghast
Mostly underground with
openings and structures on
the surface

Moth collection

Private

Used

Context

Single Room

Fully enclosed. Door
leads to Muzzlehatch’s
Courtyard. At least one
Window if not more.
Assumed at least one more
door to rest of the house

Living

Semi-private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single room

Fully enclosed
In the Under-River
In the Under-River
A door connects it with the Somewhere west of where
rest of the Under-River
Titus finds Black Rose

Living / Dwelling

A single room

In the West Wing
Next to Keda’s Room
Route to Armoury
Bell connected to Fuchsia’s
Room

Second floor
Cuboid
Several flights of stairs down
to Armoury

Human

Bell. Passageway outside has a Timber floorboards
timber ceiling. Heavy timber Assumed standard
chest. Bare timber floorboards Gormenghast construction
Bedding. Assumed other
furniture is timber -Nanny’s
bed, Titus’ Cot

G

Quadrangle

Quadrangle

Semi-public

Used
Ritual Event
occasionally
for ceremonial
purposes

A cloistered quadrangle Enclosed on all sides, open North of Fuchsia’s Room Can be seen from Fuchsia’s
to the sky. A doorway to No.1
Room No.1
the west. A small door in
the south wall. Cloisters
assumed to be on all sides

Ground level

Assumed rectangular in plan None. Large enough for all the
professors, school boys, gentry,
important guests and a rostrum
for the Poet. Small enough that
the benches fill it. Poet’s rostrum
is narrow 7ft (2.135m) high from
platform to ground with steps up

Large but human

Private

Used

Observation

Single room

Third floor

Octagonal in plan

Unknown
Mansion

Unknown
Private
At least a portion
is used for living

Used

Context

Single building
containing numerous
rooms

School room

School Room

Semi-public

Used

Context

Single room

Orchard
Growing apples

Orchard
Growing apples

Semi-private
Private

Used

Landscape

Unknown
May be walled, may
just be a non-enclosed
defined area

MS 88931/1/3/14_
f090r - Whole page

Habitation

Living

Semi-public

Used

Living / Dwelling

Public

Used

Horsehair chair
Trees. Lake
Wooden platform
Rough treads of the steps

Reflections of and off the glass Polished marble
buildings
Glass
Marble surface glowing with a
dull opaque light

Costumes in purples, crimson,
black, azure, powder blue,
greens, red, gold, silver

None stated
As an amphitheatre
Assumed human activity and bonfire
sounds

Cool air
Night, chestnut trees Very still moonlit
Hot bonfires - localised
night
heat

Full moon

None

Four fantastic and tall figures on stilts
provide the performance - not less than
30ft (9.15m)tall. This means chestnut
trees are likely to be Japanese chestnut
(Castanea crenata) if at full growth.
A large expanse of empty space, the only
people are around the edges

Cool and still, with heat Very still
from the fires

Outside
Car fumes
Animal smells

None stated

Soft furnishings
Bottles
Books

None stated

Great rusty voice of Muzzlehatch
Reverberating to
Animal sounds. Foot on the stairs two Muzzlehatch’s voice
floors below. Opening of the door.
Conversation. Trumpets & throbbing
of drums from a great distance. Roar
of a lion. Screaming of monkeys

Unknown

None stated

Stone
Cobbles
Vegetation
Slates on roof
Iron of cages

Slate tiles

Car engine. Great rattling of feet on Reverberating to
stairs. Jangling of a bell. More and
Muzzlehatch’s voice
more diverse animal noises: howling,
coughing, screaming, hooting.
Fight of the mule and camel. Feet
on cobbles. Great rusty voice of
Muzzlehatch. Opening and closing
of doors. Conversation. Trumpets
& throbbing of drums from a great
distance. Roar of lion. Screaming of
monkeys

Unknown
None stated
Unused rooms assumed
to by dusty
General animal smells
assumed to permeate

None stated

Conversation
Titus as a baby
Faint voice on the air
No sound of feet on the floor

Pale yellow bricks laid narrow Pale yellow bricks laid narrow Blurred and worn brick Natural light
Worn brick
ide up in a herring bone
ide up in a herring bone
Freshly painted columns Afternoon sunlight with
Painted stone
pattern
pattern
- then scraped clean again flickering shadows through the Hard timber benches
Stone columns of the cloisters. Stone columns of the cloisters after the ceremony
branches and leaves of a tree
There is a large tree somewhere
Timber benches and rostrum

Pale yellow brick
Dove-grey stone painted over in
a deep and oppressive red (any
darker and it would be black)
Yellow benches
Black gowns of the professors

Barquentine victimising the workmen Assumed fairly
Absolute hush
echoing but people
Shriek of laughter
dampen this
Drowsy silence
The voice of the poet
Cloud of starlings

Walls are large enough to hold huge Large but human
full length portraits
Circular spyhole the size of a
farthing - 20-24mm in diameter

Oak panelled walls
Dusty gold picture frames

Oak panelling
Gilded carved picture
frames
Portraits - assumed oil
paintings

Gold picture frames
Swinging of picture across the panels Not stated
Dusty
Assumed various in the paintings Conversation
Assumed fairly sound
Assumed dark oak panels
proof as those in the
corridor do not notice
the spying

The most majestic palace
7 flights of stairs down from
the Palace Salon to the Servant’s
Quarters, plus the Palace Roofscape
on the top
Long and narrow

Larger than human but
containing human scale
spaces

Olive-green glass .Topaz
Assumed steel framed
studded lift. Ivory buttons.
construction
Steel. Single palm tree. Glister Perhaps concrete floors
of water. Carpets

Appears to be fairly new Weird and lucent gloom
Immaculately well
Subdued lights
maintained
Skylights
Dimly lit corridors

Thick carpets
Smooth glass
Steel
Carved ivory

Olive-green glass
Topaz
Ivory buttons
Red parrot

Quiet
Parrot talking
Human activity
Titus beating on a door

None stated

Assumed dust free and None stated
clinical

Human

Red rug. Text books littering Assumed as other school
the floor. Nails. Timber
rooms
floorboards. Assumed as other
school rooms

Worn and thick with dust Open darkness. The boys
on the text books - these cannot see Opus Fluke at all
have been nailed to the He can hardly see the bots in
floor
front of him

Thick dust

Red rug/blanket
Grey swellings of dust covered
books

None stated

Unknown

Dusty

Very little as the dust is Unknown
very thick

Well maintained

Mirror-like gloss of the
apples
Twisted bole of the trees
Grass

Crimson apples
None stated
Assumed green grass and leaves Assumed natural noises
Various colours of tree

Outside

Good

White mud
Voices behind doors
Wood
Sounds of carving
Painted carvings of all colours
Dove coloured dust by the wall

Unknown

Dusty at times

Saffron light. Grey stone &
Numerous
rocks. Crimson apples. White
No cries of birds
flowers. White strip of river.
Silence
Greeny-black rock. Black
Thin cries of curlews and peewits
shadows. Grey salt-marshes.
Bird song
Whine of the wind
Coloured leaves of trees
Malachite green pool. Soft grey Dripping of rain of branches
birds nests. Soft grey-blue weight Insects
of sky. Grey-green grasses. Dove- Belching of toads in green ooze
grey dust. Ash-coloured slopes. Streams and other water
Sky of old-rose, translucent as Sobbing of the earth, songless
alabaster.Sand-coloured path.
Humming of bees
White mist. Grey towers. Greens Conversation
& golds. Blackish greenish
Echoes
shadows. Tongue of yellow light. Distant barking of a fox
Bilious moonlight. Green ooze. Sparrows in the ivy
Green wall of forest. Dark grey snow

Outside
Dependent on the
location within the
landscape

Thread of crimson on each rush
.Track of ash-grey light.Long
grey carpet of snow.Greenish
light in the sky. Grey mare. Gold
shores. Wet stone flags. Bonewhite mountains
Lime-green needles. Golden
cornfields. Amethyst mountains.
Cobalt-blue mountains. Grey
blush of horrible light. White
landscape

Outside
Dependent on the
location within the
landscape

Oak panelled walls with
Dusty
enough strength to hold huge
portraits in heavy frames

Ground level

Assumed rectangular in plan Unknown
with apple trees arranged in
a grid

Larger than human

Grass
Twisted stems of the apple
trees
Crimson apples

Upon the ground within
a valley. Basements are
mentioned - a room below
the stairs

Irregular - Although it can be Huts approx. 8ft tall. The broader
assumed that individual huts lanes/highways are 9ft-12ft wide
are nearing cuboid. Most have
flat roofs

Human

Rough mud
Hand built of adobe or
Rough wooden doors
similar mud construction
Wooden carvings
Grass matting on earth floors
Stone of outer wall of the
Castle - baked to whiteness
Pink and blue creeper flowers
Protruding ledges of stone

Landscape

Within 50miles (80.5km) Not enclosed
approx.
Mountain to West

Surrounding
Gormenghast
Surrounded by the Outer
Landscape Far from the
Castle

Contains Castle General
Gormenghast mountain
Man-made Lake
Outer Dwellings
Pine Woods
The Lake
Twisted Woods
Valley of Graves

Ground
Mountain to West
Not level ground, contains Twisted Woods West
mountains and ravines
Plateau to North West
Wasteland Desert to North
Quicksand to East
Salt Marshes to South

Landscape

Beyond 50miles
(80.5km) approx.

Surrounding the Outer
Landscape Close to the
Castle

Contains Breathless Wastes
Ground
Outer Landscape Close to the
Castle. City. City Forest. City
River. Cheeta’s House. Factory.
House of the Brown Father.
Black House. Distant Town
Unknown Place in an
Unknown City. Unknown
River

4/5 miles (6.44-8.05km) - Flay’s
Grove to Cloisters
7.5/14 miles (12.07-22.54km) Playroom to Man-made Lake
15/30 miles (24.15-28.39km)Library to base of mountain

Unkempt Acres to West
None
Wasteland Desert to North.
Tideless Sea to East. Salt
Marshes to South.Bonewhite cave pocked, barren
mountains. Fever-swamps and
jungles to south.Thirsty lands.
Hungry cities.Tracts beyond
of the wolf and outlaw

Landscaped nature

Natural light from window

Natural light
Shade of the apple trees
Light glinting off polished
apples

Well maintained but well Shadows of the Tower of Flints. Rough mud
used
Saffron light. Lush shadows. Rough wooden doors
Lamp light. Internal fires.
Wooden carvings
Rich dusk. Moonlight .Leafy Grass matting
darkness. Honey-coloured
Earth floor
beams. Amber pools of sunlight Stone of outer wall of the
Sunny stone wall surface
Castle
sparkling. Rose red light. Warm Dust
glow of dying light
Plants
Landscape
Landscape - swamp, stone,
Not constructed
Natural, wild
Dependent on weather
Numerous
Much greater than human shale, sand, dust, forest, water, Unknown if the mountain is
conditions and location within Vegetation
grasses, granite etc. etc.
volcanic or tectonic
the landscape
Water
Starless night.Reflections off Dry dust
Hazel, Oak, Ilex, Ferns, Reeds,
water.Sunsets.Full moon.
Stone and knuckles of
Beach, Pine, Conifers, Silver
Darkness
rocks
birch, Ivy, Moss,
Reflections of polished apples. Marshes and swamps
Evening sunshine
Moors
Autumn Light.Shadowy
Moonlight like a splinter of
glass.Dappled light of trees.
Sun’s blood.Filtered daylight.
Dusk.Beams of light.Sunny

Landscape
Landscape - Swamp, stone,
Not constructed
Much greater than human Forest, water, grasses etc. etc.

Natural, wild

Sunlight. Moonlight.
Numerous
Reflections off marshland pools Vegetation
.Dull glow of swamps and
Marshes and swamps
vapour.Violent sunset. AshWintery flats
grey light. Shadows. Hunter’s Herbless rock
moon - brilliant light. Half
Salt-grasses
darkness. Evil light - grey snail- Wilderness
slime blush, dark and slithering River water

Conversation
Human activity
Whisper of rushes
Silence
Hostile silence
Slithering and scrabbling of jackals,
foxes and carrion eaters
Slithering silence

A place of stillness and death
Nothing lives here only the Lamb and his
creations

Damp and must

Assumed constant
temperature
Approx. 13 degrees
Celsius perhaps

None

None

Over 300 books form ramparts around
the trestle bed

Unknown
Car fumes
Assumed warm in
Animal smells
summer sun and cold in
winter

Dawn light
Direct sunlight
Shadows

Dawn ray of light
Sunbeams through
leaves

A mulberry tree in the centre of the yard
is where Muzzlehatch tethers his car

Unknown
Assumed warm in the
summer sun

Winter sunlight

Pale sunlight

Low couch give view through the lower
panels of the French windows
Books and bottles on the floor

Winter sunlight
Dawn light
Direct sunlight
Shadows

Dawn ray of light
Sunbeams through
leaves

Assumed to be an old house built very
solidly in an old district of the City

None stated
Assumed animal
smells

Unknown
Car fumes
Assumed warm in the Animal smells
summer sun and cold in Dust and must
winter
Assumed used rooms
kept at a comfortable
temperature

None stated
Afternoon light over None
Assumed baby smells the towers

Heavy chest contains Nanny’s best hat,
and therefore probably other clothes or
bedding
She has lived in the same room for 20
years

Tree branches move in Assumed warm on a
the breeze
summer afternoon

Assumed fresh paint Summer afternoon
sunlight

Sunlight dappled by
tree branches and
leaves

Location and name conflicts

None stated

None stated

None

It is not known if there are other spyhole
to other rooms
It is not known if this room is ever visited
by others to view the paintings
Assumed directly similar to the Prison
Room
Perhaps both are in turrets of some kind

No stars
A wild and shaggy
daybreak

This is assumed to not be the Azure Palace
or the Pale-green Palace

None stated

None stated

Opus Fluke has no desk

None stated
Dependant on weather Assumed fragrant
Dependant on weather conditions
apples
conditions
Described in August

August days in the
sunshine
Evening light

Light glinting off
apples
Evening sunshine

Not known exactly where this is but
appears to be outside the castle walls

Unknown

Frost and snow
Rays of sunlight
Hot sunlight radiated
from the walls

Described as surrounding the castle there
are ways out of Gormenghast the do not
pass through these dwellings - the extents
of the settlement is therefore not known

Dependent on weather Dependent on weather Dependent on weather None stated directly
conditions
conditions
conditions
Many can be
Darkness pressing itself November winds
Oppressive
assumed
against the landscape
Lashing rain storms
Chilly sunlight
Oppressive, a kind of Still
Steaming cacti
raw weight of landscape Chill and scouring wind Thick hot air
Heavy sky
Chill and scouring wind
Thick hot air
Sick summer
Mists
Chill and scouring wind
Murky

Frost and snow. Rain. Starless night
Hot sun. Reflections Full moon
off water. Sunsets.
Opaque sky
Darkness
Moonlight like a
Evening sunshine. splinter of glass
Autumn Light.
Heavy nights
Shadowy. Clouds
Filtered daylight
around the mountain Chilly sunlight
top. Sun’s blood.
Phosphorescent
Dusk. Beams of light. night
Summer evenings.
Sunny. Storms.
Floods

Various contrasting and diverse landscapes

Vaporous
Oppressive
Dusty
Smoky

Violent sunset
Snow
Winter sun
Hunter’s moon

Various contrasting and diverse landscapes

Assumed warm and
pleasant

None stated
Assumed Draughty

Bright sunlight above Vile sunlight
Moonlight

Not sure of the exact use of this room,
assumed to be a staff room but the
Professor’s Common Room also appears
to fulfil this purpose but only to a select
few

Not known how often this room is used

Only that caused by
human movement dust rising from the
pillow

Assumed that of a
Unknown
small furnished room

None

None stated
Bright sunlight above Midday sun
Assumed moths have Moonlight
a musty smell and
the mule has a fairly
strong odour

Damp and musty
Dusty

Small

Fumes of iron
Smells of earth

Unknown

Unknown
Assumed comfortable

Dripping of water. Stirring of pot
Echoing
Teeth whistling of Carrow and its
echoes. A hundred other sounds. Slugcoloured glow of lamplight. Pregnant
silence. Thudding of hounds’ feet
Slate tiles
Car engine
Reverberating
Tinted sparrow’s wing
Great rattling of feet on stairs
Golden cobbles in the sunlight Jangling of a bell
Assumed green of grass and tree More and more diverse animal noises
leaves
- howling, coughing, screaming,
hooting
Fight of the mule and camel
Feet on cobbles

Unknown
On the way to the lake
In the Outer Landscape Close
Perhaps enclosed by walls from Fuchsia’s Room No. to the Castle
Open to the sky
1 .On the northern slope Near the Pine Woods
of a low hill which drops On the way to the Lake
gradually to a stream
The castle walls. Built
Semi enclosed Not North facing - the
In the Outer Landscape Close
in dusty wasteland.
Individual mud huts are outer wall warms with the to the Castle
Described as surrounding enclosed
sun. At least portions are Attached to the outer walls of
the castle. There are ways Alleyways and courtyards west facing. The shadow the Castle General and access
out of Gormenghast the are enclosed but the huts of the Tower of Flints
to the Battlements
do not pass through these but open to the sky
falls upon them (E/N/W)
dwellings - extents of the
Assumption of West as fits
settlement is not known
all parameters

Not enclosed
Gormenghast mountain
can be seen from parts

Little furniture is mentioned - a bed and a
bedside table

Natural light from the window Timber floorboards
Bedding

Used

Various

Dawn sunbeam on
the staircase
Wind
Rain and hail
Snow
Thrumming rain
Summer thunder

Assumed worn and well
used but clean

Private

Various

Stormy with
lightning
Heavy stifling and
hot
Snow

Many rooms south facing
Courtyard is lit by sunlight

Living

MS 88931/1/3/25_
f014r - Unknown
MS 88931/1/3/30_
f009r - Unknown
MS 88931/1/3/35_
f079v - Unknown
landscape
MS 88931/1/3/36_
f030r - Unknown
landscape x2

Old tapestries
Candle and lamp
light

Worn and well used
Solidly built

Unknown

BiD

Corridor is cold
Assumed living
spaces are kept
at a comfortable
temperature

Assumed traditional stone
masonry construction

G

TA

Little known about the apartments
but they must be fairly extensive and
grand as they are those of the ruler of
Gormenghast

Natural light from the south
facing French windows

Stone
Slate roof tiles
Glass windows
Vegetation
Cobbles
Iron cages

G

Sweating air

Well used
Windows either not
perfectly clean

Human but on a grand
scale

TG
Outer
Landscape Far
from the Castle

Congested clouds

Unknown
Assumed as the rest of
Muzzlehatch’s House

Ground floor and up at least A U-shaped house
Massive
3 floor
surrounding a courtyard with Many rooms not fully used
Below ground is are wine a tunnel through the south
cellars leading to the tunnel wing to the Zoo / Animal
to the Under-River
Yard

Used

Bonfire smoke
Candle and lamp
light

Low couch
Panelled windows
Books
Bottles

Within the city
Surrounds Muzzlehatch’s
Courtyard
Directly linked to the Zoo /
Animal Yard
Tunnel to the Under-River in
the wine cellars

Public

Corridor is cold
Assumed living
spaces are kept
at a comfortable
temperature

Natural light
Cobbles
Direct sunlight during parts of Stone
the day
Grasses
Tree
Water on cobbles

Series of rooms within a Enclosed
Within the city
U-shaped building
Building on 3 sides with a On a hill
courtyard in the middle South appears to be down
the hill

Various

Assumed to be rather like a school dining
room but for the teachers

Worn, well used
Vegetation protruding

Living / Dwelling

Various

None

Cobbled yard with grass
protruding
Mulberry tree at the centre

Used

MS 88931/1/3/9_
f029r - unknown
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f001r - Woods?
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f035v - Titus on
horseback
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f124r - Rather vague
MS 88931/1/3/18_
f27r - Flay
MS 88931/1/3/19_
f085r - unknown
MS 88931/1/3/20_
f069v - The Thing

None

Dark yellow glistening ceiling
Red blanket
Green fibre cooking
Dark grey spine of books

Private

BiD

None stated
Assumed school
dinners or similar

Slimy ceiling. Wet brick
Beaded water. Thick
blanket. Books (some
damp). Dust and silverfish

House

TA

Assumed comfortable

Slug-coloured glow of
lamplight

House

G

An ancient structure - the lichen must
have been growing for hundreds of years

Poorly maintained
Worn and filthy

TA

TG

Out of the sunlight
into the grey gloom
of the fort

Assumed that of a
Assumed slightly musty None stated
well furnished room,
although glass cases
would cause some
reverberation

Muzzlehatch’s
House

Outer
Landscape
Close to the
Castle

Sunny day

A dreadful sound - the mule and
camel fighting and baying at each
other
The tearing of the wall

Enclosed
Door to the rest of
Muzzlehatch’s House
French windows looking
over the Zoo / Animal Yard

G

None stated

None stated
Assumed moths of varying
colours

Single room

TG

Assumed cool

Smooth glass
Wicker chair
Soft furnishings
Broken doorway

Context

Outer
Dwellings

Still

Direct light at midday

Used

TG

Cold

Updraft of air shafts
Assumed constant
Complete stillness for a temperature
hundred year
Approx. 13 degrees
Celsius perhaps

Private

Orchard

A reading stand obscures the hole in the
main door
There is only a single chair seen by the
table - this is later increased to five

Poor

Living

G

Candles
Hot sweaty evening Hot sweaty evening
Old books
Windy
Dark autumn
Oil
Cold night
mornings
Smoke
Burning timber and
books
Hot stone

Full of echoes and
reverberation

Living

Opus Fluke’s
School Room

Cool or cold
Hot in the flames

Echoes that amplify the smallest
whisper
Voices and conversation
Silence
Grinding and straining of the iron
links in a chain

TA

Ground level and up Honeycombed with rooms
assumed 7 above ground
and corridors
and one below containing
the Servants’ Quarters
Roof level also has corridors
Unknown
Assumed rectangular in plan

Still

Red rust
purple mushrooms
Colourless dust
Colours of the Lamb’s Vault
White lamb

Muzzlehatch’s
Favourite
Room

One of the City Structures
Next to the Marble Desert
Contains Palace .Apartment,
Palace Lift, Palace Roofscape,
Palace Salon
Fully enclosed. Small top In the School, not known In the School
window at one end. A
where
single door

Melancholy
Dry
Dusty
Filled with smoke

Rusty iron
Rough stone
Litter on the floor
Dead mushrooms

Semi-enclosed
Wall surround it but open
to the sky
An entrance to the City
streets
Various doors into
Muzzlehatch’s House
Archway to Zoo / Animal
Yard

TA

7 Cedars on the northern side
An arbour at the end
Terraced further from the castle

None stated
None
Assumed typical
school smells of chalk
and school dinners

A walled in space
3 of 4 sides formed by
Muzzlehatch’s House

Olive Palace

Solitary cloud
Still air
Afternoon sunlight
Night glittering
with a hundred
thousand stars

Unknown

Context

In the North Wing
Adjacent to Lady Groan’s
Corridor
Staircase to Cat room
Hallway to Prison Room

Sunshine
Morning mists
Sunrise
Still
Clear skies

None stated

Used

Fully enclosed. Portraits on In the North Wing
7 of 8 walls. Single door Adjacent to Lady Groan’s
to hallway with staircase Corridor
leading to Cat Room.
Spyhole to Lady Groan’s
Corridor - potentially
others. At least 1 narrow
window
Fully enclosed
At the far end of the
A door onto the Marble Marble Desert
Desert
Access to the roof

Hushed

Mown grass
Early morning dew

Unknown

Courtyard
Private
Parking
Muzzlehatch’s car

Unknown
Spying
Possibly a portrait
room

Silence
Feet on floorboards
Flay’s knees
Turning of pages
Conversation
Fire
Rattling of the door handle

Cold at dawn
Warm in the sunlight

Unknown

Courtyard

Modelled

Black marble table
Grey habit of Lord Sepulcrave
Grey dust
Crimson flames
Charcoal, black, grey and white
ash

Still air

Passage of many professors through
the narrow opening
Roar of a wasp
A silence with substance

TA

TG

Leather books
Polished marble
Timber floorboards
Velvet chairs
Fir cones
Carved oak doors

Appears to be a big space with areas of
living space

None

Muzzlehatch’s
Courtyard

Octagonal
Room

Good

None

Floorboards
Old timber remains of a
door
Remains of ancient paint

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm

North Cloisters
/ South
Quadrangle

Outside

None

None stated

TA

Fully enclosed
Remote. Near Fuchsia’s
A door onto a corridor
Bedroom No.1. In West
A window looking over the Wing. View in direction
outer wall of the castle in of Outer Dwellings. 2
the direction of the Outer flights of stairs to ground
Dwellings
level. Several flights of
stairs down to Armoury

Emerald green
Feet on grass
Diamonds of dew in every colour Silence
Black imprints of feet in the dew

Burning incense
Candles
Books
Meat and death

Unknown

Mr Crabcalf ’s
Room

TG

Mown grass

Notes

Assumed constant
temperature
Approx. 13 degrees
Celsius perhaps

Not stated

Unknown

Nannie Slagg’s
Room

Smoke from candles and Still but full of echoes
incense
Stagnant

Not stated
Outside
Assumed to echo /
City contains cars
reverberate off the
surrounding buildings

TA

Within the city. At least
one wall of Muzzlehatch’s
house is South facing
- door to Moth Room.
Dawn is blocked by the
house apart from the
light entering through
an eastern window and
leaving through western
one to shine upon a roof.
Tunnel to Zoo/Animal
Yard on the South side
Within Muzzlehatch’s
House, third floor
Looking over the Zoo /
Animal Yard to the south

Every sound echoes

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Grey marble desert
Running of feet
Colours of the structures; copper,
pale-green, azure, topaz, olive

Moth Room

Midday sun enters the
In Muzzlehatch’s House
room so South facing
Door leads to Muzzlehatch’s
Door leads to
Courtyard
Muzzlehatch’s Courtyard

Blood-red carpet
Echoes that amplify the smallest
Golden cutlery and candlesticks whisper
Jade beakers
Voices and conversation
Ivory table
Bloody joints of meat
Fresh grass

Climactic
conditions

Named
Phenomena

Seasons Observed

Assumed to have a lot of furniture and
various objects as there is nowhere to sit
other than a window sill

Cold grey air
Earthy blackness with seeds of
grey in the dawn
Blood coloured light on the
window panes
Bluish light of lightning

Performance on the North In Outer landscape Close
Part of the ground - set
side, spectators on the
to Gormenghast. Between
into it
West, South and East
20miles and 28 miles (32.2 –
45.0 km) from the Playroom

Private

Polished metals
Decaying iron
Thick carpets
Embroidered tablecloth
Books
Rock

Smells

Time of Day
Observed

White mist

Natural light. Lamplight
Sagging Tapestries
Candle light.Corridor has
Carven mantelpiece
only 1 window and is ill-lit.
Panelled door
Staircase has windows. Earthy Bedding
blackness of dawn. On the
staircase, a sunbeam. Flash
of lightning. Blood coloured
light on the windows. A half-lit
world

Natural amphitheatre
Semi-enclosed
surrounded by a shoulder A large basin open to the
of land
elements

Temperature

Weather Observed

None stated
Misty
Assumes cats and the
mist from outside

Cold grey air
Earthy blackness with seeds of
grey in the dawn
Blood coloured light on the
window panes
Bluish light of lightning

Assumed well maintained
but worn
A broken window in the
corridor

Living

None stated
Assumed kept
More after the window at a comfortable
is smashed
temperature

Sagging Tapestries
Carven mantelpiece
Panelled door

Timber floorboards in corridor Timber floorboards
Stone flight of stairs
Marble fireplace
Heavy mildewed curtain at the Stone staircase
end of the corridor, behind
Assumed standard
which is a door
Gormenghast construction
Iron key
Wooden panelled door
Marble mantle piece - carved
Tapestries in the corridor

Mine

Once the window is
broken the mist can
enter

Eating. Conversation. Slamming of Reverberating
Unknown
Still
a hand on the table and the dance of
cutlery. The ringing of a bell and its
echoes. Turning over of the long heavy
tables. Chanting
Distant doors opening and shutting, Echoes down the
Heavy and sweating on Corridor - Draughty
each one different. Whistling and
corridor. Assumed
day of carving ceremony and cold. Assumed
screaming of the wind. Rain and
Lord Sepulcrave’s
less Draughty in Lord
hail pouring broadside at the castle. Bedroom is well
Sepulcrave’s Bedroom.
Sudden dead silence. A mouse
furnished. Balcony
Still and humid in
nibbling beneath floorboards. A bell room - unknown.
the balcony room on
from Lord Sepulcrave’s Bedroom
Other spaces would
the day of the carving
Conversation. Thrumming rain
have different
ceremony
qualities
Distant doors opening and shutting, Echoes down the
Unknown
Corridor - Draughty
each one different. Whistling and
corridor
and cold
screaming of the wind. Rain and hail Assumed Lord
Assumed less Draughty
pouring broadside at the castle
Sepulcrave’s Bedroom
in Lord Sepulcrave’s
Sudden dead silence. A mouse
is well furnished
Bedroom
nibbling beneath floorboards
A bell from Lord Sepulcrave’s
Bedroom. Conversation.Thrumming
rain. Thunder

Assumed rectangular in plan A landing at 40ft (12.2m) below
Large but human
Corridor has a 90 degree bend corridor level - not the lowest level
between the door and the
of the staircase, unknown if it
ninth stairs
descends below ground level. A
curtain hangs 40ft (12.2m) away
from the door at end of passageway.
The top of the stairs at the corridor
level is 20ft (6.1m) from the door.
Mantel piece broad enough for Lord
Sepulcrave to perch upon

Unknown
Assumed a staff room
large enough for all the
Professor’s

That of a well
furnished room

None stated

Assumed well maintained Natural light
but worn
Lamplight
Candle light

Fully enclosed
A door to the School
A narrow fissure, which
was once a door to the
Professors’ Quarters

White mist. Pearl-grey towerSmashing of glass
tops through the window. Black Conversation
dress of Lady Groan and Copperbeech of her hair

None stated

Timber floorboards in corridor Assumed standard
Stone flight of stairs. Heavy Gormenghast construction
mildewed curtain at the end
of the corridor, behind which
is a door. Iron key. Wooden
panelled door. Marble mantle
piece - carved. Tapestries in the
corridor

Single room

Air Movement

Half-light

Large but human

Transition

Air Quality

Assumed worn

Assumed individual rooms are None
rectangular in plan
Assumed fairly grand

Used

Acoustic
Qualities

Unbolting of the door. Knife hitting Reverberating
the wooden door. Titus crying. Low
whistle. Fuchsia whispering through
narrow window slit. Silence like deep
water. Conversation. Shrill cries of
Titus reverberating round the room.
Marbles cracking against one another
and skimming the prison floor

Different spaces with
In the North Wing
In the North Wing
Above ground - third floor
different levels of enclosure Balcony room looks over Contains Balcony Room and Many landings
the Courtyard of Carvings Lord Sepulcrave’s Bedroom A landing at 40ft (12.2m)
and a corridor to the ninth
below the corridor level
stairs. Assumed other
rooms are also part of these
apartments. Links to the Stone
Lanes and spaces Above Lord
Sepulcrave’s Apartments
Single room with a door Fully enclosed room with Door to the bedroom
In Lord Sepulcrave’s
Above ground - third floor
onto a corridor
a door onto the Corridor. faces south down the
Apartments. In the North
Many landings - 2 flight of
At least one window. A
corridor as Flay’s head
Wing. At the top of the first stairs
fireplace with mantelpiece faces East and terminates flight of stairs the passageway A landing at 40ft (12.2m)
Staircase has windows that the corridor
is narrow and broadens to a below the corridor level
face east. Shallow alcove
hall of about 40-50ft(12.2across the passageway
15.25m) wide. Linked to the
from the top of the stairs.
Stone Lanes
A broken window in the
corridor

Semi-private

Sounds

Pale green lichen
Grey stone

Long heavy timber tables

Staff room or
similar

Colours

Grey gloom
Earth floor - dusty
Morning sun through window Basic timber furniture
slits
Rough stone
Weed scattered earthen
floor

Larger than human

Unknown

Textures

Covered in lichen
Comparatively clean
Basic

Assumed rectangular in plan Large enough for 12 large tables

Observation
Observation

Masters’ Hall

Deep underground, near the A vaulted hall
None
bottom
Assumed roughly rectangular A great chamber
Very few spaces are below in plan
this space

On the west or south west Overlooked by Lady Groan’s Ground level
of the Cattle. Beneath
Bedchamber
Terraced further from the
the West Wall. 7 Cedars Direct link to the Christening Castle
on the northern side.An Room, the Cat Room and
arbour at end. Terraced Steerpike’s Room No.3
further from the castle

Library

Lord
Sepulcrave’s
Apartments

Third Floor

The mown grass provides Walls of the castle may
boundaries
provide a bit of shelter

Landscape
Landscape

Library

Sensorial Qualities Observed

Used
Purpose

Living

Lamb’s Vault

Lawns

Boy in
Manuscripts
Darkness

Models & Function
Drawings

Breathless

Assumed kept warm
whilst Titus is a baby

Not stated

None stated

Assumed over heated or Smells like a hospital A cloudy night
air-conditioned
A wild and shaggy
Corridors are cool
daybreak

Frost and snow
Hot sunlight radiated
from the walls

Wintery

None stated
Assumed general
school smells

None stated
Assumed hot mud
Timber shavings

None stated

Violent sunset

Book
Space

Titus
Groan

Peake’s
Sketches
GormenghastTitus
Alone

Boy in
Manuscripts
Darkness

Models & Function
Drawings

Spatial Qualities

Material Qualities

Modelled Designed
Drawn
Purpose

Used
Purpose

Public/
Private

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Enclosure

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Geometric
arrangement

Known measurements

Scale

Materials

On the top floor of the In the Olive palace
Olive Palace
Looks over where
Muzzlehatch has parked
his car
Moon on the other side of
the building
In the Olive Palace, down In the Olive Palace
a corridor
Connected to corridors

Second to top floor perhaps 6th from ground

Cuboid

None

Human

Glass
Assumed carpeted

Variable

Cuboid

Small but vast for a lift

Human

Sensorial Qualities Observed
Construction

Condition

Palace
Appartment

TA

Drawn
Living
2000x750mm

Living

Private

Unknown

Context

Single room

Enclosed
Door to a corridor
A single window - tall and
rectangular

Palace Lift

TA

Drawn
Transport
2000x750mm

Transport

Semi-private

Used

Transition

Single room

Enclosed
One set of doors

Palace
Roofscape

TA

Drawn
Roof spaces
2000x750mm

Roof

Private

Unknown

Observation

Top of the Olive Palace
Directly above Palace Salon

Top floor
This floor also contains 3
corridors

Unknown - dependant on the Wide. Palace Salon is 12-15ft (3.66- Greater than human
shape of the building
4.575m) below

Glass - its thickness makes the Glass roof
spaces below blurred

Palace Salon

TA

Drawn
Living
2000x750mm

Entertaining

Private

Used

Plot Event

Wide roofscape defined Not enclosed. Door from Top of the Olive Palace
by the limits of the
a corridor. Skylights down
building
into the rooms below, only
one known to be open
Single room
Enclosed
Directly below Palace
Skylight overhead
Roofscape
Door to corridor

In the Olive Palace
Directly below Palace
Roofscape

Second to top floor perhaps 6th from ground

Assumed rectangular in plan Palace Roofscape is 12-15ft (3.66- Human but large
Roof unknown but assumed 4.575m) above. A long room. Titus’
fairly flat
face is to the left of centre of the roof

Glass ceiling. Polished wood See Olive Palace. Glass ceiling Very crowded, difficult
Polished silver. Splintered glass Assumed steel and perhaps to move
Thick carpet. Mirror
concrete

Single room

Enclosed. At least one door In the School, not known
Unknown number of
where
windows but well lit
Single room
Enclosed .Single door . No Unknown
window - candle is only Assumed fairly near the
illumination on a summer’s School
day. A fireplace with
mantelpiece
Limited by the extents East Wing - Avenue of
East wing - same side as
of the trees
pines, open ground then library doors , probably
pine, conifer and evergreen south side. South Wing
forest. South Wing - linked - linked to trees of the
to trees of the East Wing, East Wing by overgrown
by overgrown gardens and gardens and fields. West
bordering fields there are Wing - surrounded
trees over a mile (1.61
km) away and 200ft
(61m) below. West Wing Surrounded by pines

In the School

Unknown

Deadly square

None

If near the school then perhaps Unknown
in the West Wing

Cuboid - a small box of a
room

Small
Human
Very low - professors have to stoop

Assumed to be both within Ground level
and outside the General City Not an even surface
extents
Connections to the East
Wing, South Wing and West
Wing

Unknown

A dell within the forest is over a
mile (1.61 km) away and 200ft
(61m) below Cora and Clarice’s
Apartments
This dell is 30-40ft (9.150-12.2m)
from the path to the library

Greater than human

Leather walls - oiled. Desks, As rest of school
benches, floorboards all of
timber - scrubbed to whiteness
Brandy bottle with a candle Unknown
in. Picture on the wall. Prism Assumed stone fireplace
on the table. Assumed timber
furniture - low table and bed
Stone fireplace
East wing - pines, conifers and Not constructed
other evergreens
Unknown if planted by
West Wing - pines
human hand

Cuboid

None

Perch-Prism’s
School Room
Philosopher’s
Room
Pine / Conifer
Woods

MS 88931/1/3/26_
f0884 - 3 characters

TG

Prison Room

TG

Air Quality

Air Movement

Temperature

None stated
Assumed soft furnishings
and carpet
Smoothness of glass

Coral-coloured light

Hiss of silk
Silence
Conversation
Whisper of a plane taking off

Unknown

Assumed clinical

None stated

Assumed over heated or Smells like a hospital Cloudy night
air-conditioned
Dawn light

Starless night
Dawn light

Contains a striped couch and a screen

Carved ivory
Smooth steel

Topaz
Ivory

None stated

Assumed that of a
Hazy
small enclosed space

None stated

Unknown
Assumed cool

None stated

None

Luxurious for a lift but not manned

Sun-scorched then
cooling as the evening
draws in. Heat rising
from the Palace Salon
Uncomfortably hot

Perfumes rising from Warm and dry
the Palace Salon
Assumed hot glass
and metal
Highly perfumed
Warm and dry
with competing
scents

As there are also corridors at this level
there must be rooftops above this level,
which may or may not be accessible

Unknown

Musty leather
None
Oil. Baking soda
General school smells
Candle smoke
None
Death

Sun-scorched
evening. Twilight
Chill greenish halfmoon light
Sun-scorched
evening. Twilight
Chill greenish halfmoon light
None

Outside

Sun-scorched
Warm and dry
Dim red weight of air

None stated

Sunken sunlight. A forest of
candles. Sparkle of glass and
mirror. Leaping reflections
from polished wood and silver
Cruel light

Costumes of the guests

Music
Conversation of many, many people

Loud with
conversation
Full of people

Full of smoke and
perfumes

Scrubbed and scoured
Naked whiteness. Walls are not
Smooth oiled leather walls white but no colour stated leather, assumed brown
Single candle. Flickering light, None stated
Dark-red walls
guttering candle. Walls burn
Fairy in a buttercup against a
with a sombre effluence. No
very blue sky
light

None stated
Assumed scrubbing
General school sounds
Guttering candle
Low voices

Fairly loud but no
echoes

Musty leather
Scrubbed - baking soda

Heat rising causes
movement but
not know if this is
noticeable
None stated

That of a small room Smoke from candle
full of people
Death

Draughty, candle
flickers, this may be
caused by human
movement

Unknown

Natural

Light of the sinking sun
Dead pine needles
Light through the pine needles
Sun’s blood on the Tower of
Flints
Lambent darkness
Reflected daylight
Sky half hidden by clouds

Ivory pine cones
Grey fungi

Rubbing of branches together
Rain dripping off branches
Horses
Silence

That of a forest,
muffled and quiet

Good

Windy

Winter sweat of plants None stated
Pines

Larger than human with Stone. Dust. Ropes. Platforms Unknown
human objects within, very - assumed timber. Wooden
Assumed heavy masonry
tall
ladders
construction

Very dusty
Not been used since
Fuchsia’s 10th birthday

Unknown

Dust
Rope
Timber ladders

None stated
Rich but faded
Dusty

Muffled by the dust

Very tall space, very
large so echoes but
muffled by the dust

Dusty

Assumed human

Unknown

Assumed dark after the Poet
blocks the window

Rough Gormenghast stone. Dark gold carpet
A multitude of unnamed Grey stone
objects. Dark gold carpet
Books. Timber high backed
chair
Panelled walls
Grey Gormenghast stone
Grey Gormenghast stone Assumed panels are dark oak
Grey dead creeper

Filling of window opening with
Unknown
objects. Fluttering of pages of falling
books. Faint crashing of the chair to
the ground
Key in lock
Flay turning a corner (knees and
footsteps)
Door shutting in the distance

Smoking of professors
Conversation
Human activity
Door closing
Fire in the grate

Polished surfaces
Thick carpet
Costumes of the guests

School room

Semi-public

Used

Context

G

Unknown

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Not designed

No specific use

Unknown

Used

Landscape

Ceremonial - Only Playing
the 10th birthday Isolation
of a member of the
family. Isolation

Private

Used very
Confinement
infrequently.
Perhaps used
more often in
the past

Single room

Enclosed
Single door
Single window

Unknown

In the Castle General - not
known where

Unknown

Living

Private

Used

Single room

Enclosed
At least one door
A window

Unknown

Can be seen from the
Above ground level
Rooftops as Steerpike travels Above a precipice of stone
between the Prison Room and
Fuchsia’s Attics

Assumed cuboid

None

Unknown

Isolation and
confinement

Unknown

Unknown
Confinement
Used once in
TG

Single Room

Enclosed. Single door.
Same floor as Octagonal
Single window - no
room. Overlooking
window frame, no curtain, Unknown Quadrangle
no window sill

Corridor links to Octagonal Hundreds of feet to the
room. Climb from window to ground below
Rooftops. In the North Wing Third floor

Octagonal plan
Assumed directly similar to
the Octagonal Room

Hundreds of feet to the ground
Human
below. 20ft (6.1m) up to the roof.
Precarious for the first 12ft (3.66m)
then a half-dead creeper. Window
opening is big enough for 12 blocks
to fill it in

Grey Gormenghast stone
Assumed heavy masonry
Panelled walls - assumed dark construction
oak
Outer wall is stone

Unknown

Afternoon light
Not known if direct light
penetrates the room

Staff room

Staff room

Private

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room

Enclosed
In the School, not known In the School
Door to school corridor where
At least one window
Fireplace with mantelpiece

Assumed cuboid

Unknown
Human
Large enough for 16 professors - not
enough chairs

Horsehide walls - scattered
Horsehide walls
with drawing-pins. Horsehair Timber floorboards
sagging chair - Fluke’s cradle.
Floorboards. Window glass
covered in tobacco smoke.
Timber furniture. Textbooks.
Blue pencils. Pipes filled to
various depths with white ash
and dottle. Pieces of chalk. A
sock. Several bottles of ink.
A bamboo walking-cane. A
pool of white glue. A chart
of the solar system. A stuffed
cormorant with tin-tacks
through its feet. A faded globe.
Small shaving mirror

Full of eons of smoke

Vile subterranean light
Leather and horsehide
Brown billows of smoke
Layer of smoke over
Lamplight - a dusky glow
everything
Gloomy enough to find finding
the door-handle is difficulty

Brown
Murky brown leather
Black gowns
Umber
Blue pencils
White glue
White smoke and ash
Sepia fog

Communal space Semi-private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A Quadrangle

Professors’ Quarters. Next to Ground level
the Turnstile Room. Contains
the Professors’ Bedrooms
Linked to the Long Hall

Larger than human

Red brick
Black wood
Walnut door

Well worn but in good
condition
Swept regularly

Cloisters in shadow
Direct sun in the quadrangle

Fluttering leaves
Fine dust
Worn brick

Semi-private

Used

Living / Dwelling

A series of spaces

In the School . Contains
Ground level and up
Professors’.Quarters. Turnstile Working out of levels via
Room. Long Hall. Accessed steps will be required
from Masters’ Hall

Rectangular in plan. Above
the arches of the cloisters
is a terrace with doors to
individual professor’s rooms
A staircase somewhere
A series of spaces connected
by passageways. Domed
passageways. Steps and
staircases

The terrace is 20ft / 30 ft. (6.1
/ 9.15m) above the level of the
quadrangle

Habitation

Semi-enclosed . Walled in In the School. West from
on all sided but open to the main body of the
the sky. Walnut door to
School. Accessed from the
the passages leading to the Turnstile Room
Turnstile Room
Individual spaces with
In the School
different levels of enclosure West from the main body
of the School

None

Larger than human

Well worn

Different in each space

Stone
Brick
Timber

Bathroom

Bathroom

Private

Used

Context
Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling

A single room

Enclosed. Single door
Assumed also a window

In the Prunesquallors’ House Assumed to be first floor

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

Red brick. Black wood.
Heavy masonry
Walnut door. Floorboards
Brick
Stone passageways. Wooden Timber floors
terrace. Stone steps. Timber Wooden terrace
floors
Marble bath. Assumed ceramic Same as the Prunesquallors’
fittings
House

Clean

None stated

Smooth marble of the
bath. Crystal bath salts
Water. Steam

Garden

Garden

Private

Used

Seduction Event

A walled garden
An apple orchard
A lawn

Hallway

Hallway

Private

Used

Transition

MS 88931/1/3/18_
f055r - Titus on litter

G

MS 88931/1/3/26_ Modelled
f118r - Titus looking
out
MS 88931/1/3/29_
f029v - Titus looking
out

Professors’
Common
Room / Leather
Room

G

Professors’
Quadrangle

G

Professors’
Quarters

G

Prunesquallors’ TG
Bathroom
Prunesquallors’ TG
Garden

G

Prunesquallors’ TG
Hallway

G

MS 88931/1/3/15_ Drawn
Communal space
f025r - 2 professors 2000x750mm
crossing to the arches

Drawn
Habitation
2000x750mm

G

MS 88931/1/3/17_
f004r - Bellgrove’s
head in moonlight
MS 88931/1/3/17_
f011r - Bellgrove

Living / Dwelling

In the Prunesquallors’
House

Most likely ground floor
level. Steps down to the
outside but after many
corridors.

Unknown

Ground level with some
landscaping

Ground level and up to the A series of larger spaces and
third floor
passageways

Observation
Observation

Semi-enclosed
Directly linked to the
In the East / South
Walled in on all sides but Prunesquallors’ House
Quadrangle
exposed to the sky
Assumed the majority is
behind it but there may be
sections to either side or
the front. Front garden is
an area of dark red gravel
A single room with many Enclosed. Main door to In the Prunesquallors’
In the Prunesquallors’ House
doors over 3 floors
house. Many doors on all house. Front door faces All other rooms in the house
floors. 2 staircases - one by onto the East / South
are assumed to link to this
the front door, one by the Quadrangle
space. Front door is linked to
salon. Window looking
the East / South Quadrangle
over the East / South
Quadrangle

Assumed generally rectangular High orchard walls
but depending on the
positioning

Dark gold carpet
Books
Timber high backed chair

Outer wall is Gormenghast
stone

Brickwork quadrangle and
terrace

Unknown

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Acoustic
Qualities

A blur of coloured shadows
Music rising from the Palace Salon
below. Greenish half-moon light. Assumed bare feet on hollow glass
Dim red weight of air

Scrubbed and oiled

Notes

Sounds

Sun-scorched evening. Twilight Smooth thick glass
and withered shadows. Fierce Splintered glass
stars. Dim red weight of air

Human

Unknown, assumed
cleaned fairly regularly

Climactic
conditions

Vegetation
Rocks and stones formed
into various features
Water

None

Named
Phenomena

Seasons Observed

Colours

School room

G

Poet’s Room

Unknown
Immaculate - appears not Dark. Black room. Dull grey
Assumed steel frame building to be used
rectangle of darkness (window)
- see Olive Palace
No stars and the moon is on
the other side of the building.
Light through door from
corridor. Coral-coloured
electric light. Early sunbeams
Studded with topaz. Gates,
Assumed to be a fairly
Immaculate
Subdued lights - like an
assumed steel. Ivory buttons. standard lift
underwater grotto
Steel

Smells

Time of Day
Observed

Textures

G

TG

Playroom

Light Qualities

Weather Observed

None

A refreshment table
Eddies and currents of people observed
by Titus
A harshly lit school room that prevents
cheating
A small box in an unknown location
The 3 professors eventually end up exiting
Gormenghast to the South but only after
many corridors

Evening rain
Evening rain
Light of the sinking Sky half hidden by
sun
clouds
Cloudy sky

Assumed to be both inside and external to
the castle walls
Pine woods around The Lakes are separate

Very little naturally,
Unknown, not
Dust, rust
only what Titus causes uncomfortable as would
have been mentioned

None

None

A grand room but in terminal decay

Unknown. Assumed
poorer after window
opening is filled stirring up of dust

Filling of window
Unknown
causes dust to be stirred Assumed comfortable
up

Dust

None

None

This space only know from the outside
and the objects placed in the window to
block it

Unknown

Unknown
Assumed dusty

None stated

Unknown

None stated
Assumed dust

Afternoon light
Hollow twilight

Waning light

Assumed directly similar to the Octagonal
Room minus the paintings
Perhaps both are in turrets of some kind?

Assumed muffled

Very poor
Full of eons of smoke

None stated

Unknown
Assumed warm and
increasingly so with
the fire

Stale tobacco
Noon on a summer None
Dry chalk
day
Rotten wood
Ink
Alcohol
Imperfectly cured
leather
Fresh tobacco smoke

Everything covered in a layer of smoke
Various furniture including Fluke’s cradle,
a long table
Professors mostly sitting on the floor

Dark rose-gold of brick. Black Supper gong
wood of the doors. Black gowns. Professors conversing
Wine-red gowns. White dust
Sweeping of the Quadman

Assumed reflective

Assumed fairly good

None stated

Summer heat

Almond smelling
evening

Summer evening

Evening light

Height of terrace changes from p,464 to
p.620

Dark rose-gold of brick. Black
wood of the doors. Black gowns.
Wine-red gowns. White dust.
Golden pools of light. Red
turnstile
Blue crystals. Emerald crystals
Lilac crystals

General sounds of the professors
Sweeping of the Quadman
Clanging of a bell
Supper gong

Different in each
space

Unknown

Unknown
Summer heat
Different in each space

Almond smelling
evening

Summer evening
Long nights

Evening light

Unknown number of professors
16 of the Leather Room
At least 30

Water roaring into the bath

Assumed fairly
echoing

Steamy

Not stated

Assumed warm

None stated.
Assumed bath salts
are perfumed

Morning

None

Walls hung with anatomical drawings
Assumed that other bathroom fittings are
also present

Moon white lighting
Black shadows
No greys or colour
Dark red gravel

Conversation
Fountain

Outside

Assumed perfumed by Autumn wind through Assumed warm
night opening flowers the branches of the
garden trees

Assumed perfumed
by night opening
flowers

Summer’s evening

Moonlight - a
hunter’s moon

Maybe a series of spaces or one space with
different areas

Violin playing. Footsteps. Ticking of Not stated
the clock - implied. Stair-rods rattling
Door bell clanging. Unlatching of the
door. Unbolting of the door

Dawn
Heavy rain
Summer evening

Rising sun

Series of passageways and 2 sets of stairs
imply that this is a large house

Human but large

Trees. Various planning and Landscaped and gardened
vegetation - ferns, mosses, little Rustic furniture
flowers. Statuettes. Rockeries.
Crazy pavement. Sun-dials.
Fountain. Fishpond. Trellis.
Arbour

Manicured
Lanterns. Moonlight - a
A sense of nature only at hunter’s moon. Rich and
the far end
velvety darkness. Clotted
moonlight. Candle light

None

Human

Chair
Large clock
Timber banisters
Doorbell
Stair-rods

Consistent with the
Prunesquallors’ House

Clean

Strong light. Shadowy tiger
Stair-rods imply a carpet
stripes of the banisters. Dim on the staircase
light of the hall lamp. Shadows.
Rectangle of gold light from
the salon door. Semi-darkness
Rising sun

Gold light from the salon door
Ebony blackness from the other
buildings in the East / South
Quadrangle
Gun-grey air

Red
Clanking of buckets and brooms as
Dark-red gravel in front garden servants clean
Green front door
Playing of a violin

Slightly damp
Cooler than the rest of
the house
Draughty

Draughty, candle
flickers, this may be
caused by human
movement

Cooler than the rest of None stated
the house

Various
Various
See individual rooms See individual rooms

Various
See individual rooms

Various
See individual rooms

Various
Early morning
See individual rooms Thrumming rain

Moonlight

It is possible that there is also a consulting
room in this house, it is known to have a
dispensary

None stated

Assumed warm

Fragrant
Summer day and
Assumed hint of fresh evening
paint

Hunter’s moon

Locked for many years

None stated
Assumed fragrant,
dinner smells
Wet cats

Rain
Night air

None

Cupboards in the wall - assumed to be
either side of the fireplace
Couch by the window
Both a sitting room and a dining room

Rain
Wind

Drumming Rain
Young wind

Orientation needs referencing with Outer
Dwellings

Prunesquallor’s TG
House

G

Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single dwelling

Enclosed. Main door onto
East / Sough Quadrangle
Door to garden. Many
windows

In the East / South
In the East / South
Quadrangle in a corner. Quadrangle
Attached to the main bulk Prunesquallors’ Garden is
of the castle by a flying
attached
buttress

Three floors above ground
It is unknown if there is a
basement - a wine cellar is
mentioned

Assumed to be generally
rectangular in plan, but
additions may affect this

None

Human but fairly large
2 staircases
3 people live there plus
servants

Hard red sandstone

Leaded sash windows - as
stated in other parts of the
house.Assumed Georgian,
Victorian or Edwardian
construction

Clean, spotless
Sterilized

Moonlight
Sandstone externally
Strong light of the hallway on
the front garden
Each room is lit differently

Prunesquallors’
Salon

G

Salon

Salon

Private

Used rarely

Seduction Event

Single room

Enclosed. Door onto the
hall. Double (French)
windows (bay?) 3/4 the
of the way down the
southern wall lead to the
Prunesquallors’ garden.
A bay window - this may
be the same as the French
windows

In the Prunesquallors’
house. The south
wall leads to the
Prunesquallors’ Garden this is not the right hand
wall. The long walls are
the east and west walls

In the Prunesquallors’ house
Direct links to the
Prunesquallors’ Garden and
the Prunesquallors’ Hallway

Ground floor

Cuboid with a bay window

A long room
Empty regions
Vast

Human but large
16 guests plus Irma and
the Dr
A line of servants

Soft green-grey carpet
Painted walls
Flowers in alabaster vases
Small tables
Candles
Chairs and cushions
Wine and delicacies

French windows
Assumed as rest of the
Prunesquallors’ House

Clean
Spotless
Freshly decorated

Chilly rays of the moon
Soft thick carpet - trodden Tender shade of washed out coral Feet on carpet
Candle-lit
down in a strip
on the walls
Vase of flowers wobbling
Gleaming light
Flowers
Green-grey carpet
Conversation
Glow of the candles
Smooth vases and bowls Red gowns of the professors
Ringing of a bell
Shining with a terrible newness Polished tables
Comfortable chair with plump
Polished and u upholstered green cushions
chairs
White
Soft furnishings

Fairly loud but no
echoes
Altered when full
of people and
conversation

Prunesquallors’ TG
Sitting Room

G

Living

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling Single room

Enclosed
Door into the Hallway
Window
Fireplace

In the Prunesquallors’
House

In the Prunesquallors’ House Ground floor
Door to the Prunesquallors’
Hallway

Assumed cuboid

Large enough to be both a sitting
room and a dining room
Large enough to contain all of the
cats

Human

Soft furnishings. Wallpaper. Assumed as rest of the
Calf-skin bound books.
Prunesquallors’ House
Carved timber furniture.
Drinks cabinet and cupboards
Curtains and blinds. Carpeted.
Knife in the ceiling. Walnut
table

Clean and spotless

Lamplight
Carved timber furniture
Natural light from the window Upholstery
Golden mellow light
Carpet
Wallpaper
Silver
Ceramics

Wine-coloured upholstery. Oak None stated
chairs. Walnut table. Red wine. Conversation
Black coffee. Calico. LemonEating and cutlery on china
yellow curtains. Deep green rug. Pouring of wine
Silver. Pale grey and white striped
wallpaper. White ceiling. Golden
lamplight

Assumed that of a
Clean
well furnished room

Fluttering of curtains in Assumed kept
the night air
at a comfortable
temperature

Single dwelling

Enclosed. Assumed to be a
single room. Door onto a
lane. Open fire
A single window

In the Outer Dwellings
Door faces the outer
wall of Gormenghast
this portion is lit by late
morning sunlight in
autumn

In the Outer Dwellings

Ground floor

Assumed cuboid

None
Not large

Human

Mud walls
Thick glass set into mud
Grass mats
Low boards of a bed
Mud floor

Firelight
Sunlight

Mud walls
Grass matting
Mud floor

None for the house . Outer
Tapping at the window
wall - baked to whiteness, pink Drumming of rain
and blue creeper flowers, grey
Howling of wind
sparkling surface after heavy rain, Fire
snow, frost, icicles

Fairly dull

Assumed fairly still

Cold
None stated
Fire warms it up quickly Fire and smoke
Mud and earth
Dry grass

Single room

Enclosed. Raised dais at Assumed fairly close to
one end - 7 steps up. Main the Kitchens as the food
door at the opposite end to arrives hot
the dais. Servants’ door at Dias is at the northern
far end (to the dais). Door end of the room
behind the table on the
dais. 2 rows of columns
No windows mentioned
but there must be some as
natural light can enter

In the North Wing

Ground floor or basement
level. There is no other floor
above - the rain drips on
the roof

Rectangular in plan with 2
rows of columns
Rows of long tables
Arched ceiling

7 steps up to the dais
Great pillars
70ft (21.35m)from where the
servant fell off the scaffolding used
to paint the ceiling
Long
Cavernous
Ceiling is 100ft (30.5m) from the
floor

Greater than human
A thousand or so cherubs
painted on the ceiling

Stone. Painted stone. Flaking Heavy masonry construction
paint. Timber tables. Table
cloth. Various cutlery, crockery
and glass wear. A clock at the
far end (opposite the dais).
Various food and drinks. Stone
flagged floor. Long cushion on
the table. Oak table. Branches

Dark. Light reflecting off
water on the floor. Half-lit air.
Candles on the table. Warm
haze of motes. Darkness in
defiance of the sun. Single
candle becoming extinguished
Lantern light carried

Stone - rough, dressed and
worn
Flaking paint
Cutlery, crockery etc.
Oak of the table

Once garish colours now faded Clattering of knives. Ringing of a
Assumed to be full of Damp
- grey and lichen green, old
brass bell. Many people sitting and
echoes
Dusty
rose and silver, also mildewed. standing together. Eating. Dripping
Grey stone. Eggs painted in gay of rainwater.Thrumming of rain.
colours (fire green). Silver. White Scraping of chair legs on the boards
table cloth. Blue saucers. Golden of the dais. Barquentine’s crutch on
cutlery.Food of various kinds.
the stone flags. Barquentine stamping
Green dandelions and nettles.
up and down the table top - soggy
Earthen wear crockery. Gold
note where he steps in porridge.
plates. Black table (on dais).
Dry ancient voice droning.Tracts of
Bluish white napkins. Steel-grey silence. Birdsong and shouting of
water
birds. Cows and horses

Assumed Draughty

Cold
Chilly

Assumed various
Rain
food smells
Overcast
Damp stone
Barbeque in the hall
Birds and associated
smells
Cattle and horses and
associated smells

Thick vertical rain
Light moted air of
the afternoon

A thousand or so cherubs painted on the
ceiling
A BBQ takes place in here for the Earling
Used as a hospital for the birds in the
winter
Used to cattle and horses at the beginning
of the flood

Same floor as the Hall of
Spiders
Several stories above ground
Up a third flight of stairs

Rectangular in plan
Walls have battlements and
it is through one of these
gaps, with the water running
through, that Swelter is
pushed

200ft from Roof Terrace Lake to
Human
ground.A floor above so not the top
floor. 6 inch (152.4mm) step up
internally then 3ft (915mm) to level
of Roof Terrace - water up to this
lip. Lowest part of the battlements
must be at the height of the water or
it would flood the Hall of Spiders

Moonlight

Water
Stone

Lemon-yellow of the spray of
water
Golden lake
Moon-sparkling water

Splash of water
Rain hitting water
Great washes of water
Lunar silence
Battle

Wet and full of rain
Oppressive and hot

None stated

Warm
Water is the
temperature of tea

None stated

Rain

Rain

Unknown where Swelter lands

Natural light - a dark sky full
of rain and wind
Lamplight
Dark rooms

Dust
Decayed timbers
Ancient stones
Decaying moths
Nibbled books
Sacking

Black ivy
White dust
Dust and rain like beads of
mercury

Airshafts, flues and blow-hoes full of Various
echoes. Driving rain . Swift wind
Each space is unique
Steerpike running and walking over
rooftops. Reverberation and throbbing
of the ululation of the cats

Wet and full of rain
Dry and dusty
Dusty but with rain
entering

A swift wind outside
Drafts

Unknown

Dust and must

Dark skies
Driving rain
Swift wind

Driving rain
Swift wind

This is a route

Hollow twilight
Darkness with clouds
Thin moon and stars
Strong sunshine
Blur of sunlit smoke
Shadows
Dusty darkness

Corroded metal. Slate tiles
Grey stone. Ragged fibres
of dead creeper. Moss.
Seedling grasses. Dusty
darkness of the creeper
Hairy stem of creeper

Grey stone.Violet haze of sunset. Bare feet on slates and stone
Purple blush.Grey veil of night. Climbing
Yellow stars.White horse and
Flying away of crane
foal.Green and black painted
checked wall.Wall alive with
emerald lizards

Windy

Warming in the
sunshine
Hot evening

Acrid darkness of
second creeper

Hollow twilight
Darkness filled with
clouds
Strong sunshine

Violet haze of
sunset
Sun sinking over
the flood

Heron Room is seen on the route to
Fuchsia’s Attic No.3
This is a multitude of spaces

Stagnant moat water Moonlight
Burning hair and
flesh

Sprinkling of stars

Barquentine has a high chair

MS 88931/1/3/13_
f046v+f047r Prunesquallor in chair

Plot Event
Plot Event

Rantel’s House

TG

Habitation

Habitation

Private

Used

Seduction Event

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
TG
Refectory /
Dining Room /
Stone Hall

Roof Terrace
Lake

MS 88931/1/3/7_
f065r - Plan of table
MS 88931/1/3/8_
f001v - Perspective of
the table

Dining

Dining

Public

Used

Not known

Used once for a
battle

Unknown

Only used
Death Event
once as far as is
known

Walled in area of roof

Semi-enclosed. Walls are High above the ground in
of an unknown height.
the North Wing
Open to the sky. A gap in Not know where the
the wall is large enough for opening drops to
Swelter to pass through.
Window opening to Hall
of Spiders

Connected to the Hall of
Spiders
Above Lord Sepulcrave’s
Apartments

G

Rooftops

Rooftops
Movement from
one place to
another unseen

Not public or
private

Private route

Series of rooftops and
spaces

Various

Fuchsia’s Bedroom No. 1
Various
Assumed to link to Rooftops
Links with Lady Groan’s
route to the Prunesquallors’
House - presumably from her
apartments, Lawns or Cat
Room. Some rooms have view
over Gormenghast mountain

G

Rooftops

Rooftops
Not public or
Movement from private - both
one place to
and neither
another unseen
Living and
relaxing during
and after the flood

Series of rooftop spaces

Not enclosed generally
Different sections of the
route are more or less
enclosed
Public spaces generally
fairly open

TG

Rooftops etc.
from Fuchsia’s
Room No.1

Rooftops

G

TG

TG
Room of
Documents /
Central Library
Room of Roots TG

G

MS 88931/1/3/18_
f004v - Barquentine
in chair

G

Room of Six
Lamps

Library

Transition

Private Route Transition
Public spaces
formed due to
the floods

Library
Unknown
Used
Document storage Assumed Private

Observation
Observation
Death Event

Single space

Ritual
Event
Ritual Event
Not designed

TA

Ritual Event

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm

From the North Wing to From the Prison room to
Various
the West Wing
Fuchsia’s Attic No.3. Views
of the Poet’s Room & Dead
Tree. Contains the Stone
Sky-field, Heron room (not on
route) Roof Terrace Lake (not
on Route). Assumed linked/
contains Rooftops etc. from
Fuchsia’s Room No.1
Enclosed. Broken window Unknown. If it is the
In Castle General
Ground level or first floor onto the moat. Door
‘central’ library how can it
not a long drop to the moat
behind Barquentine’s chair be near the moat?

Heavy masonry construction Full of water

Various
12ft (3.66m)drop through a skylight Human
Contains many individual
down to the Room of Moths
spaces - a room of moths
in cases, landings, staircases,
a room of nibbled books, a
gallery,

Lakes. Stone masonry
Various
Rope. Slates. Ivy. Glass fronted Roofs at different angles
moth cases. Dust
Assumed generally standard
Ladder. Pyramid of books
Gormenghast construction
Stairs. Stuffed Stag. Windows

Various
Route contains many
individual spaces including
the Stone Sky-field
Flooded rooftops contain
other spaces
Other individual spaces

Hundreds of feet to the ground
Greater than human
below from Prison Room, 20ft
(6.1m) up to the roof , precarious
for the first 12ft (3.66m) - 17 min
of climbing time. Stone Sky-field a
league (5.56km) from starting roof,
it is 4 square acres (1.62 hectares),
parapet is 4ft (1.22m) high

Corroded metal
Slate tiles
Grey stone
Dead creeper - ragged fibres
Moss patched
Seedling grass
Rainwater collected into lakes

Assumed cuboid

High shelves - ladder required
High tiers of books

No carpet. Stone table.
Assumed heavy masonry
Stagnant moat water. Leather and standard Gormenghast
bound books
construction

Dilapidated

Bad light. Shadows.
Bare floor. Stone table
Dilapidated books glimmering. Leather bound books.
Candle light. Moonlight.
Dusty papers. Slime of
Twinkling of stars
moat

Honey coloured flames

Crisp footsteps on bare floor
Assumed like a
Thick with dust
Alternate thud, and crack of sole and library, hushed but
crutch came suddenly to silence
the slightest sound is
made bigger

Movement caused by
human activity

Assumed kept at a
constant temperature

Brightly, meticulously
painted
No longer filled with
earth

Grey amorphous light

Purple dresses of the Twins
Grey light
Yellow Red
Green
Violet
Pale blue
Coral pink
Orange
Assumed grey of stone

Conversation
Movement of roots as they pass
through

Unknown
Assumed dead

Unknown

None stated

Assumed fairly constant None stated
temperature

None

None

Unsure as to how this works structurally
Tree must have has earth and water to
grow at some point - does this means the
roof leaks?

None

Assumed constant
Urine
temperature . Approx. Rotting
13 degrees Celsius?

None

None

Child drowns a phalanx of ants

Dawn

None

Titus’ bed is the 14th on the right from
the door
28 or more beds

Human but large

Hollow
Forgotten
Full of dust
Mouse eaten
A general state of decay

Outside

Various
Moss patches on slates
Roofs at different angles
Barren as the moon
Assumed generally standard
Gormenghast construction

Used

Atmospheric Event Single space

Enclosed
Door that leads to Cora
and Clarice’s apartments
Window through which
the tree passes

In the South Wing. Tree In Cora and Clarice’s
protrudes from the south Apartments
wall to the south. 1/2 a Linked directly to the Dead
mile (0.805 km) from
Tree and via a passage to Cora
near the Stone Sky-Field. and Clarice’s Sitting room
South Wing - linked to
trees of East Wing, by
overgrown gardens &
bordering fields. Trees over
mile (1.61 km) away &
200ft (61m) below

Far above the ground
Assumed cuboid
3/4 way up a sheer
windowless wall (TG p.96)
1/2 way up the wall (TG
p.218). Several hundred feet
above ground

1/2 a mile (0.805 km) from near the Larger than human
stone Sky-Field. Fuchsia and Lord
Sepulcrave sit in a glade in the Pine
Woods over a mile (1.61 km) away
and 200ft (61m) below. 3/4 way up
a sheer windowless wall (TG p.96)
1/2 way up the wall (TG p.218)
Several hundred feet above ground

Dead roots in their thousands Assumed heavy masonry
Paint of 7 colours
construction - needs to be
heavy duty to support the
Dead Tree

Living

Semi-private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single space

Enclosed
Arched doorway
No windows

In the Under-River
More than a mile
(1.61km) from Mr
Crabcalf ’s Room

In the Under-River

Below ground

Assumed cuboid

More than a mile (1.61km) from Mr Human
Crabcalf ’s Room. 20ft west of the 4 adults and a child in this
Butcher’s Room. A mile from tunnel room
to the Secret Tunnel. A small room

Ferns. Cracked and broken
mirror. Mildewed couches
Wickerwork chairs. Marble
table

Unknown. Assumed similar Damp and dark
to the rest of the Under-River
- perhaps brick

Semi-darkness. Deep shadows Rotting furniture
Reflected lamp light from
Ferns
mirrors
Broken mirrors

Gold of urine

People playing cards
Small gasp
Infant urinating

Assumed hollow

Dank

Long room south-west
oriented

In the School

Floor above corridor of
statues

Assumed cuboid. A janitor’s Long
cubical by the door. 2 rows of
beds that stretch south-west

Large but human

Cubical made of timber

Candle light

None stated

Yellow band in the sky

Absolute silence. Sound of boys
sleeping. Breathing of the Janitor.
Silent scuffles. Bell

Unknown

Unknown
Breathless
Assumed to be like a
teenage boy’s bedroom

Unknown

None

Larger than human

Hard red sandstone. Ivy
covered walls. Tunnel is old
and thick with ferns

Assumed standard.
Worn
Gormenghast construction
Assumed cubical is merely a
partition
Assumed heavy masonry
Worn and grafittied

Daylight

Thousands of initials scored Red stone
in the stone(assumed only
up to a certain height)

Cat-calls. Snapping of blades.
Sobbing. Fighting

Echoes down the
tunnel

Outside

Not stated

Dependant on weather None stated
conditions

None

None

Search parties are organised here to find
Titus

In the west wing. Contains
At various levels. Main
Assumed to be fairly linear in None
many school rooms. Professor’s body of the school is above plan but may also be arranged
Quarters, Masters’ Hall,
ground. School Yard is
around the School Yard
Headmaster’s Study, Corridor Ground level, as is the
of Carvings and School
Professor’s Quadrangle and
Dormitories. Connected to the rest of the School is
Gormenghast mountain via above
Tunnel to Flay’s cave

Larger than human

Hard red sandstone
Leather horsehide walls
Timber floorboards
Assumed grey Gormenghast
stone also used

Assumed heavy masonry
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Worn over many
Daylight generally
generations
Various states between
scrubbed clean and filthy

Timber
Red stone
Leather
Brown Leather
Chalk dust
Stone
Everything worn to a
smoothness by many hands

General school sounds
Various depending on Various
Brass bell
particular space
See individual spaces
Boys calling
Scratching of initials upon wood and
stone
Snoring

Assumed generally
Draughty

Assumed kept at a
Leather
fairly comfortable
Smoke
temperature but
Boys
probably too cold in
Chalk dust
winter and too hot in Ink
summer. Dependant on
individual spaces

None

None

An Upper and Lower school system

Assumed graves oriented east/ None. Assumed average grave size - Larger than human
west
Approx. 2500x1200x6000mm

Red dust. Cut flowers. Grass

Graves dug and re-filled
leaving mounds

Appears to be well
maintained

Dust. Grass. Cut flowers

Digging
Conversation

None stated

Dependant on weather Dust
conditions
Decaying flowers

Dark green evening None

Dormitories

Dormitories

Semi-private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single spaces - only one Enclosed
described, assumed there Single door at the north
are more
east end

School Yard

G

Yard

Play area

Semi-public

Used

Context

Single space

School

G

School

School

Semi-public
Used

Used

Context

Series of connected spacesGenerally enclosed

G

Burial

Burial

Semi-public

Used

Seduction Event
Ritual Event
Burial

In a valley

Semi-enclosed
Accessed via a tunnel from In the School
Surrounded by walls on all the South Classroom
Bellgrove’s Schoolroom looks
sides. Accessed via a tunnel On the south of Belgrave’s over this yard
from the South classroom Schoolroom
In the West wing
Thought to be SW/NE
oriented, unless arranged
around the School Yard

Enclosed by the valley sidesIn the Outer Landscape
Close to the Castle

Below ground or School
Rectangular in plan
is all above ground level.
Lower then the level of the
School

In the Outer Landscape Close Ground level
to the Castle

Natural light

Dead roots

Outside
Outside
Each section is unique Not stated

Private

G

TG

Damp and leaking
Paintwork faded
Used and worn
Flagstones of the floor are
loose

Unknown

Transition space

School
Dormitories

Servant’s
Graveyard

Route taken by Steerpike
to and from Fuchsia’s
Bedroom No. 1 over
the rooftops and within
Gormenghast

Gormenghast stone
Water
Gravel below

Adobe or similar construction Unknown
Assumed fairly well
maintained

Clean and scrubbed

Red dust. Red and yellow roses
Dark green evening

Outside

Dusty

None stated
Assumed teenage
boys

Unknown if grave markers of any kind are
used but the head end is known

Book
Space

Titus
Groan

Servants’
Quadrangle

TG

Peake’s
Sketches
GormenghastTitus
Alone

Boy in
Manuscripts
Darkness

Models & Function
Drawings
Modelled Designed
Drawn
Purpose
Open space

Spatial Qualities

Material Qualities

Used
Purpose

Public/
Private

Used /
Unused

Classification Limits /
Boundaries

Enclosure

Orientation /
Links to other spaces Relationship to
Position in space
Ground

Geometric
arrangement

Known measurements

Scale

Materials

Construction

Condition

Light Qualities

Textures

Colours

Sounds

Acoustic
Qualities

Gathering

Public

Used

Atmospheric Event A Quadrangle

Semi-enclosed
Surrounded by cloisters

The Kitchens form part The Kitchens form part of or Ground level
of or all the surrounding all the surrounding buildings
buildings
Contains wine vaults and
cellars, numerous passageways
as well as Swelter’s Rooms,
underground dormitories of
the staff and Eating Rooms

Rectangular in plan

None

Larger than human

Stone
Wooden casks

Heavy masonry

Unknown
Assumed fairly well
maintained but worn

Natural light
Daylight
Moonlight
Green glow from Swelter’s
Room
Hot gloom

Stone worn smooth by
many feet

Grey stone
Green light
Inky shadows
Black and perlish white of
darkness in moonlight

Conversation
Building of a coffin
Footsteps
Rain
Silence
Bats

Enclosed. A labyrinth of
spaces. Some windowless
and sheer. Some many
acres

Unknown
Linked to Tunnel to Flay’s
Perhaps somewhere west Cave. Contains Flay’s Secret
Room and Cora and Clarice’s
Prison

Unknown
Assumed various - Ground
and below
Steps are involved

A labyrinth
Twisted passages
Stairs and steps
Corners

None
Vast network

Larger than human

Stone. Brick. Weeds and
Various
grasses. Lichened slates. Plaster.
Cobwebs. Rusty iron steps.
Flagged floor

Derelict
Decaying

Dark. Candle light. Dawn light Stone. Brick. Dust. Weeds Grey
Pale sunlight. Naked light.
Plaster. Torn sacking. Rusty Umber
Uniform dusk - no external
iron. No cobwebs
Olive
light
Reddening sky

Silence
Footsteps
Breathless silence
Titus’ cries and their echoes

Assumed fairly rectangular
in plan
Lanes

Carving is 14ft (4.27m) high

Large but human

Mud
Timber carving
Paint

Adobe or similar construction Carving repainted every Natural light
Earth lanes and floor of
year
Lamp light
Square
Well maintained
Carved timber

Mud and earth
Painted timber

None

Human

Creeper. Timber trapdoor.
Water. Sate roof. Assumed
stone, timber, brick etc.

Assumed various standard
Gormenghast construction
depending on location

Creeper
Slate roof
Dust and dirt

Assumed cuboid
Water is 4ft (1.22m) from the
Human
Water level reduces the height window top. Lintel protrudes 12
of the room
inches (304.8mm) from the wall.
room above is square-ish
Boats less than 12ft (3.66m) away
Circular opening is cut into from the window. Floorboards a
the ceiling in the centre of the few inches above Steerpike’s head
floor of the above room
when he is stood in the canoe.
Canoe about 6ft (1.83m) in length.
Steerpike standing, as the volunteer
is about 12ft (3.66m) below the
countess, 6ft (1.83m) above the
water in which Steerpike swims.

Timber floorboards
Rotting timber joists
Pictures on the walls
Heavy stone lintel ledge and
window surrounds
Wallpaper

Ceiling is a single layer of
Flooded
floorboards on rotting timber Rotting timbers
joists
Window surrounds are stone
Wallpapered walls

Reflected lamp light on water
Like a gold twilight
Brilliance of reflected light
Water as a solid floor of gold
Stone grey light
Lanterns
Circle of light from above

Rusty nail
Rotting timber
Cracked and uneven stone
- ancient and weather
scarred
Water
Sail of wallpaper
Dead creeper
Gooseflesh and ruffled
water

Candle light

Context
Context
Observation
Observation

Silent Halls /
Lifeless Halls /
Hollow Halls
Square of the
Black Rider

G

TG

Steerpike’s
Flood Rooms
Steerpike’s
Flooded
Hideaway

G

G

TG
Steerpike’s
Room No.1 –
Prunesquallors
House
TG
Steerpike’s
Room No.2 –
South Wing
TG
Steerpike’s
Room No.3 –
Between Cool
Room and
Prunesquallors’
House
Steerpike’s
Room No.4 –
Mirror Room

Steerpike’s
Room No.5
– Secret
Bedroom
Steerpike’s
Room No.6 –
Known to the
Castle
Steerpike’s
Room No.7 –
Convalescent
Room
Steerpike’s
Room No.8
– Fuchsia’s
Rendezvous
Stone Grotto

Stone Lanes

MS 88931/1/3/21_
inside back binding
- Steerpike climbing
window frame
MS 88931/1/3/21_
f032v - Hanging
figure

G

Limited use Transition
- Flay and
Steerpike only

Square

Square

Unknown

Living
Hiding

Semi-public - Used
only the most
revered can live
there but others
can pass through
Private
Used

Unknown

Hiding

Private made
public

Bedroom

Living

Unknown

Living

A series of passageways
and spaces
A labyrinth

Living

Notes

Climactic
conditions

Named
Phenomena

Light Dark Cusp Spring Summer Autumn Winter Other Notable Features
(MAM) (JJA) (SON) (DJF)

Temperature

Outside
Dusty
Reflective off the walls

Dry gusts

Dependant on weather None stated
conditioned
Assumed various
Hot
kitchen smells

Hot summer
Moonlight
Rain

Gibbous moon - a
light more brilliant
than the sun
Rain

Used for various activities
Assumed this is the primary meeting
location for servants

Various
Echoes

Breathless

Chill and unhealthy

Rotten wood
Dank masonry
Sickly and musty

Pale sun

Snow bound

Known to be unmapable

Outside
None stated
None stated
Mud walls may reflect Dependant on weather
a little
conditions

None stated

None

Revered carvers sit outside to carve in this
square

Unknown
Different for each
space

Damp
Dusty

None stated
Assumed various and
Draughty

Unknown

None stated
None
Assumed dry earth
and fresh paint
Freshly carved timber
and shavings
None stated
Flood
Assumed various
kitchen smells

None

7 secret locations in various places

Lapping of water
Waves and whirlpool of water
Sawing
Water dripping
Splashing or rainwater on walls
Footsteps above
Slapping of imprisoned water
Whining of the wind
Voices

Like a small
swimming pool
Cave-like

Wet
Thin spray of water
everywhere

Breathless
Chill breath
Freshening wind
outside

Unknown

None stated
Rotting timber
Flood water

Dark
Dusk
Wind
Rain

Wind
Rain

Not a large room but a lot of activity
occurs in here

Drawing equipment
None stated
including compasses,
protractors and set square,
pencil, ruler and paper

None stated

Unknown

Not stated
Assumed clean

None stated

Cool night air from
outside

None stated
Assumed pencil
shavings and
rubbings

Cool night air

None

This is different to Steerpike’s other room
in the Prunesquallor’s House where he
convalesces

Morning sun

None

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number

Context

A square surrounded by Semi-enclosed buildings
buildings and connecting shelter the square but it
roads
is open to the sky and
connecting avenues

In the Outer Dwellings
Unknown location
Not on the main road

In the Outer Dwellings
Near Rantel’s House

Ground level

Context

A series of disconnected Enclosed
rooms
7 secret room in total, 4
more safe than others

One is above the Flood
Kitchens
Others unknown

In Flooded Castle General

Above ground. Various - 4 13 secret spaces in total
in the attics and 3 dry levels,
7 in the Rooftops

Used

Confinement

A single room reduced by Enclosed
flood level
Single door cannot be
opened due to flood
Single window out onto
the Flood Bay

In Flooded North Wing
In one of the west rooms
of the bay. Between the 2
stone headlands. Window
lintel stretches from north
to south. ‘Seaward’ wall
appears not to be the
western wall. Shadows
darker to the right of the
window

In Flooded North Wing
Connects to Flood Bay
Below Above Steerpike’s
Flooded Hideaway

Flood level
4 dry floors above

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single Room

Enclosed
Single door
Single window

On the second floor of the In the Prunesquallor’s House Second floor
Prunesquallors’ House
View over Gormenghast
mountain

Assumed rectangular in plan None

Human

Not stated

Assumed to be the same as Comfortable
the rest of the Prunesquallors’
House

Private

Used

Context

Single room

Enclosed. Window that
lets in morning sun.
Assumed a single door

Same floor as Cora and In the South Wing
Clarice’s Apartments.
Window lets in morning
sun

Assumed cuboid

Long and spacious

Human

Not stated

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Unknown . Assumed to Morning sun
be in good repair. Clean

None stated

None stated

None stated

Unknown

Unknown
Assumed dusty until
Steerpike moved in

None stated. Assumed Unknown. Assumed
Draughty - similar to kept at a comfortable
the rest of the castle
temperature

None stated

Suite of rooms

Enclosed
Single door to suite
Windows look over the
Lawns

Between Fuchsia’s
Room No.1 and the
Prunesquallors’ House

In the Core of the Castle
Unknown
Possibly near in or close to the
North Wing
Connected to the Lawns

Assumed each room is a
cuboid

None

Human

None stated

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Unknown
Assumed to be in good
repair
Clean

Lamp light
Flaring of the walls in the
lamplight

Blinds

Smoke-blue rectangle of the
window
Black window

Sounds of footsteps in the corridor

Unknown

Unknown
Assumed dusty until
Steerpike moved in

None stated
Unknown
Assumed Draughty - Assumed kept
similar to the rest of the at a comfortable
castle
temperature

Lighting of the lamp None

None

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number

Assumed to be in the core
of the castle in order to
make the mirror set-up as
plausible as possible

Mirrors connect Barquentine’s Ground level and slightly
Room, Cragmire’s Room,
above
the Poet’s Room, Fuchsia’s
Chimney reaches up
Room No.1 and Lady Groan’s through the whole of
Bedroom
Gormenghast
These spaces are known to be
elsewhere in the castle and
cannot be stacked on top of
each other, lateral movement
is mentioned
In the Castle General - not
Unknown
known where

Assumed cuboid with the
Small
large chimney protruding
Chimney is cell-like
Chimneys interlock at higher
levels

Human

Gormenghast stone
Stone table
Mirrors and cords
Curtain
Stone-work
Wood
Plaster

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Clean

Cold light
Lightless funnel
Shining mirrors
Darkness

White walls

None stated

Chimney would echo Assumed fairly fresh as Assumed Draughty
the chimney reaches the down the chimney
outside

Chilly

None stated

None

None

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number
The mirror connections to this room
appear to be virtually impossible and
needs further consideration

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

None stated

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Bright and spotless

Bright

Gormenghast stone
Stone table
Decanter of wine
Sheaves of paper
Pen
Books
Moth pinned to a cork
A half apple
Mirrors and cords
Curtain
Bedding

Steel of Steerpike’s swordstick

Polishing

Unknown

Assumed fresh and clean Unknown

Unknown

None stated
Assumed polish

None

None

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number

Unknown
Assumed to be in good
repair
Clean

Dark sky at mid-day

Cape
Chair
Bedding

White snow
Grey stone

None stated

Unknown

Assumed fresh and clean Breathless day

Frail warmth of the day None stated

Breathless day
Snow
Mist

Frail mist

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number

Firelight
Dusky
Sunlight and flying clouds

Bedding
Fireplace
Books, maps, diagrams
Blinds

Green walls

Fire in the grate
Conversation

Assumed that of a
Assumed clean
small, furnished room

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

Assumed disinfectant Dusky dawn / dusk Sunlight
Sunlight and clouds

Assumed kept impeccably clean to aid
healing

Private

Used

Context

Same floor as Cora and
Clarice’s Apartments

Unused for many years Murky
Forgotten spaces refound

Grey horse. White mane. Black None stated
cape. Crimson stars on the cape. Assumed human activity
White head of the rider. Pale
coral lips. Dark chestnut brown
hair
None stated
None stated
Assumed human activity kept to as
silent as possible
Golden torch light
Grey stone
Black waves
Yellow waves
Amber light
Green light
Yellow light
Gold stone
Multi-coloured flames

Unknown

Living

Private

Used

Observation

Single room

Enclosed
Single door
Chimney separated by a
curtain

G

Unknown

Living

Private

Used

Living / Dwelling

Single room

Enclosed
Unknown
Assumed a single door and
window

G

Unknown

Bedroom-study

Private

Used

Context

Single Room

Enclosed
Single door
Single window

Unknown

In the Castle General - not
Not known which floor but Assumed cuboid
known where
high up - a vista of rooftops
An hour’s sharp walk to Cora
and Clarice’s Prison

Large

Human

None stated

Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Single Room

Enclosed
Single door
Single window

In the Prunesquallors’
House

In the Prunesquallors’ House Second or third floor

Assumed cuboid

Small

Human

Fireplace
Books, maps, diagrams
Bedding
Blinds

Assumed to be the same as Clean
the rest of the Prunesquallors’
House

In the Castle General - not
known where

Assumed cuboid

Stone lintel of the door in the
Human
corridor is at a height where when
Flay dangles from it he still has a few
inches to drop to the floor

Rough stone corridor outside Heavy stone corridor
- stone pillars on either side of
the door and heavy protruding
slabs of the lintels. Thick
carpet. Various objects
Small table with 2 chairs

Clean
Re-conditioned

Candle light
Lamp light
Night
Darkness

Thick carpet. Pictures
Crimson carpet
Books. Cabinet. Table and Gold lamp light
2 chairs - mended
Rough stone of the
corridor

Thick silence of the corridor

Unknown

Assumed clean

None stated

Unknown

None stated

None

None

One of Steerpike’s 9 rooms
His rooms in the Prunesquallor’s are not a
part of this number
Only visited at night

Rough stone - granite
Broken and fretted faces

Formed naturally

Natural

Dull light near the entrance
Recessed in deep darkness

Rough rock

Grey rock
Greens of vegetation

Rain

Echoes off stone facets distort the
sound

Dry
Cold

Still

Cold

None stated

Rain
Autumn sunlight

Fast and tattered
sky

Found by Lady Groan, remembered by
Fuchsia

Heavy masonry
Niches with candles in

Unknown

Candle light

Stone
Candles

Grey

Feet on stone

Assumed loud and
full of echoes

Cold

Unknown

Cold

Candles

None

None

Corridors lit with candles with street
lamp like effects
Someone must keep the candles lit

Stone slabs
Heavy masonry

Forgotten

Natural light. Violet haze if
Stone slabs
the sunset. Complete darkness. Dark mosses
Moonlight. Stars
Seedling grasses

Grey. Violet haze. Inky darkness. Slow beating of Crane’s wings as it
Grey veil of night. Yellow stars takes off

Outside
Stone would reflect
sound

Cold after dark

None stated
Assumed windy

Cold as ice at night
None stated
Dependant on weather
conditions

Sunset
Fast clouds high
above

Clouds

Summit of the western massive

Terraced earth

Rank

Sunset of every hue

Earthworks
Cedar benches
Grass
Trees

Every imaginable hue

Spellbound silence
Rustling of leaves

Outside

Tinted with every hue

None stated

Not stated

None stated

Sunset
Clouds

Dancing clouds
Colours

A natural circus with a different
performance every day

Stone walls and floor. Lime- Heavy masonry
green glass of lamp. Window
covered in filth and cobwebs.
Wooden stool. Grindstone.
Chalk. Wooden boxes. Stuffed
sack

Chalk lines on the floor
Filthy window

Lamp light
Ghoulish light
Dull greenish light

Smooth stone walls. Rough Ghastly green light
sacking. Grindstone.
Lime green glass lampshade
Wooden boxes. Chalk .
Filth and cobwebs. Timber
stool

Swelter talking to himself

Assumed echoes

Cold

None stated

Cold

None stated

Autumn night

None

The objects in the room and the chalk
on the floor is a diagram of the corridor
outside Lord Sepulcrave’s Bedroom

Outside acoustics.
Fresh
White noise of heavy Heat hazes
rain. White silence Drenched
when the rain stops

Little gusts of fresh air Lukewarm lake
Hot air

Conifers

Hot and dry
Heavy rain

Hot and sunny
Heavy rain

The wood surrounding is not part of Pine
/ Conifer Woods

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
G

Bedroom

Convalescence
Work

G

Unknown

Secret rendezvous Private

Used - only at Seduction Event
night

Single room

Enclosed
Single door
Assumed a window

Unknown

Not designed

Shelter

Used rarely
Plot Event
- not many
people know it
exists

Single space

Enclosed
Single entrance

In an escarpment
In the Outer Landscape Close Under ground
Assumed to be part of the to the Castle
Plateau
Assumed to be part of the
Plateau

15ft (4.575m) deep
descending to the ground at
the back. Only the first 9ft
(2.745m) is high enough
to stand in. Arching roof.
Various recesses

15ft (4.575m) deep descending to
the ground at the back. Only the
first 9ft (2.745m) is high enough
to stand in. Gully ends in a 40ft
(12.2m) unscalable wall

Human

Passageways

Transition

Unknown.
Used
Transition
Assumed public
but only those
who know the
way use them
Sleeping
None
Only used
Observation
Public space after Public
once until the
the flood
flood

Series of lanes and
passages

Enclosed
Endless corridors

Links to many spaces
Access to the Kitchens, the
Ground level
Assumed north west area Cat Room, Lord Sepulcrave’s
of the castle
Apartments
Tunnel to Flay’s Cave linked

Series of spaces - endless
corridors with many twists
and turns

None

Greater than human overall Stone
but individual corridors at a Ancient tallow
human scale

Single open space

Not enclosed
Large rectangular roof
space with a parapet wall

In the Rooftops

In the Rooftops

Roof level

Rectangular in plan

Stone Sky-field is a league (5.56km) Greater than human
from roof over Prison Room, 4
square acres (1.62 hectares). Parapet
is 4ft (1.22m) high

Terraced earthwork

Not enclosed
Drop of a thousand feet
to west side Woodland
behind in the east

West facing

Close to the Distant Town

Ground level plus a large
drop
Terraced down

Long terrace with a line of
Benches a few feet (about a 1m)
benches stretching from north from the drop, some peoples legs
to south
hang over the edge
Sheer drop of 1000ft (305m)

Much greater than human Earthworks
Cedar benches
Grass
Trees

Enclosed
Small high window
Assumed a single door

Window faces onto the
Servant’s Quadrangle

In the Kitchens
Window faces onto the
Servant’s Quadrangle

Ground level

Assumed cuboid

None

Human

TG

TG

G

TA

TG

BiD

Titus’ Bedroom
in Cheeta’s
House

TA

Titus’ Bedroom
in Juno’s House

TA

TG

Titus’ Secret
Way Out
TG

G

TA

Private
Used
Becomes Semiprivate

Private

Confinement

Tunnel to Flay’s
Cave

G

Turnstile Room

G

TG

Unknown

MS 88931/1/3/32
_f026r - Unknown if
relevant, ear?
MS 88931/1/3/33_
f001r - Landscape

Viewpoint

Viewpoint

Public - seats are Used
paid for

Observation

Unknown

Plotting

Private

Used

Atmospheric Event Single room

Not designed

Casual /
Public
Ceremonial - The
Earling

Used /
Ceremonial
very
infrequently

Ritual Event

The lake and immediate Sand and conifer woods. A View of the South Wing In sight of the South Wing
Ground
forest
steep hanger to the South to the South, creek at the View from Lady Groan’s
NE corner
Bedroom. In the Outer
Landscape Close to the Castle

Long West to East. Short
North to South

Long West to East. Short North to Larger than Human
South

Water
Pine trees and other conifers
Muddy bank
Fine grey sand

Not constructed

Natural

Rippled water
Fine grey sand
Distorted reflections
Conifer woods
Sparkling strings of water drops Muddy bank
No reflections

Three shades of green

Ruffling of trees
Heavy rain

Bedroom

Bedroom

Used assumed to
be a guest
bedroom

Context

Single Room

Enclosed. Assumed single Remote corner of the
door and single window house in the east wing .
View over the landscape

In Cheeta’s House
Unknown
Assumed to be fairly close to Assumed not ground floor
Cheeta’s Stables

Assumed cuboid

None

Human but large

Blinds at the window

Unknown
Assumed to be the same as
Cheeta’s House

Clean
Elegant

Dusky

None stated
Bedding
Blinds

Green

Voices ringing faintly down corridors Unknown
Unknown
Stamping of riding horses
Assumed to be that of
a well furnished room

None stated

Assumed kept
at a comfortable
temperature

None stated

Early morning

None

Very little is known about this room
Titus recovers from a fever here

Flight of sunbeams. Dark air
Pool of light. Ash-grey linen
shadow. Darkness. Golden
darkness
Night heavy with darkness
Distant sparks / embers
Soft golden light
Late sun beams

Bedding
Curtains
Bed

Golden darkness

Scuffling of a bird outside the window Unknown
Warm dark air
Conversation
Assumed to be that of
a well furnished room

None stated

Warm

None stated

Winter afternoon

Sunbeams

A room of light and shadows

Mildew
Bed
Mirror

Soft golden light
Red stone square outside
Ochre-coloured mildew patch

Fluttering against the window.
Unknown
Damp
Argument far below. Shouting.
Assumed to be that of
Chiming of bells. Silence. A husky
a well furnished room
voice from over the rooftops (a bell?)

None stated
Assumed Draughty

Unknown

Damp

Late sunbeams

Late sunbeams

Mildew forms a landscape which Titus
explores in his mind

Pounding feet
Husky shuffling sound of little
creatures

MS 88931/1/3/18_
f064r - Unknown

Bedroom

Bedroom

Private

Drawn
Bedroom
2000x750mm

BiD

Drawn
Series of rooms and Unseen way out of Private
2000x750mm passageways
the castle

MS 88931/1/3/1_
f001r - Frontispiece

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm Tower

Bedroom

Private

BiD

Tunnel

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm

G

Under-River

MS 88931/1/3/15_
f001r - Unknown if
the Twisted Woods
MS 88931/1/3/15_
f044r - Titus
MS 88931/1/3/18_
f023v - Flay
TA

Owlery
Ceremonial

Private

Living / Dwelling
Dwelling

Not designed

Drawn
Unknown
2000x750mm

TA

Valley of
Graves

TG

G

Wasteland

TG

G

Wasteland
Swamp

TG

G

TA

Context

Single Room

Unknown

In Juno’s House

Unknown
Assumed not ground floor

Assumed cuboid

None

Human but large

Curtains at the window

Unknown
Assumed consistent with
Juno’s House

Clean

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling

Enclosed
More than one window
Assumed single door

Single Room

Enclosed
Single door
Single window

In the West Wing
Overlooks a red stone
square

In the West Wing

Unknown
Not ground floor

Assumed cuboid

Quadrangle is far enough below
Titus that people are the size of
sunflower seeds

Human

Mildew
Bed
Mirror

Unknown
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Damp with mildew
patches

Used

Transition

Series of rooms and
passageways

Enclosed. Attics. Rooms Begins in the West Wing Begins in the West Wing
Passageways and corridors Not known where it ends Not known where it ends

Above ground. In attic
spaces and rooms. Final
room is ground level

Various - each space is unique 40ft (12.2m) corridor. Long,
extensive attic. High square room
100ft (30.5m) rope climb

Various

Dust. Worm-riddled wood.
Rope. Timber beams.
Trapdoor. Blanket. Grass.
Molehills

Various
Assumed standard
Gormenghast construction

Dusty. Rotting. Faded
elegance. Grandeur of
decay

Window of dark grey light
Blackness of the room
Dull red glow

Dust. Rotting wood.
Grey rope
Blanket. Tough grey rope. Dull red glow
Luxuriant grass. Molehills

Tower

Enclosed. Staircase.
In the centre of the East
Assumed windows or
wing
similar so that the owls can Tallest structure of the
enter and leave. Galleries castle
Opening at the base of the
tower

In the centre of the East wing Ground level and up

Unknown.
None
‘...and my throat is growing Assumed staircase of standard
taut and round round like the measurements
Tower of Flints... (TG p.292)

Larger than human

Flints. Owl feathers, beaks and Flint
talons (and guano). Stone steps
Stone galleries. Pine trees and
fir cones

Ancient
Full of owls
Scarred and lofty

Few stars in the blackness
Windy darkness

Numberless feathers
Flints
Stone

The majority is a continuous Miles long
Longer than human in
Stone
long tunnel
Less than a mile (1.61km) to Flay’s distance
Earth
Cave
In places much shorter than Roots
human in height
Weeds
Bones of small animals

An earth tunnel

Full of life and death
Weedy
Full of vegetable
beastliness, roots and
decay

Dark
Dim opening of light
Candle light
Inky dark

Stone
Earth
Roots
Skulls and bones
Rotting vegetable matter

Unknown
Used rarely
Death Event
Assumed private by humans,
constantly by
owls

Darkness

None

A route through different spaces

Grey flints
Silence
Blue turret
White silence
Grey-blue polliniferous body of
the air
White silence

Echoes

Assumed poor

Windy

Hot gloom
Assumed fairly cold

None stated
Owls

Darkness
Wind

Wreaths of cloud
Grey-blue
polliniferous body
of the air
Hot gloom

A major feature of the castle
Death place of Lord Sepulcrave

Inky dark

Silence
Echoes of Titus’ voice

Echoes

Close and full of rotting None stated

None stated
Assumed cold and
damp

Bad earth
Rotting vegetation
and dead animals
Animal life

Dark
Flood
Snow

None

Titus has to crawl down sections of this
tunnel but it must be big enough for Flay

Enclosed
Begins in the Corridor
Castle end has many routes of Statues. Ends within
Mountain end has only
a mile of one of Flay’s
a single route and entry
Caves. Tunnel mouth
point
comes out so that the
castle is to the north and
the west

Begins in the School
Ground level and below
Ends on Gormenghast
mountain
Linked to the Stone Lanes and
the Silent Halls

Access to the
Professors’
Quarters

Semi-private

Used

Transition

Single room

Semi-enclosed
Unknown
Holes in the roof let in the
light
Stairs bound the room on
either side

In the Professors’ Quarters
Both flights of stairs descend From the Masters’ Hall is
Domes passage broadens to 40ft
Between the Master’s Hall and
a domed passageway that
wide (12.2m)
the Professor’s Quadrangle
broadens to a width of 40ft
(12.2m) and then steps out
to form a wooden terrace.
Terrace ends in a descending
flight of stone steps. At
the bottom of the steps is
a red turnstile with plenty
of space around it. Past the
turnstile is a high and narrow
passage way, another flight of
descending steps, a door and
the Professors’ Quadrangle

Larger than human
Big spaces
The Great Turnstile

Stone steps
Timber boards
Walnut door

Timber terrace
Stone steps - low treads

Crumbling chamber
Holes in the roof
Honeycombed roof

Patches of sunlight through the Stone steps
holes in the roof
Timber boards
Sun shafts
Walnut door
Turnstile
Crumbling stone and
timber

Red turnstile
Golden swathes of light
Golden motes

Conversation of professors
Creaking arms of the turnstile

Each space would
Pipe smoke coiling
differ
Secret air
The turnstile room is Dusty
a large hall and would
be fairly loud

Fairly still as the pipe Assumed warm in the
smoke hangs in the air sun, cooler in shade
Other weather
conditions would affect
this room due to the
holes in the roof

Pipe smoke
Almond smelling
evening

Sunlight

Shafts of light

3 connected rooms

Habitation
Public
Transition
No fixed purpose

Used

Landscape

Boundaries of the woods Semi-enclosed
Trees provide enclosure
and shelter

At the base of
Gormenghast mountain
East of the mountain

Linked to Gormenghast
Ground level
mountain
Grassy Hollow
Contains Flay’s Shack and the
Glade

Unknown

None

Larger than human

Hazels
Oaks
Trees of various species
Streams

Not constructed

Natural

Moonlight
Sunlight and shadows
Darkness - starless night
Half-light

Trees. Water. Leaves torn
from trees. Tough boughs
Glades of flowing moss velvet of the moss. Ferns.
Boulders

White flowers. Moonlight as a
gauze of whiteness. Green
Dappled golds. Dark Green
Black star-moss

Silence
Deathly silence
Rushing water
Conversation
Bird-song
Whining of the wind

Forest-like
Muffled but open

Rich

Breezy
Windy
November winds

Chilled
Warm silence

None stated

Sunlight
Snow

November winds

A major feature in the landscape

Habitation
Escape

Used

Context

Under ground rooms and Enclosed
passageways
Few access points
The ground limits it
vertically

Under ground
Under the City River
Tunnel from
Muzzlehatch’s Wine
Cellars leads to under the
City at the northern end
and leads downwards

Accessed from Muzzlehatch’s Below ground
Wine Cellars
Under the City and City River
and access points are found in
the City
Another access point from the
City Forest

Unknown

Over 1 hours’ walking distance from Greater than human
Muzzlehatch’s Wine Cellars then a Individual spaces are more
gate and another 40mins
at a human scale
Approx. 5miles (8.04km).An hour Assumed to be another city
of walking then a turn to the south,
another hour of walking - Titus
leaving the Under-River approx.
5miles (8.04km) to forest entrance

Bricks. Gate. Water. Slime.
Field of flagstones. Various
pieces of furniture and other
objects. Wood and iron.
Moonless starless night

Vaulted
Pit-props
Pillars
Colonnades

Damp
Decaying

Candle light. Hollow darkness
Green lantern light. Shadows
Murk. Shreds of light.
Reflections off water. Lamps.
Erratic shaft of light.Wet light

Filthy spider webs as thick
as blankets
Decaying tables and other
furniture
Crates
Sacks

Black dish
Green lantern
Light the colour of a bruise
Slug-coloured glow

Noise like distant thunder - the river
above - eternal roar, a voice a turmoil
Silence
Dripping of water
Thudding of hounds’ feet
Splashing
Luminous red blood

Reverberation
Echoes
Muffled
reverberations

Damp

Utterly still

Cold

Decomposition

None

Moonless starless
night

Not known if it expands beneath areas
other than the City River, if not then the
river must be very wide or the UnderRiver very long and thin

High above the ground , None known
99th floor

Assumed cuboid

None

Glass windows
Cushions

Unknown
Unknown
Assumed to be a steel framed Assumed immaculate
sky-scraper type construction

Pale blue light

Smooth window pane
Cushion

Pale blue light
Indigo cushion

Far away murmuring like the sea

Unknown

Assumed airconditioned

Assumed airconditioned

Assumed a comfortable None stated
temperature, adjustable

None

None

A different type of city to the City,
assumed to be full of skyscrapers

Probably East/West orientated None. Assumed average grave size - Many human graves - many Red sand and grasses
mounds
Approx. 2500x1200x6000mm
thousands

Graves dug and re-filled
leaving mounds

Unknown

Dark green evening

Sand and course grasses

Red sand and green grass. Wreath None mentioned - natural sounds
of red and yellow roses, wild
flowers

Outside

Dusty

None stated

Unknown

None

None

May contain different sections for
different sections of society

Ground level

None

None

Vast

Ferrous mountains
Rocks
Dust

Not constructed

Natural

Natural

Dust
Rocks
Grit

Red grit and dust

None stated
Scavengers

Outside

Dusty

Windy

Not stated
None stated
Assumed hot in the day Dust and death
and cold at night

In the Outer Landscape Close Ground level
to the Castle

None

None

Greater than human

Swamps
Marshes

Not constructed

Natural

Opaque sky
Chilly sunlight

Reedy tracts
Rushes

Green air

Peewits and Curlews

Outside

Damp

None stated
Weather dependant

Chilly

None stated

Ground level

Fairly linear

Assumed steps are of a standard
rising and going

Larger than human

Stone steps. Cobbles. Trees.
Mud. Sand

Stone watersteps descending Worn
into the river water. Cobbled
waterfront

Ruddy, reflected light. Half- Water. Stone. Sand, mud, Scarlet rim of the dawn sun
darkness. Torchlight. Starlight silt

Voices
Cormorants

Outside

Damp and cold

Dawn

Cold

Ground level

Assumed rectangular in plan 4 acres (1.62 hectares)
Cage 50ft (15.25m) from the
entrance. At least a score (20) of
great cages

Larger than human

Branches and dens
Cages
Iron

Cages with bars

Sunlight like a gold gauze
Brilliant slanting rays of light

Silence. Shuffling of camel and mule. Outside.
Shrill scream. Shaking of bars. Voices Reverberation of
of animals. Bedlam. Unbearable din animal sounds
through the cages

Full of animal smells

None stated

Unknown

Semi-public
Hidden

Single room

Burial

Burial

Public

Used

Landscape

Valley - outcasts’ perhaps The valley - outcasts’ none Unknown
out of this

Not designed

Distance

None

No use

Landscape

Expanse

Not enclosed

To the north of the castle In the Outer Landscape Far
Between the City and the from the Castle
Castle

Not designed

Distance

None

Landscape

Landscape

Expanse

Not enclosed

Between the castle and
Gormenghast mountain

Fishing
Launching of
fishing craft

Public

Used

Transition

Watersteps

Not enclosed

Meeting between the City In the City
and the City-River

Private zoo

Private

Used

Death Event

Not know what the
boundaries are but it is
limited to 4 acres (1.62
hectares)

Semi-enclosed. Open to South of Muzzlehatch’s
the sky but a limit to the House
land. Muzzlehatch’s House
forms one wall

Private zoo

None stated

Tunnel

Context

TA

Unknown

Transition

Used

Zoo / Animal
Yard

None stated

Discovered
then used

Private

Drawn
Waterfront
2000x750mm

Dusty
Rotting
Forlorn and dismal

Private

Lounge

TA

Various

Tunnel
Secret exit /
entrance to the
castle

Lounge

Waterfront

Stone desert
Dark mosses
Seedling grasses

Used assumed to
be a guest
bedroom
Used

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling

Unknown Place
in an Unknown
City

Unknown

MS 88931/1/3/2_
f010r - Plan
MS 88931/1/3/2_
f010r - Perspective

Ritual Event
Ritual Event

Twisted Woods

Seasons Observed

Air Movement

Chill and unhealthy
Smothering
Sickly and musty
Damp

Smells

Time of Day
Observed

G

Swelter’s Room TG

Tower of Flints

None

Air Quality

Weather Observed

Living / Dwelling
Living / Dwelling

Sunset
Viewpoint

Titus’ Room

No known
purpose
Linking spaces

Unknown

Stone Sky-Field TG

The Lake

Unknown if
designed

Living / Dwelling
Dwelling
G

Sensorial Qualities Observed

Enclosed
More than one window
At least one door

99th floor

In the Outer Landscape Close Ground - valley
to the Castle. Possibly in the
Wastelands

Part of Muzzlehatch’s House
In the City

Human

Some bars have been
mended
Bedlam

Iron bars
Branches
Dens

Gold sunlight
Coloured animals

None stated
Dust

Dry.Windy. Rain
Dust cloud
from the mountains not sure how far this
penetrates
Rain
Heavy rain
Dusk

This Wasteland is dry and rocky

Stink

Dawn
Clear skies

None

The City meets the River at various
points both in both the poor and wealthy
districts

Animal smells
Death

Sunlight

Rays of sunlight

Numerous animals: a camel, a mule,
monkeys, birds, lama, stag, baboon, lions,
family of leopards, scaled beasts, horned
beasts, plumed beasts, beaked beats

A wet and swampy wasteland

Orchard

Flat Pastures
The Lake

Courtyard of
Western Balcony
Carvings
Walled in
Garden

Northern Woods

Dust
Hall of the
Bright Carvings

Dwellers' Tables

Carvers'
Battlements

Cacti

Pine Woods

Above Lord Sepulcrave's Apartments
Roof Terrace Lake
Hall of Spiders
Lord Sepulcrave's Apartments
Lord Sepulcrave's Bedroom
Lawns

Acacia Avenue

Aviary

Christening Room
Steerpike's Room No.3
Lady Groan's Sitting Room
Octagonal Room
7 Cedars
Cat Room
Unknown Courtyard

Lady Groan's Apartments
Lady Groan's Bedchamber

Concert Hall

Museum

Room of Documents

Building with Plastered Walls
Library
Dancing Hall
Building with Grey Dome

Prison Room
Moat

Structure of Pillars
Lion's Head Building

Refectory

Tower of Flints

Cemetery of
the Esteemed

Stone Lanes
Observatory
Long
Drive

Servants' Corridor
Servants'
Wing
Barquentine's Room
Great Kitchen
Eating Rooms

Outer Dwellings

Poor Quarter

Wine Vaults
Swelter's
Steerpike's Room No.6
Room
Servants'
Playroom
Quadrangle

4 Alleyways

Silent Halls

Steerpike's Room No.8
Keda's Room
Nanny Slagg's Room
Titus' Room

Flay's Secret Room

South Classroom

Tunnel

Perspective Corridor
Armoury
Overgrown
Gardens

East/South
Quadrangle

Tower with
Swimming
Horse
Dead
Green and Black
Tree
Checked Wall

Fuchsia's
Bedroom No.2

Cora and Clarice's Apartments
Cora and Clarice's Sitting Room

Lichen
Fort

Room of Roots

Black Moss Dome
Cluster of
Conical Roofs
Poet's Room
Stone
Smoking Terrace
Sky-Field

Lizard Wall

Bellgrave's School Room

School

Steerpike's Room No.4

Prunesquallors' House
Prunesquallors' Garden
Steerpike's Room No.2

Professors' Quadrangle

Yard

Pine Woods

Tree

Flying Buttress
Fuchsia's Bedroom No.1
Attic Staircase
Attic
1
Vine
Attic 3
Attic 2

Long Hall
Dormitories
Turnstile Room
Headmaster's Study
Professors' Corridor
Professors' Common Room
Headmaster's Living Quarters
Master's Hall Corridor of Statues
Central Hall
Perch Prism's School Room
Cutflower's
School Room
Opus Fluke's School Room
School
Flannelcat's
School Room

Withered
Lawns

Heart of the Castle
Groan Catacombs

Philosopher's Room

Central Hall

Kitchens

North Cloisters

Cora and Clarice's
Prison Room

Professors' Quarters

Pavillion of
Entertainments

Heron Room
Forgotten Landing

Pine Woods

South Spinneys
Salt Marshes

Dusty Halls
Square of the Black Rider

Carvers'
Battlements
Rantel's House
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N

Mine
Breathless Wastes

Wasteland

Wasteland

Low Wooded Hills
Quicksands

Marshlands

Dusty Plain

Shining Flats

12 Spinneys

Gormenghast
Mountain

Unknown River
Great Rock

Flay's Cave (North)
Twisted Woods

Entrance to Tunnel

Keda's Crag
Fuchsia's Grave

Flay's Cave
(South)

Gormenghast
Forest

Graveyard of the Outcasts
Flay's Shack

Birthday Ash Trees

Gravel Quarries
Unkempt Acres

Woodland

Glade

Old
Silver-Mines

Foothills

Valley of Graves

Servants' Graveyard

Grassy Hollow
Gormenghast
River

Tunnel to
Flay's Cave
Wasteland Swamp
& Marshes

Undulating
Ground

Flat Pastures
Orchard

House of the
Brown Father

Northern Woods
The Lake
Gormenghast Castle-City

Stone Grotto

Forest

Man-Made
Lake

Shoulder of Hill

Outer Dwellings

Plateau

Marshland /
Wintery Flats

Knuckles of
Endless Rock
Salt Marshes

Ravine

Gormenghast Outer Landscape
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N

Mountains
Factory Lake
Scientist's House
Cheeta's House
Woods
Airfield
Marshland

Shallow River

Territory of the
Wild Dogs

Great
Belt of Trees

Knee Deep River

Forests
Black
House
Bald Hill

Cobalt- Blue Mountains

Unknown City

Sunset Viewpoint

Distant Town

Mountain
Forests

City Under-River
Wooded Slopes
Blunt Grass Hill
Great Boulder

River

Wasteland

Landscape Beyond Gormenghast
N
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Lamb’s Vault
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Prison Room
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